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ABSTRACT
In 1915 the Village of Hardwick, Vermont declared
itself the ''building granite capital of the world.'' The
chief basis for its claim was the Woodbury Granite Company,
Hardwick's major employer and supplier of building granite
for municipal buildings, libraries, post offices, office
buildings, and state capitols throughout the eastern and midwestern United States.
The Hardwick area had supported a
modest granite industry through the 1880s, but in 1896 John
Holden purchased control of the Hardwick and Woodbury
Railroad and the Woodbury Granite Company, appointed George
Bickford general manager, and spurred Hardwick to a shortlived industrial preeminence.
Local entrepreneurs aided development efforts with
political support and financial concessions until 1912 when
the Company's control over the Village electrical power
attested to its dominion over the Village itself.
The death
of George Bickford, the advent of World War I, and the change
in architectural fashion all contributed to the demise of the
Company and subsequently the building granite industry.
During its heyday the Hardwick industry attracted
hundreds of granite workers as well as a variety of merchants
and developers who permanently changed the character of the
village.
Although the town outside the Village remained
essentially agricultural, it profited from expanded ~arkets
and increased tax revenues with essentially no increase in
demands for town services.
The Village was responsible for
financing utilities, streets, and educating the workers'
children
Despite rapid growth, the village experienced little
social unrest.
Industrialists recognized the workers' right
to unionize and bargain collectively.
Although local
prejudice was directed towards Italian immigrants, the
natives were generally tolerant of the workers and their
families, who for the most part were English speaking and did
not challenge existing political or social structures.
Finally, granite workers were a mobile population which did
not remain in the village as a pool of disgruntled unemployed
when the industry died.
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PROLOGUE
Granite is a crystalline igneous rock of nearly gemstone hardness formed from a molten mixture of quartz and
feldspar deep within the furnace of the earth.

Its color,

strength and purity depend upon the mixing of trace minerals,
such as oxides of iron and other compounds, within the melt.
(An excess or imbalance of impurities in the primal mix gives
rise to waste stone called "grout'' which must be disposed of
during quarrying.)

While in a molten stage, granite was

pushed out of the earth's care, cooled, and fractionated
under the tremendous weight and stresses of the earth's
surface.

Minor fractures, called

flaws, and major joints,
1

called

seams, were essential aids to the quarry workers.

The bedrock of granite lying under the rolling hills of
Woodbury formed the economic foundation far a molten influx
of skilled workers who collected and settled in Hardwick and
thrust the undistinguished village into a new industrial age.
Woodbury granite was particularly suited as building granite
because of its large grain and its formation of unusually
large sheets in the earth.
It is possible to take from woodbury quarried blocks of
unusual dimensions to be used far monoliths •. columns,
shafts, fountain bases, statuatory groups and engine
beds.
2
1

The Woodbury Granite Company so capitalized on that feature
that, by 1915, the Village of Hardwick, a community of 2100
people in the northeastern section of Vermont, announced on
the cover of its annual report that it was the "Building
granite capital of the world.''

Twenty years earlier it had

been one of many small communities responding to the growing
demand for granite.
How did Hardwick break out of the mold it had shared
with its neighbors and claim the title of "the building
granite capital of the world?''

How did the rapid

transformation from.agricultural marketplace to industrial
center affect the town and village?

This study is to explore

the industrialization of Hardwick and to examine closely the
population which experienced industrialization between 1895
and 1915.

2

CHA?TER 1
Introduction

All industry is a human endeavor at its base, combining
natural resources, technology, institutions, and people,

The

focus of this study is the people of the Village of Hardwick,
but to put them in context it first looks at the
institutions, technology and resources with which they built
their industry.
Chapter One outlines the scope of the work and describes
the methods used to research it.
Chapter Two explores the reasons the national granite
industry developed as it did including technological
development, economic growth, union organization, and
architectural fashion.

It then examines the conditions of

the industry in Hardwick,
Chapter Three traces the growth of the railroad system
essential to the development of the granite industry in the
Hardwick area,

It details the founding of the Hardwick and

Woodbury Railroad (H&W) an independent railroad conceived,
built, and used solely for the granite industry and
controlled by the same small group of entrepreneurs who owned

3
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I

the Woodbury Granite company, the giant in the Village.
Chapter Four explores factors that drove the various
Town and Village responses to the granite industry.

The

Village was .the center of the industry, and the chapter
focuses particular emphasis on the civic and economic
developments which led to its incorporation and response to
the granite industry's phenomenal growth.

The struggle over

electrical power for Village and industrial use illustrates
the Woodbury Granite company's gradual domination of the
Village.
Chapter Five looks at the people of the Village and
Town as collective groups within the community.

It examines

the Village's commercial change, social characteristics, and
public institutions.
Chapter Six continues to examine the people of the
community by examining detailed demographic changes that
occurred in the Village.

Census data and other sources are

used to determine ethnic mix and domestic patterns.
In studying the evolution of the granite industry and
its effect on Hardwick, this paper is in the tradition of
such social industrial historians as Herbert Gutman, Anthony
1

This work is clearly a case

Wallace, and Tamara Haraven.
study.

While the questions being raised are not new, they

have not before been asked about Hardwick.
Brayley's History of

~

Granite Industry

Although Arthur
1~

New

Engl~g

contains a large section on Hardwick, his commemorative

2
history of the industry did no scholarly analysis.

4
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Barre has been the subject of many different studies,
and those by Calcagni, Derner, and McDonald in particular have
3

been valuable.

Although comparable materials about Hardwick

do not exist, except for works about the Hardwick and
Woodbury Railroad,

the "Anna Spaulding Collection," a

collection of retyped documents, newspaper articles, letters
and memoirs of nineteenth century Hardwick citizens, and
scraps out of nineteenth century general histories is useful
in that it brings together many diverse pieces.

It is,

4

nonetheless, a collection and not a study.
Published sources about the railroads, while not
numerous, exist,

Unfortunately subsequent writers have

uncritically accepted the first work, "The Hardwick and
Woodbury Railroad," by John Kendall, and some major errors,
especially about funding for the H&W, are repeated
5

routinely.
This paper cov.ers approximately 20 years of the history
of Hardwick.

But before an examination of the sources used

can be meaningful, a distinction must be made between the
Town and the Village of Hardwick.
In 1892 the Village of Hardwick was incorporated as a
municipal unit within the Town of Hardwick.

The Village was

empowered to tax Village citizens, to pass Village ordinances
and to organize Village controlled public services not
offered by the Town.

Village residents paid taxes to both

the Village and Town and voted in both Village and Town
elections.

Residents of the Town who were not residents of

the Village received no Village services, paid no Village
5
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taxes, and voted only in Town elections.

The delegate to the

state's legislature was elected by the Town.
Abundant primary materiaYs on both the Village and Town
/

of Hardwick still exist in good condition: there has never
been a fire, flood, or major housecleaning in its public
records.

Consequently there are complete or nearly complete

collections of land holding, records, tax listings, vital
statistics, Village and Town annual reports, account books,
school attendance books, Town and Village meeting
proceedings, maps, surveys, petitions, insurance policies,
electric power company business records and correspondence,
as well as a broad assortment of miscellaneous items.

In

addition to the official records, the morgue for the local
newspaper, The Hardwick Gazette

~is

complete back to 1898.

Using the Spaulding Collection as a guide to secondary
material, I more often found myself overwhelmed by material
than in search of it.

In addition to written records, a

number of people who survived the period consented to be
interviewed.
When starting this study, I assumed that the story of
Hardwick's rapid industrial development would contain ugly
accounts of 1) heated or violent conflict between labor and
management over unionization, 2) heated or violent response
to the large immigrant, partially Catholic, work force, 3)
blatant domination of local government by the industrial
leaders.

Research uncovered evidence only of the latter.

Although I've been unable to locate the records of the

6

Woodbury Granite Company and the Hardwick and Woodbury
Railroad, and their absence makes it impossible to tell this
story completely, it is apparent that the Village of Hardwick
experienced a phenomenon common throughout the rapidly
industrializing world; an industry it enthusiastically
adopted quickly dominated its political and financial
decisions.

At the same time, the Village housed large

numbers of immigrant workers, but never absorbed them into
its fabric.

The Town apart from the Village, not dependent

on the industry, benefited from the industry's presence, but
was not greatly changed by it.
My research began in secondary sources about the granite
industry generally and the Barre granite industry
specifically.

The Barre knowledge suggested a framework upon

which research in Hardwick could be hung.

The second step

was to interview two categories of people, 1) those who had
lived in Hardwick at the time under study, and 2) those who
had known a detailed informant.

The interviewing included a

variety of perspectives: laborers, management, immigrants and
natives, and continued throughout the whole research period.
The third step was to examine primary sources.
I read all the proceedings kept by the town clerks
between 1890 and 1920, as well as great portions of those
kept for earlier times, to learn what the official records
indicated had happened and how the interests and needs of the
town changed.

The process was repeated in the Village

records, starting with its incorporation and organization in
1892 continuing to 1920.
7
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In conjunction with the proceedings, I read all the
annual reports for the Town between 1890 and 1920.

That

process was repeated for the Village beginning with its first
annual report in 1892.

From the above I could trace the

evolution of laws, budgets, and attitudes about many issues
of vital civic importance.
The weekly

Hardw~

Gazette provided a perspective on

public activities and opinions as well as specific details
about the Town, Village and industry.

I also read every

article about Hardwick that appeared in the monthly The
'6

Granite Cutters' Journal,

between 1895 and 1920 to ascertain

the union perspective of events in Hardwick.
The school attendance records of the Village schools
between 1906 and 1908 were combed for information about the
mobility of the Village population.

Finally I encoded data

from the manuscript census for the Village of Hardwick in
1900 and 1910 onto computer and, using the Statistical
f~age

for the Sciences (SPSS), analyzed the contents to

discover domestic patterns and population mixes.
The most difficult material to find was biographical
data on many of the important people in the early years of
the industry--particularly those whose influence was limited
to Hardwick.

For the most part the information provided by

the large biographical and genealogical collections, so
popular earlier in the twentieth century, were accepted as
the only material available.

While providing needed factual

data, they were highly flattering and notoriously self

8
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serving.

All sources of information have strengths and
weaknesses.

The strength of the Village and Town official

records is obvious.

They are the official records of actions

taken and moneies spent.

The proceedings of the official

meeting have the weight of law and can be read as such.

On

the negative side, the proceedings frequently offered little
e~planation

spent.

about why a particular action was taken or money

Furthermore, the personality of the Town or Village

clerk played a critical role in determining how details, such
as who made motions, the course of debate'offered, or the
intent of a particular vote were recorded.

The annual reports

filled many gaps in the recorded proceedings, and given
careful scrutiny, they revealed much about the rhythms of the
year.

The police department budget told, by the payment of

special deputies, how often and when a circus came to town.
The fire department budget recounted all the fires in the
Village and provided a measure of the size by recording how
much time each took to extinguish.

But much of the

information in the annual report assumed a knowledge of the
year's events in the Town, and many items in the various
budgets were merely listed with no explanation or were
general information pieces written in broad strokes and
rarely helpful.
The newspaper was the back-up source which often
explained things that the records only recorded.

The

Hardwick Gazette, a mine of information about the daily life
of the Town, was highly susceptible to the personal
9
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perspectives and quirks of the various editors and the

7
reading public.

Essentially the paper reported the affairs

of businesses and the local social establishment.

Generally

the only time a ''newcomer'' appeared in the press was in the
case of trouble.

Unless otherwise noted the editors' biases

were assumed to be the biases of the established elements of
the town.

The same is true for the

Gra~

Cutters'

Journ~l·

the official newsletter of the largest of the granite
industry unions.
Census data and school records also provided an
invaluable perspective.

The census analysis, however,

assumes that people told the truth and that what they said
was accurately recorded.

It was possible that, for instance,

a man who claimed to be single wasn't.

Occasionally,

especially in regard to women, census returns were
incomplete, and so statistics drawn from the data are of
minimal value.

The school records are something of a problem

in that the record books ran from April to April, while
school was attended from September to June.

The result is

that a record book for any given grade in any given year
contains the attendance records for two sets of children-those who attended the class from April to June and those who
attended the class from the following September through the
next March.
Survivers from the era proved to be an invaluable source
of leads and impressions.

They remembered the sights and

sounds and emotional qualities absent from official reports,

10
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data and newspapers.

But human memory is selective and

highly filtered, better trusted with memories of sights and
sounds and emotional qualities than with facts and figures.
In the case of the Hardwick story however, I did not need to
rely on frail human memory for hard data and could use it to
fill in the color of the era.

11

CHAPTER 2
The Granite Business

In 1914, In£ustrial

~rmont,

a publication of the

Vermont Bureau of Publicity, cited United States census
figures_ showing that Vermont produced granit• worth

$~9.675

in 1880; worth $610,963 (an increase of 924 percent) in 1890;
and worth $1,113,788 (an additional 83 percent increase) in
1900.

Though using the census figures,

the writer argued

that they were probably low, citing a 1902 special report on
mines and quarries by the Federal Census Bureau and the
Department of commerce and Labor which estimated the value of
Vermont granite production at $2,571,850 when producer
reports submitted to the Vermont State Geologist totaled
$4,035,000,

''and even then not all the granite producers

1

reported.''
Even if they weren't absolutely accurate, the figures
clearly reflected an enormous growth in the demand for
granite, demand created from the interaction of technological
improvements that made granite economically competitive with
other building materials, national economic growth, and a
turn of fashion and architectural philosophy.

Granite's

beauty and durability had been acknowledged for centuries,
12
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but its high density made it difficult and costly to quarry,
cut, and transport.

In the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century granite enjoyed moderate popularity as a
paving and curbing stone; pieces were relatively small, could
be quarried and transported easily, and did not require fancy
cutting.

Its durability also made it ideal for millstones,

the first use. of Barre granite.

Its early use as a building

material was limited to areas of high use, such as steps, or
to accent features like sills or columns.

In 1869 three

Scottish immigrants in Quincy, Massachusetts, introduced
machinery that produced a high polish, and granite quickly
replaced less durable sandstone and slate as monumental
stones, becoming quite competitive with marble.

Through the

middle of the nineteenth century technological improvements
lowered the cost of quarrying, cutting, and transporting
large blocks, and New England granites grew popular as
building materials in the regions in which they were
quarried.

By the 1880's, granite was a widely used building
2

material, but it was never cheap.
Granite was a fashionable building block of the ''Gilded
Age,''

The industrial and urban growth of the post-Civil War

era tremendously increased private and public wealth, and
great neoclassical buildings of marble or granite came into
fashion to house corporations, banks, and the well-to-do.
Simultaneously, urban development called for tremendous
amounts of stone, frequently granite, for bridges, dams, and
civic buildings.

In 1891 the Qran1!.@ Cutters•

13
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2: The Granite Business
reporting on 1890 census figures, commented that:
A curious illustration of the increase of
wealth in the United States during the last decade
is· in the fact that the value of the output of
granite has far more than doubled during the
period .... Among rich people granite has been
selected for building and ornamental purposes,
because the costliness ... is an indication that it
is the best material to be had.
The vast increase
in the use of it for bridge, dam, street and other
work is proof of the growing wealth of cities and
counties.
3
In Vermont, granite quarrying started in the early
1800's, and the first granite shed in Hardwick was opened in
4

1870 by Samuel Wheeler.
slow.

Early growth of the industry was

In 1885 Hardwick had only two granite quarries, one

monumental marble cutter, and two monumental granite and
marble dealers.

In the decade that followed, Hardwick's

granite business grew rapidly, as did the granite industry in
Vermont generally.

By 1895, Hardwick had three combination

marble and granite dealers, eight granite sheds, one
5

polishing company, and four quarries.
Through the 1890's, before Hardwick developed into a
building granite center, it stood in direct competition with
Barre, about thirty miles to the south.

[See Map 3.2]

The

competition took the tone of a baseball rivalry, but it had
serious economic foundations.

Hardwick and Barre competed

for the same labor and the same monument market,

Product

quality ultimately depended on stone quality, and Barre had
better monumental stone.

An 1897 editorial in the

Leader claimed:

14
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One of the amusing features of the granite
business at Hardwick is the constant, incessant,
everlasting but futile endeavor to convince the
world that "just as good stock" is produced on
Robinson Mountain (Hardwick] as on Millstone Hill
(Barre]:· Ever since granite was quarried in
Hardwick and Woodbury, this positive inferiority to
the Barre stone has been the one great drawback in
the way of great development., .. There are in
reality only two high grade granites in the
country.
Barre is one [of] them and Westerly
(Rhode Island] is the other.
6

The editor of the Gazette indignantly objected to the
Barre writer's assessment and vigorously defended the
"beautiful'dark granite" which was brought to Hardwick from
Woodbury, directly to the south.

[See Map 3.2]

Woodbury

granite was close to the surface and easy to quarry.

The

hillsides were pasture land, and when the soil was peeled
off, stone could be cut.

I

But no matter how easy it was to

quarry, nor how great the newspaper editor's indignation,
Hardwick/Woodbury granite had a grain that limited its appeal
7
for small monument stones and other small items.
Its inferiority was reflected in the price.

In 1907,

for example, the Woodbury Granite company sold a monument
grade called "Bashaw" for $.75 per cubic foot, while the more
finely grained Barre monumental stone sold for $1.15 to
8

$1.50.

To produce high quality monuments, Hardwick

manufacturers bought Barre stone to cut.

Hardwick

manufacturers were thus dependent on Barre quarries for stone
and competed with Barre manufacturers for markets and

labo~.

Ultimately, Hardwick's reputation in the granite industry
rested on its stone's use for buildings and other large
structures,

Barre stone, valuable for monuments, was too
15

2: The Granite Business
9

expensive for buildings.
Granite manufacturing plants, usually called ''sheds,''
needed laborers with a broad range of skills.

In small

sheds, two or three workers did everything, but in larger
sheds, workers specialized.

The most skilled and highest

paid were the cutters who carved, lettered, and dressed the
granite.

Next were the polishers who sawed the rough stock,

set it in a bed, sand blasted and then polished it.
Sharpeners of the cutters' tools were a third highly skilled
group.

In addition to skilled workers, sheds needed a number

of semi-skilled and unskilled laborers: lumpers, boxers,
grouters, tool grinders, derrickmen, saw helpers, machinists,
10
power plant engineers, electricians, firemen, and others.
The pre-emeninent role of cutters was always apparent
and led them to establish the National Union of Granite
cutters in 1877.

In 1905 the union changed its name to

reflect more accurately its international character, becoming
11
the Granite Cutters' International Association (GCIA).
The union founders were mostly English, Irish, and
Scottish immigrants, but so many Italian immigrants had
joined by the late 1880's that union business published in
the

~~te ~tters'

Italian.

~rnal

in English was repeated in

Throughout the depression of the 1890's, controversy

raged within the union over the large numbers of immigrants
who applied

to~

local membership.

States saw increased

membe~ship

Cutters in the United

as a

th~eat

to the work and

wages they could successfully demand and wanted to charge

16
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high initiation fees to cutters with membership in a foreign
local in an effort to restrict them.

Particularly

controversial were ''birds of passage,'' cutters who came to
the 0.$. only during the peak summer months and returned to
Europe for the slack winter months.

Unsuccessful campaigns

to charge them high entrance fees each season were mounted in
some locals.

Another failed attempt at restriction was an

amendment to prevent blacks from joining the union,
introduced by the Hardwick local in 1904.

Only Chinese were
12
ever officially barred from union membership.
The GCIA faced some early resistance by manufa'cturers,
but its greatest challenge came from rival unions, especially
the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) after 1905.

The

GC!A, a craft union affiliated with the American Federation
of Labor, regularly and staunchly supported the free
enterprise system while demanding that manufacturers share
13
more wealth and improve working conditions.
The IWW, a
mass union, argued for working class solidarity without craft
distinction.

Its more radical position attracted a following

among cutters from northern Italy where radical labor
politics were well developed.

By World war I, however,

plagued by its own internal problems, government repression,
and a general decline in granite union membership, the IWW
ceased to be a viable alternative for granite workers.
14
GCIA was always the dominant cutters' union.

The

Fenton, Demers, and tiveright have reported the
activities of union radicals in Barre,

Though Fenton ·reports

that some identifiable radicals worked in Hardwick, they
17

~=

~ne

~ranlte

Business

15

seemed to have exercised no influence there.

Hardwick was

indirectly affected by the radical union politics since
anything the radicals succeeded in getting for Barre
eventually reflected in Hardwick.
Many workers who came to the growing granite industry in
Hardwick were union members when they arrived and needed only
to join the local branch.
arrival.

Others were easily recruited upon

The first meeting of the GCIA in Hardwick was

reported to the Granite cutters' Journal in November 1890.
"Nearly all of the men who were not members have come up and
joined, and·we hope what few there are out will come in at
our next meeting."

A month later the branch reported that
16
they were "getting new members every month."
Typically each spring a GCIA local branch submitted to

~:

::;

,,!
'I

;:!

the local manufacturers a ''bill of prices'' which suggested a

il

wage scale for cutters.

!iI•

Though other granite workers had

II

II

'I

their own unions, and the GCIA did not negotiate for them, in

II

Hardwick, if not nationally, contracts were negotiated in
relation to the cutters'

''bill of prices.''

By its own accounts, the GCIA was accepted in Hardwick
without trouble.

Immediately after the local was organized

in 1890 nearly all the firms ''established the first Monday of
each month as a pay day'' and accepted a nine-hour day.

The

Hardwick local was "very grateful for this point gained with
so little exertion.''

A feW months later the branch was

"··.glad to report that the matter of bill of prices is
settled."

'..'•

H

Hardwick's bill of prices "was a complete copy of

,.
18
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the Barre bill.''
Barre generally set the standard for labor-management
negotiations.

''Whatever Barre branch has for a bill,

branches in the near vicinity can expect practically the same
18
and no more."
Although that remained generally true
throughout the 1890's, by 1900 Hardwick manufacturers,
especially the expanding Woodbury Granite Company, felt a
severe need far cutters.

As early as 1898 the paper

reported:
Everyone is full of orders .... One firm states that
where the profit had been five and ten per cent
.. ,(it is now] twenty-five per cent ... There is an
oversupply of work and a correspondingly small
supply of men to do it.
19
Hardwick manufacturers avoided formal affiliation with
the Granite Manufacturers Association of New England (GMANE)
and lured workers to the hinterlands of Hardwick with higher
wages than the GMANE approved.

!n 1900 the Barre branch

of the GCIA also demanded mare than the GMANE-approved $2.80
per day and threatened to strike to get it.

The Hardwick

manufacturers had already agreed to $3.00, but, while not
members of the GMANE, were reluctant to undermine the GMANE
position by signing the agreement before the Barre contract
was settled, ostensibly lest they incur the retaliation of
their GMANE affiliated suppliers.

More fundamentally, since

Hardwick producers were committed to paying higher wages than
Barre, it was in their own interest if Barre wages were as
low as possible.

The Hardwick union local, reasoning that an

early settlement in Barre was to their advantage, supported
19
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their bosses and reported that Hardwick manufacturers'
have n6t had much.objection to our new bill, but
have been hanging fire on a settlement in Barre.
As Barre granite is a prime factor of the
[monumental] material cut here, the bosses .... claim
that were they to sign our bill, they would be
unable to ~et stock .... to operate their plants.
20

When the Barre branch settled for $2.80 1 against the GC!A's
recommendation, Hardwick signed for $3.00 for an eight hour
21

day.
As an industry, granite was dominated by a few large
manufacturers, but most companies were very small.

The 1902

Department of Commerce and Labor census reported that 51
percent of the 853 granite companies in the

U.s.

!{_,

were

0,-

individually owned, but that they supplied only 22.1 percent
of the market.

Partnerships owned 25.7 percent of the

companies and supplied 27.2 percent of the market.

Only 20.6

percent of the companies were corporations, but they supplied
'i•.49.5 percent of the market, while 2.5 percent of the

companies fell into an undefined "other" category which
supplied 1. 2 percent of the market.

[See Table 2. 1]

Large

sheds employed as many as several hundred cutters and
auxiliary workers who were usually organized and referred to
as "gangs."

Most of the nearly 19,000 men and boys who

worked in the granite industry in 1902 worked for a
22

relatively large shed.
/

Most cutters owned their tools, and the temptation to

become self-employed was often difficult to resist.
Furthermore it was easy to establish a granite cutting
20

1/-,
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business.

A curb-stone or monument cutting business needed

only a small space, a few tools, a piece of stone, and a
cutter.

Most sheds were small businesses supporting only f
i

few workers.

Cutters frequently teamed up, rented a corner
23
in a large shed, and declared themselves a company.
The
Granite Cutters'

l2~l

regularly reported the loss of

members in the Hardwick branch who had gone into business for
themselves.

!n 1891, for example:

Brothers G.M. Hoyt, who was our secretary, F.A.
Emerson and A. and M.J. Parks have gone into
business together under the name of the Union
Granite Company. We are sorry to lose them from
the branch, but wish them success.
24
Also from 1896:
Brothers J.W. Mack, E.S. Wells and Levi Hall have
formed a company known as the Mack Granite Company.
Brothers Joseph Wark and Robert Wallace have farmed
a company known as the Union Granite Company .... If
they make as good business men and managers as they
did union men, all will get justice,
25
Table 2.1*
The Number of Operators, Value of Products
and Percentage of Distribution by
Character of Ownership.

Operators

Individual
436
Partnership
219
Incorporation 176
Other
22
Total

%

N

51.1
25.7
20.6
2.6

Value

%

$4,045,089
4,966,978
9,030,876
215,001

22.15
27.20
49.46
1.18

$18,257,944

853

*Abstracted from Bureau of the Census.
§l2~£i§l B~l2Q£.L !"!i!:!.~
Qgar<:i_~~ ~Q1.
(Washington: GPO, 1905), Tables 21 and
22, pp. 65-66.

§!:!i
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The number of businesses in Hardwick fluctuated widely.
The

fl.~ette

reported in 1901 that fourteen granite firms had

gone out of business during the previous six months.

They

had all been small firms and many had been in business for
26

less than six months.

Since business success depended on

the quality of the product, the ability to market the
product, and the conditions of the market itself, the
manufacturers depended on the cutters' skills to create a
product to sell as much as the cutters depended on the
manufa~turers

to market the products they made.

Becoming an

independent operator was one thing, but remaining one was
something else.

Many a good cutter was not a good

businessman.
Reflecting the national industry's structure, Hardwick's
industry was dominated by one very large firm,

the Woodbury

Granite Company, but most of the sheds were small, owned by
:.

individuals or partnerships.

By 1900, the granite industry

was the largest employer in Hardwick, with 59 percent of the
male work force employed in a granite related activity.
Machine technology for cutting and polishing large slabs of
granite constantly eroded the industry's reliance on skilled
workers, but before World War I no machinery threatened to
27

replace the cutters who carved statuary and inscriptions.
[See Tables 5.1 and 5.2, pp. 85-88]
Since most of the stone was quarried in Woodbury, most
of the quarry workers lived there, making the cutter the

22
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foundation upon which Hardwick's industrial empire was built.
In 1900 there were 221 stone cutters in Hardwick; in 1910
there were 222.

The increase from eighteen to thirty-one

manufacturers may represent a slight expansion in the number
of cutters since many of the manufacturers were cutters
working alone or in partnership.

Even sa, the number of

granite cutters essentially did not change in a decade in
which the Village papulation grew 60 percent from 1312 to
2095,
Once the papulation of cutters was in place, growth
within and around the i6dustrt'occurred in the

numb~r

of

auxiliary granite workers and other support occupations.

In

1900 a total of 73 people worked in the industry in some
capacity other than granite cutter, creating a ratio of about
1:3 non-cutter to cutters.
Although the decrease from twenty-four to fourteen
polishers reflects increased mechanization of the industry,
by 1910 the ratio of non-cutters to cutters had ballooned to
3:4.

In addition to the auxiliary workers in the sheds,

there was a marked increase in the number of office workers,
skilled non-granite craftsmen and professionals employed by
the sheds.

For example, in 1910 six people worked as

stenographers in the granite industry; in 1900 none was
listed on the census.

In 1900 there were no bookkeepers,

auditors, pattern clerks, blacksmiths, carpenters, or lawyers
identified as wholely or specifically connected to the
granite industry; there were many in 1910.
say that those jobs went undone in 1900.
23

This is nat to
More likely they
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28

had not been identified as separate jobs.

In 1910, granite

related jobs represented 56 percent of the male employment in
the Village.
The industry paid very well.

Most of the workers were

unionized and were among the highest paid craftworkers in the
29
nation.
A survey of manufacturing communities conducted by
the Episcopal Church of Vermont in 1912 satisfied the
surveyers that by the standards of the day Hardwick, Barre,
and Bethel were peaceful, prosperous, and free of
exploitation,

Crediting union strength as the reason for the

good conditions, the report noted that many of the granite
workers earned as much or more than small town professional
30
men.
As a result, true to the timeless conflict between
the haves and have-nots, non-granite people in Hardwick were
ambivalent about the high wages paid at the sheds.

On the

one hand, those wages were the basis for the prosperity that
the community enjoyed: on the other hand, they generated
envy.

The temptation on the part of the community was to

charge as much as it could for marketable goods and services,
causing an inflationary pressure in the local economy.

The

union's response was to ask for higher wages.
The tensions on both sides are illustrated by a small
incident in 1907 when the GCIA in Hardwick struck for a daily
$3.20 minimum while the Village paid its policemen $2.00 per
31

day, and its day laborers, $1.65.

During the strike the

local secretary wrote a glowing account about the efforts of
one of the local ministers who

24
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... secured a vacant store and started a club
room .... with all the papers of the day, magazines,
checkers and all kinds of games ... all free to union
men,
This seems strange ... for in this locality the
members have never received something for nothing
before.
32
The granite industry was slow to develop in Hardwick,
and its slow start worked to welcome its growth.

By the time

it was gaining significant power in Hardwick, granite was a
mature industry with established union organization and
protocols which ritualized negotiations between labor and
management and minimized community disruptions.

The workers

were, for the most part, well paid skilled craftworkers who
were responsible for economic bouyancy in a community
surrounded by a declining region.

Their presence created

some tension, but did not disrupt community habits.
Nevertheless, though industrialization did not come to
Hardwick uninvited, it did not come unresisted.

The next

chapter focuses on the community's struggle aver railroad
service and the interplay between the railroad and the growth
of the Woodbury Granite Company.

25

CHAPTER 3
The Railroads and the Company

A network of national, state, and local railroad systems
was essential before granite could become a large-scale
industry.

This 'chapter re6ounts the building of the

railroads that served Hardwick, the growing industry in
Hardwick that led to the the building of the Hardwick and
Woodbury Railroad as a spur line to the quarries, and the
growth of the Woodbury Granite Company.
After the Civil War, a group of entrepreneurs, including
Horace Fairbanks of St. Johnsbury, planned a railroad from
Portland, Maine, through Vermont, to Ogdensburg, New York, on
the banks of the St. Lawrence River (see Map 3.1].

They

hoped to draw port traffic away from Boston to Portland.

The

new road was to cross the Connecticut and Passumsic Railroad
at St, Johnsbury and run southwest to Montpelier, where it
could connect with the Central Vermont Railroad and then
cross Vermont through the Winooski River Valley to join the
1

railroads in the Burlington area.

[See Map 3.2]

To capitalize the railroad, the planners solicited towns
along the proposed route to help finance the venture.

A

location along the railroad line promised economic
26
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advantages, and civic leaders knew the route would be
strongly influenced by a town's willingness to provide
financial aid.
When Montpelier voters refused the plan, astute Lamoille
Valley businessmen seized the opportunity to inject new life
into the valley and sought to lure the planners into
connecting their railroad to the Central Vermont Railroad at
2
Cambridge. [See Map 3.2] At a special Town Meeting on March
17, 1868, the Hardwick citizenry voted by ballot, 138 to 96,
to aid the new Lam9111e Valley Railroad (LVRR).

No details

were settled at that meeting, but eventually the town agreed
to purchase 600 shares of stock valued at $60,000,

The terms

were dated August 4, 1868, and recorded in the town's land
records in a caligraphy that does not appear anywhere else in
the book, a detail suggestive of the town's hopes for the
.future: the railroad would bring prosperous times, and its
coming was worth special notation in the official records.
It was an opportunity which the town could not reject, but
with a grand list of only $5000, could barely afford.
Taxpayers of Hardwick were reserved ''the first privilege'' of
purchasing the bonds that would pay for the stock.

Although

no one in 1868 envisioned the importance of granite in
Hardwick's future, without this mainline railroad the
3

industry would not have been possible.
Thaddeus Fairbanks broke ground for the LVRR in St.
Johnsbury, December 22, 1869.

A large joyful crowd attended

the ground-breaking ceremony and celebrated with speeches,

27
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gun salutes, trumpet blasts and band music.

Two years later,

on January 1, 1872, a similar crowd greeted the first
passenger train from St. Johnsbury _to Hardwick.

The general

attitude was that "The new ... Railroad is a matter of
interest to all ... we cannot help perceiving that when it is
4
completed, Hardwick must derive much benefit from it."
The LVRR was completed on June 29, 1877.

Although it

suffered financial difficulties and operated under several
different names, the trains always ran.

A detailed

discussion of its problems is outside the scope of this
study, except to note that from the 1880's to the 1920's it
was known as the St. Johnsbury and Lake Champlain (St.J.&
5

L.C.), and hereafter will be referred to by that name.
From Hardwick the trains ran east to St. Johnsbury and
connected to the Boston & Maine, which took cargo north to
Montreal, where it connected with the Canadian National
Railway (CN) or the Canadian Pacific Railroad (CP), or south
to White River Junction where it could be routed to Boston or
New York.
A west bound train out of Hardwick went to Cambridge.
From there it could connect with the Central Vermont to
Burlington, then south to Rutland.

If, at Cambridge it

stayed on the St.J.& L.C. to Swanton, it connected with the
CN or the Ogdensburg and Lake Champlain, later renamed the
New York Central (NYC).

On the NYC, cargo traveled west

6
below the great lakes; on the CN it went west above them.
[See Maps 3.1 and 3.2)
As expected, the St.J.& L.C. quickly became an important
28
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fixture in the region, carrying away timber, hay, hides,
cheese and butter along with a number of small manufactured
items such as vegetable kidney pills, brooms, and butter
tubs.

But if the St.J.& L.C. enabled Hardwick farmers to

reach distant markets that otherwise would have been out of
reach, other railroads, bringing goods from the west, mada
those markets exceedingly competitive.

Throughout the 1870s

and 1880s, earning a living through farming or small industry
in the hill country of northern New England became
increasingly difficult.

Better land in the west, much

boasted about by friends or relatives who had gone before,
lured many young people out of the region.

Others, young and

old, left the endless work of New England farming to take
jobs in industrializing areas.

Ironically, during this ten

year period, the tax payers' $60,000 gamble that the railroad
would bring growth and a quickened economy to Hardwick paid a
dubious return, as the population actually fell from 1519 to
1484.

The railroad carried away people as easily as it
7
carried away goods.
Until the last two decades of the nineteenth century,
the evolution of Hardwick paralleled that of its neighbors
in dwindling populations, abandoned farms and a generally
shrinking economic base.

(See Fig 4.1)

What changed

Hardwick's subsequent experience was the presence of local
granite deposits and the foresight of townspeople who risked
supporting-a railroad which they could little afford.
Walden, to the east, had the railroad but no granite.

29
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Woodbury, to the south had granite, but no railroad.
In the late 1880's and the early 1890 1 s, most of the
Hardwick granite sheds were located along the St.J.& L.C.
which ran through the northern end of the hamlet of South
8

Hardwick.

[See Map 4.1]

The stone being transported from

Woodbury to the Hardwick sheds traveled north on the main
street through the village, crossed the Lamoille River via a
wooden covered bridge, and climbed a slight hill to the sheds
along the tracks.
trip.

It could be a difficult and destructive

Granite is heavy; 200 pounds per cubic foot is the
9

quarry workers' rule of thumb.

As many as twenty horses

were needed to haul one block from the quarry to the cutting
shed, and it might take up to three days to move a single
stone the distance of eight or nine miles.

At best the roads

were a mixture of dirt and sand which rutted in all but
perfect conditions, so the stone wagons regularly damaged and
occasionally nearly destroyed the roads they traveled, which
included the main streets in the village.

One large stone,

pulled by eighteen horses, was ''followed by a one-horse rig
piled high with axes, shovels, pevies, blocks and tackles to
10
repair culverts broken in transit,"
It was obvious to many
that a branch line from the St.J.& L.C. to the quarries in
Woodbury would expand the granite industry and eliminate a
lot of damage to the streets of the village.
In the late 1880's the quarry owners and civic leaders
in Hardwick pressured the Boston and Maine Railroad (B&M),
which controlled the St.J.& L,C., to build a spur.

The B&M

was interested--any growth in the granite business meant a
30
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growth in railroad traffic--but initially it balked at the
cost.

afte~

In 1892, however,

much local pressure was

applied, the B&M completed a 1.7 mile branch running from
Smith's Crossing on the western earner of the newly
incorporated Village of Hardwick to the foot of Buffalo
11
Hill.
Smith's Crossing quickly became known as Granite
Junction.
The quarry branch eased the stress an the roads into
Hardwick Village because stone was carried to the sheds
entirely by rail.

Furthermore it provided track along which

more sheds were built.

The granite cutters' union,

anticipating employment opportunities, announced to its
national membership that:
Two new sheds a~e being built ... out an the meadow
on the branch railroad, which will be completed in
about a week.
[Work] will commence with one gang
with prospects of putting on more.
12
The branch line eased Village road maintenance problems,
p~omised

an expansion of the cutting business, and provided

improved access to the quarries on Buffalo Hill on the west
side of Woodbury Gulf.

However, stone from the quarries on

Robinson Mountain, to the east of Woodbury Gulf south of
Burnham Hill, was still hauled six or seven miles by horsed~awn

wagons to reach the

~ai!road.

[See Map 3.3]

Quarry

owners pressed to get the railroad extended further, but the
route required expensive and unusually steep grades.

The

nation was suffering in the severe 1893 depression, and the
13
B&M pleaded poverty.
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Area businessmen, aggressively seeking industrial
development, joined together to extend the line themselves.

I

.

some were motivated by the potential profit of the'granite
industry itself, others by speculation in quarry lands, a
third group saw profit for the railroads, and a fourth
anticipated they would share in a general prosperity for
Hardwick,

All the men involved except W.H. Fullerton, of

Manchester, and E.R. Fletcher, of st. Albans, both of whom
owned quarry land in Woodbury, lived or worked within 15
miles of Hardwick or Woodbury.
to expand a local industry.

They were local men seeking

In 1894 the group secured state

incorporation of the Hardwick and Woodbury Railroad Company
(HIXW).

The enterprise was a modest effort, with capital

stock of only $50,000.

Other vermont railroads incorporated
14
that year were capitalized at $75,000 to $300,000.
The organizational meeting was held in Hardwick, March

16, 1895,

Thirty-four year old George M. Powers, son of

former Congressman H. Henry Powers from Morrisville, was
elected president.

A quarry land owner from Woodbury,

Charles A. Watson, was elected vice president.

Edward H.

Blossom, assistant superintendent of the St.J.& L.C., was
chosen general manager, bringing considerable railroading
expertise and the blessings of the St.J.& L.C. with him.
J.H. McCloud, a prominent Hardwick entrepreneur was elected
treasurer, and Charles L. Sanford was chosen clerk.

The

Board of Directors decided to begin construction of the line
immediately, though full funding was not yet in hand.

32
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Representatives from the st.J.& L.C. and the B&M had
been invited to the meeting as advisors, and those companies
carried out pledges to help the H&W, short of actually
financing the new line.

The chief engineer of the B&M helped

set the location of the roadbed, the St.J.& L.c. furnished
rails, spikes, and ties, and the B&M rented a locomotive and
15
some flat cars to the H&W.
The original plan was to use as much local labor as
possible, but during the summer the company hired Italian
immigrants from Boston.

Kendall alleges that this was

necessitated by an unreliable local labor force that often
stayed home to cut hay.

Another explanation may be that by

summer the !i&W was in serious financial trouble, and local
16
labor may have been skeptical about being paid.
Hopes were high that the railroad would be completed
quickly,

Even before the H&W's organizational meeting, the

GCIA reported that it was "probable that the Woodbury branch
railroad will be completed to the quarries in Woodbury this
season, which will develop some of the largest quarries in
17
the country."
Once construction began, the directors expected to raise
the additional capital through municipal bonds.

A petition

for a special Town Meeting "To see if the Town will vote to
aid in the construction of the Hardwick and Woodbury
Railroad .... '' was filed in Hardwick on July 6, 1895.
Unfortunately, the petition was not preserved making it
impossible to know who or how many among the local population
openly supported the move, but undoubtedly the scheme was
33
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discussed throughout the spring and early summer before the
18
town met to vote on it.
The special July 20 meeting drew a large crowd to the
Town Hall and was begun when William H. Taylor, Caledonia
county State's Attorney and a resident of Hardwick, moved that
the town purchase ''four hundred shares of the capital
19

stock ... at the par value of twenty-five dollars each .... ''
By suggesting that the town become twenty percent owner of
the railroad, Taylor, with no known financial interest in the
rail~oad o~.quarry

sites, was clearly throwing his prestige

behind the project.
There is no detailed account of the debate that
followed, but the minutes suggest that it was lengthy and
heated.

Those speaking in favor of the resolution likely

pointed out the prosperity that the railroad would stimulate
through an expanded granite industry.

They might have

suggested that Hardwick could escape the plight of
neighboring towns which were suffering from dwindling
20
populations, abandoned farms and general economic decline.
Merchants would benefit, anyone with property to rent or sell
would benefit, farmers would benefit from the taxes new
people would pay and the market they would provide.

Someone

in opposition might then have suggested that $10,000 was
quite a lot of money for the town to put into another
railroad when it still owed more than $21,000 on its St.J.&

21
L.C. bonds.
The critical issue, however, was the E.R. Fletcher

34
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company.

Fletcher had opened a quarry on Robinson Mountain

in 1887 and sometime between then and 1895 had taken over the
Woodbury Granite Company which also had a quarry on Robinson
Mountain.

In the spring of 1895, perhaps in anticipation of

the railroad, 28 year old Fletcher had also taken over the
carter quarries on Robinson Mountain.

The problem was that

Fletcher shipped all the stone from Woodbury to his st.
Albans sheds to be cut.

Many at the meeting, including local

union members concerned about jobs in Hardwick, questioned
22

why Hardwick taxpayers should build him a railroad.

..

The debate must have continued for some time, with the
sentiment favoring the objectioners.

Eventually someone

amended Taylor's original resolution to 300 instead of 400
shares, but the amendment was defeated 150 to 209, and no
further vote was taken.

The resolution died with the

23

amendment.
Railroad construction continued, but the backers were
desperately in need of money.

The GCIA reported that:

Work on the Woodbury branch railroad will be
suspended soon on account of lack of funds and no
desire on the part of the people of Hardwick to
build it for the Fletcher Granite Company and the
Boston and Maine Railroad ....
24

If the railroad wasn't completed, the quarry owners and land
speculators stood to lose money.

From their perspective it

was crucial that the railroad be finished, and to do that
they needed backing, so they immediately filed a petition for
another special Town Meeting "to see if the town will
25
reconsider its vote taken July 20, 1895. 1'
The second
35
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meeting was held August 17, 1895.

Again an eminent townsman

with no known connection to either the railroad or a granite
company introduced the resolution to reconsider.

Again it

26

was defeated, this time 219 to 120,
The railroad was losing support.

Compared to the July

meeting, the August meeting had twenty fewer people voting
and thirty fewer people supporting the railroad.

Nat only

did the proponents now have to fight for their cause on its
merits, but also they had to overcome the perception that the
matter was settled.

It was obvious that the Fletcher Company

would have to change its policy, so the company and the
selectmen arrived at an agreement which was presented at a
third special Town Meeting on Tuesday, September 3, 1895.
This time the selectmen themselves presented the
resolution that the town buy 500 shares of H&W stock.

In

return, the Fletcher Company agreed to give the town bonds,
alleged to be worth twice the cost of the railroad stock, as
a guarantee that the company and any succeeding owners would
locate and maintain its principal granite cutting business in
Hardwick.

Fletcher further agreed to build new granite sheds

in Hardwick by May l, 1896, and to discontinue cutting any
woodbury granite in St. Albans after September 1, 1896.
it was too late.

But

The issue had been debated all summmer, and

the town had made up its mind.

It voted to "pass over" the
27
resolution, killing it with an undisputed voice vote.
At this juncture John S, Halden of tile prosperous Holden

and Leonard textile mills in Bennington became involved,
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though the record is unclear as to how Holden's attention was
28

brought to the developments in Hardwick.

He knew nothing

about railroads or granite, but, having succeeded in a number
of different businesses, was confident that he would succeed
again.
E.R. Fletcher, who had acquired a vast amount of quarry
land in Woodbury, appreciated that without the railroad none
could be fully developed and relinquished control of the
Woodbury Granite Company to Holden and his partners when they
invested heavily in the H&W, enabling its completion.

By the

spring of. 1897, w'i'th. the railroad in operation: Holden
controlled the board of directors.

He was elected president,

George H. Powers, former president, became vice-president,
Daniel F. Holden, John's brother, was elected secretary, and
George H. Bickford, John Holden's son-in-law, was made
treasurer.

E.H. Blossom remained general manager, and
29
William H. Fullerton became superintendent.
In 1897, the first full year of operation, the H&W lost
$1700, but the granite industry grew significantly, thus
beginning to fulfill the promises supporters had made for the
railroad.

Though controlled by the interests that owned the

Woodbury Granite Company, the H&W served other quarries as
well, most significantly the Fletcher quarries and numerous
small ''boulder'' quarries along its route.

Under Holden's

direction, the H&W was used almost exclusively for carrying
30

stone, workers, and materials to and from the quarries.
[See Map 3.4]
Throughout its operation, the H&W broke even or lost
37

List of Stations on H. & W. R. R.
To and From which Rates Apply
Map from an H&. W 1922 freight tariff.
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3: Railroads and company

money on a regular basis, despite paying its employees
poorly.

In some cases it paid less than any other railroad

in the state.

The H&W's machinist, however, was occasionally

the highest paid railroad machinist in the state.

Holden

managed to keep its expenses at a minimum, clearly regarding
the H&W as ancillary to the granite industry rather than an
independent enterprise whose profit making potential should
be developed.

In the early years, Holden preferred that the

railroad subsidize the developing sheds in the Village rather
than make a profit, but during the peak years for the
industry, 1905-1915, the railroad prospered.

It paid

dividends of 5.5 percent to 13 percent on the preferred
stock and 2 percent to 6 percent on the common stock to
31
approximately 130 stockholders.
Woodbury Granite Company, which Holden acquired with the
railroad, was originally a single quarry in Woodbury, opened
in the early 1880's bY L.W. Voodry and A.F. Town.

In 1888,

"the Woodbury or Voodry and Town Granite Company," a lot of
25 acres, was sold to Alfred and Charles Watson and a new

entity called the Woodbury Granite Company, which eventually
owned over 135 acres of Woodbury quarry land.

The company

was incorporated May 11, 1888, with Charles Watson, Alfred
Watson, and William Fullerton as incorporators.

E.R.

Fletcher was considered to be its owner in 1895, and by
spring of 1896 it was controlled by John Holden and Charles
32
W. Leonard.
John Stedman Holden was born in Charleton, Mass., in May
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1845, one of eight children of a shoe manufacturer and
farmer.

He was educated in the local schools and Nichols

Academy, Dudley, Mass., Wesleyan Academy, Welbraham, Mass.,
and Eastman's Business College in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

From

Poughkeepsie he went to Hartford, Ct. where he served on the
police force for three years.

In 1868, he married the

daughter of a Hartford insurance broker, gave up police
work, and became a businessman.
John Holden was an entrepreneur.

He enjoyed making a

business grow without particular regard to its product line.
Between 1868 and 1888 he sharpened his entrepreneurial skills
in businesses as divergent as general merchandising and oil
refining.

Typically he had at least one partner, frequently

his brother, Henry.

In 1889, in partnership with Charles

w.

Leonard, a Boston financier, he bought the Bennington Woolen
Mills.

In 1894, Holden's daughter, Alice, married George

Bickford, who then joined the firm.

In 1896, Holden, Leonard,

and Bickford got into the railroad and granite businesses.
As a successful businessman in Vermont, John Holden had an
interest in and access to political power.

He was active in

Bennington civic and political affairs and became the Senator
33

from Bennington County in 1906, but died in 1907, aged 62.
In 1896 supervision of the Woodbury Granite Company was
assigned to Holden's brother, Daniel, who concentrated on
modernizing the quarry facilities while awaiting completion
of the H&W.

In 1897 Holden and his partners made plans to

start cutting large monuments and mausoleums, but postponed·
the decision whether to build the main offices and sheds in
39
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Hardwick or Woodbury while Hardwick Village debated whether
to build an electric power plant.

The Village's decision to

go ahead with the power plant came on July 26, 1897, and the
34

company located in Hardwick.

Two weeks later the Gazette

reported that the shed area
... will be a little city by itself .... one of the
most complete and extensive stone working plants in
the country .... The company has many large orders on
hand now, among which is one for several hundred
car loads of cut stone for the dam soon to be
erected across the Connecticut River at Holyoke.
35
The H&W was completed to the Woodbury Granite Quarries
in October, 1897.

George Bickford replaced Daniel Holden in

Hardwick, and in June, 1898, became Treasurer and General
36
Manager of the Woodbury Granite Company.
George Hamilton Bickford was born on October 10, 1868,
in Barton, Vt., where his father, a Methodist minister, died
less than a year later.

Widowed, Abigail B.

(Giffin)

Bickford moved to Keene, N.H., where she ran a boarding
house until her three children reached school age.

Then she

moved to Montpelier, Vt .. where she became a teacher at the
Montpelier Seminary.

George graduated from Montpelier

Seminary and went to Wesleyan College, where he graduated
second in his class in 1891, Phi Beta Kappa with honors in
history and English Literature.

In 1894,

afte~

career in academia and as a book salesman, he

a brief

ma~ried

Alice

Holden and went to work for her father in his Bennington
textile mill.

He moved to Hardwick in the winter of early

37

1898.

40

By October,

1898, the Woodbury Granite Company was in

the building granite business, having "started a small
building contract with about two gangs of cutters .. ,."

!n

December 1898, the cutting operation was made a separate
entity, Bickford, More and Company, eligible for five years
exemption from Hardwick taxes which it received.

A month

later a land-holding company of ten local residents bought
approximately ten undeveloped acres on the wast side of the
Village and immediately gave four acres along the H&W to
Bickford, .More,and Co. to be the site of a 200 foot long
shed.

Most of the rest was divided into quarter acre lots

and put up for sale as house sites.

New roads were built to
38
the plant and Village streets were extended.
The division of the two operations--quarrying by the

Woodbury Granite Company and finishing by Bickford, More--put
a financial strain on the companies and the resources that
backed them both,

Bickford, More soon found that its working

capital was inadequate for expansion to the large building
market, so in 1902 it merged with the Woodbury Granite
Company, transferred its tax exemption to the Woodbury
Granite company, and immediately entered the bidding for the
contract on the Pennsylvania State Capitol, which it landed
in March 1903.

That contract called for 400,000 cubic feet

of granite to be quarried, cut, delivered, and set in place
:39

in two years.
The contract signed, the company was in much
the position of the hunter who has caught his bear
by the tail, fearful as to its ability to hold on,
41

and unable to let go.
A plant must be created, new
derricks lifted on the ledges, trees removed, dirt
shovelled and the granite sheets bared ready for
the quarrymen.
Capital must be procured, on terms
that would not prove crushing,
Workmen must be
found.
Above all, continuous deliveries must be
made, for the building could not be
delayed .. , .Inside eight months the stone was being
furnished on contract time.
By the end of the
first year the quarry and plant were ahead.
The
twenty-second month found the work shipped
complete, with two months still remaining,
unneeded.
The feat was unprecedented, and the
company's fame was established. Hardwick was on
the map.
40

Later in 1903, the company opened an operation in
Bethel, Vt., and another still later in Northfield, Vt.

The

other operations were important throughout the company's
history--Bethel eventually eclipsed Hardwick--but their
activities are outside the scope of this study.

The woodbury

Granite Company had branch offices in Bethel, Northfield,
Pittsburgh, New York, Chicago, Washington,

o.c,

and

elsewhere, but it maintained its home office in Hardwick.
It became a vertically integrated enterprise owning not
only quarries, sheds, offices and power plants at its
manufacturing sites, but forests to meet its lumber needs and
pastures for its animals.

Though the company did not design

buildings, after receiving a contract it took total
responsibility for a project, from turning architectural
drawings into designs for hundreds of individual stones to
sending erecting crews on site to put them in place.
The company easily overshadowed all others in Hardwick.
In 1900, the first full year of operation for Bickford, More
and Co., Hardwick tax records listed eleven granite sheds
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with a total value of $17,450;

Bickford, More, at $10,000,

accounted for more than half that.

T.T. Daniell's was

second, at $2700, and Bashaw Bros. and G.C. Mack shared the
last position with sheds listed at $50,

In 1903 there were

ten companies in Hardwick with a total valuation of $66,400.
The woodbury Granite Company was listed at $45,000, almost
four times the next largest company, E.R. Fletcher, listed at
$12,000.

R.M. Humphrey, at $50, was on the bottom.

Hardwick's thirteen companies totaled $124,300.

By 1910,

Woodbury

Granite accounted for $80,000, E.R. Fletcher was still second
largest at $18,000 wh·ile the Hardwick Granite Company was on
41
the bottom at $800,
From the beginning, the company accepted unionization,
and because of its size, when the Woodbury Granite Company
negotiated a contract with the GCIA, it essentially
negotiated the contract for all labor and management in the
area,

It advertised its union affiliation as a mark of

quality, and its relationship with the unions was generally
good.

This is not to say there was never any trouble, but
42
that trouble rarely lasted long and was never violent.
The company made a major impact in the granite industry

of the state.

In 1901, Vermont produced $16,343 of dressed

building granite.
$1,009,353.

Six years later that figure was

It is unclear how much of that is due

specifically to the Woodbury Granite Company, but Windsor
county, in which the profitable Bethel branch was located,
contributed more than half the total amount, $774,460, and
Washington and Orange counties, which were listed as a single
43
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entity and contained Northfield and Woodbury, provided
$234,583 of granite.

There was no listing for Caledonia
43
County in which Hardwick was located.
By 1910, Hardwick was a recognized industrial center.
In the decade between 1900 and 1910 the Town population grew
29 percent, but the Village grew 57 percent.

Growth in the

Village resulted from prosperity in the granite industry,
which was dominated by the Woodbury Granite Company, which
was guided by George Bickford and John Holden.

If the town

had funded the H&W, undoubtedly the industry would have
expanded, but it is questionable whether the Holden and
Leonard money, credit, and management would have become
involved in Hardwick.

By choosing not to underwrite the

railroad, the townspeople forced railroad backers to seek the
support they got from Holden and his connections.

It was

clearly the influence of Holden and Bickford that made
Hardwick the building granite capital of the world.

44
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TABJ:.E 3.1
Woodbury Granite Company Structures*
(Partial List c,1914)
Pennsylvania State cLpitol·, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (1903)
Kentuck~ State Capitol, (base course and interior polished
columns), Frankfurt, Ky.
Iowa State Capitol, (steps and platforms), Des Moines, Iowa
Wisconsin State Capitol, Madison, Wisconsin (1914)
Chicago City Hall and Cook County Court House, Chicago,
Illinois
City Hall, Des Moines, Iowa
City Hall, Youngstown, Ohio (1914)
City Hall, Hartford, Connecticut
City Hall, Cleveland, Ohio (1914)
U.S. Post Office, Court House and Custom House, Providence,
R.I.
u.s. Post Office, Washington, D.C. (1914)
u.s. Post Office, Minneapolis, M~nnesota (1914)
U.S. Post Office, New Bedford, Massachusetts (1914)
u.s. Post Office, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Mahoning County Court House, Youngstown, Ohio
Belleville Savings Bank, Belleville, Illinois
Bankers Trust Co. Building, New York City
National Savings Bank, New Haven, Connecticut
Ohio National Bank, Columbus, Ohio
Bank of Portsmouth, Virginia
Citizens National Bank, Wooster, Ohio
Old Colony Trust Co. Building, Rochester, New York
Peninsular Bank, Detroit, Michigan
First National Bank, Creston, Iowa
Bank of Amityville, Amityville, New York
Citizens Savings Bank, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Mahoning National Bank, Youngstown, Ohio
Title Guarantee & Trust Co. Building, New York City
Union Trust Co. Building, Rochester, New York
First National Bank, Lidgerwood, North Dakota
American Bank Note Co. Building, New York City
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co. Building, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin (1914)
Glenns :Falls Insurance Co. Building, Glenns Falls, New York
s. Phillipson Building, Chicago, Illinois
Masonic Temple, St. Johnsbury, Vermont
Burlington Station, Galesburg, Illinois
Turk's Head Building, Providence, Rhode Island
Rothschild Building, Chicago, Illinois
Rike-Kumler Building, Dayton, Ohio
Insurance Exchange, Chicago, Illinois
Fergus Reid Building, Norfolk, Virginia
Union Station, Memphis, Tennessee
Union Station, Washington, D,C,
Western Union Building, New York City (1914)
45
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East High School, Des Moines, Iowa
High School, Grand Rapids, Michigan
High School, Omaha, Nebraska
Lowry Memorial, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Soldiers and Sailors Memorial, Wichita, Kansas
Soldiers and Sailors Memorial, Princeton, Illinois
Soldiers Monument, Ashtabula, Ohio
Navy Memorial, Vicksburg, Mississippi
Soldiers and Sailors Monument, Bloomington, Illinois
Governor Page Monument, Hyde Park, Vermont
Memorial Building, Hardwick, Vermont
State Memorial Building, Topeka, Kansas (base)
City Hall Square Building, Chicago, Illinois
National Museum, Washington, D.C.
Museum pf Fine Arts, Minneapolis, Minnesota (1914)
Pro-cathedral, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Connecticut State Library, Hartford, Connecticut
Harry Payne Whitney Residence, New York City

* Taken from the 1914 edition of a pocket-sized appointment
book put out yearly by the Woodbury Granite Company.
The
(1914) indicates a building then under construction.
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CHAPTER 4
The Village and the Town

The granite industry and the st.J.& L.C arrived in
Hardwick within four years of each other.

The industry could

not have flourished without the railroad, and even with the
railroad it developed slowly, benefitting from, though it was
not heavily dependent on, various tax benefits granted by the
town.

Seeking some degree of autonomy over its affairs, the

village of South Hardwick requested incorporation on the eve
of the granite boom, thus assuming the major political
responsibility for the industry.

This chapter examines the

village and town of Hardwick to show how the industry
affected each.
The Town of Hardwick was chartered August 19, 1781.

The

1791 Federal Census reported three residents, and local
folklore says they didn't stay, but by 1800 farms were
scattered on the hills and ridges of the Town, and the count
had risen to 260 people.

There was a grist mill and a lumber

mill along the Lamoille River and by 1805 a Congregational
church in the geographic center of the Town.
and souls of the townspeople provided for,
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With the bodies

the Town's
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1

survival was assured.
Hardwick is located in the hill country of northern New
England.

It is a standard Vermont town measuring six miles

by six miles.

The Lamoille River travels south along the

Town's eastern edge, makes a sharp turn to the west near the
southern line and exits by way of Hardwick's western border
with Wolcott.

The river roughly parallels the eastern and

southern town lines.

It flows through a wide and fertile

valley and has enough falls and fast water to provide mill
sites,

[See Map 3.3)

But the

ri~er

dict.not bring the first

settlers to the area; they came on the Bayley-Hazen Military
2
Road to the northeastern section of Hardwick. [See Map 3.2]
For the first half of the nineteenth century, Hardwick's
history was like that of other towns in northeastern Vermont.
The period was a time of growth, of developing farms,
villages, and small industries to meet the needs of the
isolated economies,

By the Civil War, there were farms all

across the hills of the Town.

East Hardwick, a village just

south of the intersection of the Bayley-Hazan Road and the
Lamoille River, was situated by the waterfall that powered
Samuel Stevens' mills.

Another village, South Hardwick,

developed at the intersection of the Lamoille River and
Woodbury Gulf, a pass through the hills of Woodbury to
Montpelier.

At that site the river narrowed and rushed,

making possible a mill and a potash plant.

A third sma11

village, Mackville, grew up below South Harowick east of
3
Through most of the
Woodbury Gulf, along Cooper Brook.
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nineteenth century the villages of East Hardwick and South
Hardwick commanded equal social and economic power.

Town

Meeting alternated between them unfailingly until the Town
Hall was built in South Hardwick in 1860, and the combination
of granite and railroad thrust South Hardwick to the fore.
Hardwick's population grew to 1402 in 1850, but then
began to decline.

Land in the west and factories in southern

New England lured those who were impatient or weary with
life in the north country.

Hardwick was one of nine towns in

caledonia County to lose population in the 1860 census.

The

eight growing Caledonia County towns were located along the
4

newly constructed Connecticut and Passumpsic Railroad.

In

an effort to encourage growth, Hardwick helped build the
st.J.& L.C. as an economic link to the rest of the world.
After H.R. Mack established the first Hardwick monument
business in 1868, "the stone business" grew slowly but
inexorably.

Between 1875 and 1890 the number of sheds rose

from two to six.

Growth accelerated after 1892 when the

Boston & Maine Railroad built the "Quarry Railroad" along
Buffalo Hill, and the town encouraged further industrial
development by authorizing five years of tax exemptions to
''granite or other manufacturing business coming into
town ... ,"

Measured bY sheds, the Hardwick granite industry
5

nearly doubled from the six in 1890 to eleven in 1895,
Although physically the village of South Hardwick was
only a small part of the town, no more than three square
miles of the 36, by 1890 it was the most densely populated,
housing over half of Hardwick's population and almost all its
49
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TABLE 4.1
Populations of Hardwick Area Towns
1840-1880
======~~~~==~~=====~~~========~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~======~~

TOWN

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

Hardwick

1354

1402

1369

1519

1484

Woodbury

1093

1070

998

902

856

Cabot

1440

1318

1279

1246

Hardwick Village

Greensboro

883

1008

1065

1027

1061

Walden

913

910

1099

992

931

Wolcott

910

909

1161

1132

1166

TABLE 4.2
Populations of Hardwick Area Towns
1890-1940

1890

*
Town

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

-~-----------·

1132

1107

1091

1053

998

1334

2094

1550

1667

1607

810

862

824

686

529

463

1074

1126

1116

1036

1107

947

Greensboro

918

874

931

905

831

768

Walden

810

764

739

674

664

547

1158

1066

1049

932

831

772

Hardwick

1547

Harclwick Village
Wooclbury
Cabot

Wolcott

*Excludes

Hardwick Village 1900-1940.

-------~
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4: Village and Town
industry.

Distinguished from the rest of the town by

problems and opportunities alien to the agricultural
hinterlands, the village sought incorporation to acquire
sufficient local autonomy to regulate its own affairs and to
acquire the authority to tax.
Curiously, when writing the original charter, the
incorporators omitted any provision for the Village to raise
money by issuing bonds.

The by-laws suggest that the major

concerns of the day were filth and orderliness.

There were

to be no "nauseous smells'' from slaughter houses or barns, no
unherded animals, or speeding, or sled riding, or ball playing
in the streets.
The Vermont General Assembly approved chartering South
Hardwick as the Village of Hardwick on November 15, 1890, and
the village did likewise, 65 to 17, at its first meeting,
January 24, 1891.

Its borders encompassed the already

populated areas and included a large tract of empty land
extending west to Smith's Crossing, where the St.J.& L.C.
crossed the Lamoille River and the road to Wolcott.

It was

on this western tract around Granite Street and along the H&N
that the industrial development of the following three
6

decades took place.

(See Map 4.1]

At the Village organizational meeting, the citizens
appointed two committees: one to establish a code of by-laws,
and one to procure a water system.

Three weeks later, the

recommendation of the by-laws committee were adopted without
amendment.

Village government was to be by a board of four

Trustees, each elected for a one year term.
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there was to be a Village clerk, treasurer, tax collector,
three auditors, a street commissioner, and several inspectors
and· engineers.

The Trustees were given authority over by-

laws concerning public places, which meant authority to
regulate "for the sake of the health or comfort of the
inhabitants of [the] village" such things as any
"unwholesome, noisome or offensive house or place," driving
in the street and cruelty to animals.

The Village was

declared a highway district which collected the Town's
highway taxes (to be paid in money, not labor) and turned
7
one-third of it back to the Town.
The water supply was a more difficult problem than bylaws and the first of many decisions the voters were to make
on questions that were both highly technical and highly
political.

The water committee readily admitted that the

best source of water was Eaton Brook, owned by the

Hard~ick

Aqueduct and Water supply Company, which was owned by the
Bridgman family, influential descendents of the pioneer of
the area.

Dorman Bridgman, an incorporator of the Village,

had joined his family in incorporating the water company two
days before the Village was incorporated, and then offered to
sell the Water Supply Company to the Village.

The choice of

a water supply wasn't settled for another four months as the
voters' resisted the Bridgmans' terms, but after three
separate committees and six special Village Meetings debated
the alternatives, the Village paid $1500 for the Hardwick
Acqueduct and Water Supply Company and "hired" $10,000 to
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expand it after assuring itself that it was in fact
8

purchasing the best source of water for the Village.
The water supply was the first of a flurry of municipal
improvements.

Concrete sidewalks were started immediately,

and a tax supported fire department, the Granite Hose
Company, was created in 1891.

(The ludicrous name suggests

the Village's already established self-identification with
the granite industry.)

A year later the trustees were

instructed to establish a sewer system and a suitable police.
9

force,

''if necessary,''

Meanwhile, the Quarry Railroad had

been built, and heavy granite wagons were no longer a problem
on Village streets.

Inste.ad, the stone was put on the spur

and taken to the sheds by rail.
In addition to the above activity, a movement to
incorporate a school district far the Village was coming to
fruition.

The Town of Hardwick, like most Vermont towns, was

sub-divided into school districts.

Each district had its own

governing body, and each financed its awn way by a
combination of taxes and tuition.

Mid-way through the

nineteenth century, the flow of people out of the rural
districts exacerbated an imbalance in financial resources
among the school districts of many towns.

H.E. Rustedt, the

County Examiner for Franklin County, reported that it was
common to find
some wealthy district supporting a school for
thirty or more weeks with a tax of ten per cent on
the grand list, while the adjoining district
struggles along under a burden of fifty per cent or
more to maintain a school for twenty-four weeks,
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He urged that, "some method should be devised by which the
10
burden of taxation should be equalized."
In 1870 the Vermont legislature had authorized "the town
system," which made schooling a function of town government,
abolishing small school districts.

Yet for various reasons

between 1870 and 1892 only forty of over two hundred towns
adopted the system, and fifteen of them later reverted to
district schools.

No town voluntarily adopted the system

between 1889 and 1892, in part because wealthier school
districts did not want their taxes to be
district borders.

u~ed

outside

W.H. Taylor, Caledonia county Examiner,

noted that considerable prejudice against the town system
existed in all towns, and ''positive opposition prevailed in
11

many."

Hardwick was one in which "positive opposition"

prevailed.
Hardwick had eleven school districts of which the
"wealthy" one was District No. 1, the South Hardwick
district.

The population in No. 1 was growing, thanks to the

expanding granite industry, and the old school buildings were
overcrowded.

In

the 1892

~

Report, the school directors

advised that the buildings had become "wholly
inadequate ... and the construction ... of a new house ... has
become imperative.''

Furthermore, ''the buildings in District

No. 2 require thorough repairs'' and ''several of the remaining
districts should provide new furniture and other school
12
Clearly there was need for major increases in
materials."
school funding in several districts, and by 1892 a mandatory
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town system seemed sure of passage by the state legislature.
The Village had just begun costly improvement projects, and
many Villagers objected to paying to upgrade schools in the
other districts.

The state legislature granted District No.

1 incorporation as the independent Hardwick Academy and
Graded School District, like all other incorporated
13
districts, exempt from town control.
Village and school incorporation did not precipitate a
major local rift.

Throughout the decades under study here,

there was no recorded issue of public vote on which the
townspeople divided into Village and rural factions.

The

vote on the H&W had great potential, and illuminates the
conflicting and overlapping loyalties felt by Villagers and
14
the non-Villagers.
In 1890 there were 1547 people in the Town.

It is

unclear how they were distributed between South Hardwick and
other areas because the decade's Federal Census was taken
before the Village was incorporated.

We know, however, that

throughout the 1890's all the agricultural towns surrounding
Hardwick lost population while Hardwick grew by nearly 60
percent.

We can reasonably assume that most of the Town's
15

growth occurred in and around the Village.
The large crowd which turned out for the special Town
Meeting to vote on the H&W stock purchase contained nearly
every regular voter in Town.

The 359 votes cast on the

amendment of the motion to buy railroad stock slightly
exceeded the 350 votes cast for the Town legislator in the
16
September election of 1894,
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H&W supporters who based their argument on the
prosperity potential were speaking to all the townspeople,
but since the economy outside the Village was totally
dependent on farming, it may not have been evident haw the
industry would help the farmer, whose doubt about the venture
was reinforced by an awareness of the St.J.& L.C. 's history
of financial difficulties and the railroad debt that hung
over the Town's head.

Furthermore, the farmer was

undoubtedly aware of new state school and highway laws that
17
were imposing substantial new expenses on the towns.
The prosperity argument would have strong appeal to a
Villager, cognizant of the Town's new expenses in addition to
the expenses being incurred by the new Village's developing
municipal services.

An expanded industry would expand the

tax base to help pay for the growth and increase the local
job and commercial markets.

But Village growth may have

appeared as a double edged-sword.

Barre, whose population

had tripled between 1880 and 1890, was an unsightly boom town
18
of overcrowding and confusion.
Villagers and non-Villagers
alike may have feared a similar fate, and some votes against
the H&W undoubtedly were a statement of ambivalence about
industrial expansion.

Though the wary might not actively

work against industrial growth, they would not lend money to
it.

Finally, there was the question of control.

Hardwick

residents in the 1890's tended to keep facilities financed
with public monies within voter control.

As owners of only

20 percent of the railroad, the Town would not be in a
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controlling position.
Village incorporation drastically altered the Town's
rel!ationship with the emerging granite industry.

Essentially

/

the Village was made parent to the adolescent industry, and
the Town became the indulgent grandparent, enjoying the
rewards and avoiding most of the headaches.

The Town

established tax policies and maintained the cemeteries, but
seldom was bothered with the daily problems created by
booming industrial growth.

Under its powers as an

incorporated entity, the Village assumed the responsibility of
wrestling with.the chronic housing shortage,

the chronic

traffic jams, and the garbage in the streets, as well as
providing and paying far the municipal services of police
protection, fire protection, streets, sidewalks, electric
power, sewage, and water.
Mast of the civic improvements of the 1890's were
overseen by the Village trustees and financed with Village
money or credit.

However, a municipal impravem.;:,ryt· located in
I""'

the Village, but nat funded by it, was begun in
Town undertook to renovate the old Town Hall.

J.\. 97

when the

Built in 1860,

the two storied, multi-roamed Town Hall had served many uses,
including a year as the Hardwick Academy and Graded School
while the Academy building was under construction in 1892-93.
A year later, the Village traded $300 toward the renovation
in return for the right to use the hall for its corporate
meetings.

Renamed the Opera Hause, the hall immediately

became a center for community cul.tural events.

After a fire

in 1903 further changes were made, and the Town Hall/Opera
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19
Hause stood in 1985 essentially intact.
Though the list of public projects was extensive, public
I
spending did not go totally unchallenged.
In 1895 the
Villagers defeated plans to build an electric power plant and
helped defeat the H&W.

In 1899 they adopted a surly protest

of the Trustees' spending habits, resolving that the
practice of the village officers for several years
past of expending money largely in excess of taxes
and appropriations ... fastening upon the taxpayers
a large indebtedness is illegal and unwarranted and
cannot be too strongly denounced, and be it further
resolved that the expenditures here after shall be
kept within appropriations and taxes
voted ... otherwise such expenditures will be
repudiated and become a legal charge upon those who
ordered the expense,
20
Despite the protest, Hardwick Village enjoyed being an
"up and coming" place.

By the beginning of 1898, it had an

abundant water supply, a modern fire company, a new concrete
sidewalk system, a new redstone library, a new academy, a new
21
public sewer system, and a new railroad.
It was in the
process of building a power plant, and the Town was busy
renovating its Town Hall into an Opera House.
These physical changes--major as they were--might have
been predicted by anyone who lived in the Village and
suffered the street or sewage problems.

Simultaneously more

subtle attitudinal changes about how the Village should be
run were also occurring.

The Village Trustees, frustrated by

a cumbersome municipal system and aware. of the nationwide
trend to imitate successful business practices, reformed
Village governmental procedures.
58

They divided the duties of
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the Board of Trustees and standardized the administration and
22

fiscal management of its departments.
Except for a few exempt Civil War veterans, every
resident of the Town of Hardwick was liable for Town taxes,
which consisted of a $2.00 poll tax on every adult male and
real estate taxes on all land, buildings, and businesses.
These taxes paid for Town services, primarily roads.

The

Town also taxed owners of real estate outside the Village for
support of the Town school system, which consisted of ten
23
one-room schools teaching grades one through eight.
Village land owners paid Village taxes to support
Village services of streets, .sidewalks, sewers, police, and
fire protection, and they paid all Town taxes except school
taxes.

Village children attended the independent Hardwick

Academy and Graded School District, (the !.D.), which
assessed district residents for its expenses.

Though

fiscally and administratively independent, the I.D. and the
Village had nearly identical boundaries, so taxpayers who
paid for Village improvements also paid far the new Hardwick
Academy.

Village, Town, and

r.n.

assessments were all based

on real estate valuation of the Town Listers.

Throughout the

period under study here, Town taxes fluctuated between $1.75
and $2.25, Village taxes, $1.00 to $1.50, and the I.D., $1.00
to $1.25 per $100 of assessed property value.

Town and

Village policies were co-ordinated so that exemption from
24
Town taxes meant exemption from Village taxes.
Although in 1892 the Town and Village authorized tax
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exemptions for businesses, in practice, exemption was
infrequently given.

A survey of the Hardwick Grand List

books from 1892 to 1910 revealed an average of two exempt
companies each year.

The highest number in any year was four

in 1896; there were four years when none were exempt.

No

statement of policy or procedure governing the granting of
exemptions has come to light, but control seems to have been
in the Listers' hands,

There is no information about the

exemptions except their notation in the Grand List, so there
is no way to determine how many businesses asked for

25
exemption and were denied.
Prosperity was greeted by the Village with a flurry of
civic building and cultural activity.

But it also coincided

with a marked decrease in popular participation in the Town's
political process as measured by voter participation and
office turnover.

The Town was governed by three Selectmen

elected for three year terms on a rotating schedule.

In the

thirteen years between 1887 and 1900, fifteen different men
sat on that board; in only two years, 1893 and 1895, was a
board continued intact.

Typically a man served his three

year term and was replaced in "the Yankee tradition of
passing office around."

Tradition was abandoned with the

1900 board, which remained intact until 1905 when a new

member joined, sat for one year, and was replaced by one who
sat for the next seven.

Between 1900 and 1915, only six

different men served as Selectmen, and five of the six held
26
significant financial int~rests in the Village.
The Board
of Listers, which set property values, maintained a lively
60
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turnover throughout the era.

Typically a new man joined the
27

board every two or three years.
But Hardwick politicians were not interested in power
outside the local arena.

Though Hardwick grew to be the 28th

largest town in Vermont in 1920 from the 57th in 1890, there
was no marked increase in participation in county or state
.

28

politics by Hardwick citizens.
Throughout the early 1890's, Hardwick lacked an
acknowledged industrial leader.

The handful of men who

possessed the interest, energy, and willingness to take the,
necessary risks lacked sufficient capital to implement their
ideas.

Holden and Leonard had the capital and credit, but

refused to make a firm industrial commitment to the Village
until they were certain there would be sufficient electrical
power to meet their needs.

Electrical power was essential to

modern quarrying and cutting techniques.
Hardwick's proponents of electricity had advocated a
power plant as early 1894, when they petitioned a Village
Meeting to provide ''an electrical light plant'' to convert
street lighting from oil.

An initial investigation

determined that it was feasible to use the water power of the
Lamoille River at the Potterville gorge, approximately six
miles west of Hardwick Village, but the voters at the 1895
Village Meeting ''passed over" the Article "to pUI'chase or
29
contract an electric plant.''
For the next year, public officials conducted a campaign
to change public opinion.

ln the 1896
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example, the Trustees reported that ''the street bureau'' cast
$62.95 more than it had the previous year because the cost of
lamp ail had risen about 50 percent.

They argued

successfully that ''the unwisdom is too apparent of putting up
with even the last year's darkness in view of the abundance
30

of water power and electricity going to waste."

The 1896

Village Meeting authorized the Board of Trustees "to contract
with person or persons,, .to establish and maintain an
31
electric light system .. ,."
The Hardwick Electric Light Company was a private
·venture created by two Montpelier men during the summer of
1896 to construct the power plant and light the Village for
five years.

The company strung about one hundred street

lights and lit them November 15, 1896, but after two disputes
with the Village, the company turned off the lights in late
32

January, 1897, and the Trustees declared the contract void.
At April's Village Meeting the voters appointed
committees to investigate the feasibility of the Village's
building and operating its own power plant, and throughout
the summer of 1897, the Villagers struggled with the details
of the venture.

Finally, at the seventh public meeting on

the subject, on July 26, the voters instructed the Trustees
33
to build "an electric light plant ... as fast as possible,"
Within days the work was begun at Potterville.
weather was good and construction preceded smoothly.

The
In

September the Trustees purchased the Hardwick Electric Light
Company to acquire its installed facilities and eliminate its
competition, being the second time in six years the Village
62
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bought out a private enterprise set up to provide a public
34

utility.
In the Village

Repor~

1898, the new Electric tight

Department proudly justified cost overruns by reporting that:
It has been the aim of your board to construct a
first-class electric light and power plant, and to
that end we have not spared expense when in our
judgement the question of quality outweighed that
of price. We venture to say that there is no
better plant in the state of its size than the one
here.
35

The plant was capable of

~elivering

150 to 200 horsepower,

which the trustees pointed out could be sold.

It was already

connected to about 1125 inside lights, 136 street lights in
the Village, five bridge lights, and nine street lights in
Mackville.
Although Hardwick was among the first villages in
Vermont to develop hydropower and the plant was consistently
promoted as the ''electric light plant,'' the industrial
implications did not escape notice.

The Electric Department

report went on to suggest that "if the Village votes to
furnish day power, the plant will become as good an
36
since, in the absence of
investment as the water system"
domestic electrical appliances and a limited need for
electric lights during daylight hours, any power the plant
produced during the day could be sold for industrial use.
Although there is no record of a vote on the provision of day
power, it was provided, and the Woodbury Granite Company
immediately announced its decision to put its main offices in
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37

Hal:'dwick,
In 1898, soon aftel:' Geol:'ge Bickfol:'d took ovel:' management
of Bickford, More and Company and the Woodbul:'y Gl:'anite
Company, he negotiated a five year tax exemption fol:' the new
Bickford, More and Company.

When Bickfol:'d, More merged into

the Woodbury Granite Company in 1902, the exemption was
transferred.

In 1903, two weeks aftel:' he announced the

capture of the largest building granite contl:'act ever let at
the time, the Town voted unanimously to extend the Woodbury
Granite Company's tax exemption to ten years, and, 123 to 60,
to extend exemptions from five to ten years as a general
rule.

The Woodbury Granite Company was exempt from taxes
38
from 1898 to 1912.
The loss of tax l:'evenues was made up by an expanding tax

base and additional jobs; the Town's gl:'and list, calculated
exclusive of exempted properties, soared from $6800 in 1890
39
to $20,000 in 1915. (Sea Fig. 4.2] The Town maintained
services at a constant level and retained the pre-granite
boom amenities--the brass band, the donation toward
observance of Memol:'ial Day--but added none.

It paid off its

railroad debt, complied with state regulations to improve
schools and roads, and established a branch library in East
Hardwick.

Throughout the era, the Town's single burst of

conspicuous spending was the Memol:'ial Building, which it
built in the Village.
The ol:'iginal 1907 idea was to build a simple monument
"to the memol:'y of the soldiel:'s and sailol:'s who served in the
War of the Rebellion .... "

By August 1909 private donations
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totaled $5700, and the idea of a monument had grown into
visions of a building "for the proper preservation of the
books and documents of this live and growing town and
the ... conduct of its affairs.''

At a special Town Meeting,

May 21, 1910, the Town allocated $13,000 as a ''reasonable
expense" for such a building, which the Woodbury Granite

Despite the local pride and enthusiasm evidenced by the
Memorial Building, the Town's spirit noticeably dampened bY
1905.

The excitement disappeared from the newspaper, Town
f£Lm~

Meetings took on a pro
parilcipation fell off.

character, and voter

Between 1890 and 1910, while the

population doubled from 1600 to 3300, there were never more
than 500 votes cast in any election.

Liquor issues usually

attracted the most voters, but even on .that issue after 1905
41
there were never more than 350 votes.
The population attracted to Hardwick by the granite
industry consisted of people who seldom participated in Town
or Village politics.

Many were aliens with no right of

participation, but many more were not.

They were just an

extremely mobile occupational group which came to Hardwick to
work and left when the work no longer held them.
exception of a few families,

With the

they put down shallow roots.

The Villagers focused their attention on Village affairs and
let· Town politics drift.

The rural areas outside the Village

seem to have felt overpowered by the industrial dynamo in its
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heart, perceiving that Village men had taken control of Town
affairs and that the Village and rural communities were
living with different rhythms ..
Though Villagers paid more attention to Village affairs
than to those of the Town, even participation in the Village
fell off.

Hardwick Village records through the 1890's bubble

with special meetings on many different subjects as citizens
studied and debated what was best for the Village and how it
could be achieved.

In contrast, the records for the decade

between 1900 and 1910 read with a subtle but definite feel of
increasingly "professional" attitudes about the management of
civic affairs.

As the decade advanced, the hard questions

that faced the Village were technical, and the number of
dii>tails debated in Village Meetings declined.

By 1910 the
'

'

excitement of creating the Village had long passed and
government was clearly a tedious matter of maintenance,
firmly controlled by the area industrialists.

Occasionally

Village Meetings addressed outcries by the citizenry, but
usually they merely legitimatized the Trustees' decisions,
Generally the more technical the question, the more "rubber
42

stamp" quality there was in the popular vote.

For example,

between 1903 and 1905 the Village met twelve times to
determine how to increase its water supply

It listened to

evaluations and proposals of four separate committees and
43

studied 3 different plans before reaching a decision

In

1908, only three years later, a similar question--how to make
the electric plant more efficient--received a totally
different response:

a committee, appointed a month before
66
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the annual Village Meeting, presented its recommendation at
Village Meeting, and the few voters in attendance accepted
44
it.
Questions which require answers based on technological
understanding are extremely difficult for a democratic forum,
like a Village Meeting, to resolve, particularly if the
questions involve no compelling ethical or political
principles and technical experts disagree about the best
solution.
othe~s

Some technologies are more comprehensible than

for the average

~oter,

and Hardwick Villagers

repeatedly met and debated water supply matters, involving an
old, relatively simple technology, fairly easily understood
by people who had grown up coping with artesian wells and
gravity-fed spring systems.
was different.

New and invisible, electricity

Its quality of ''high-tech''

incomprehensibility contributed to the political trend away
from voter participation in local government which in turn
eased the forging of fundamental changes in the relationship
between the Woodbury Granite Company and the Village of
Hardwick.
The Woodbury Granite Company had its own series of power
plants, and George Bickford was seen as a man who had the
technical knowledge and resources to understand the latest
developments.

Bickford was well-known and much admired.

He

was a superb salesman, a gregarious, high energy man who
45
~poke

He was

to all he met on the
al~o

~treats,

including the children.

a savvy politician who understood the
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relationship between his company and the Village and
obviously believed that what was good for the Woodbury

.

Granite Company was, in the end, good far Hardwick.

He never

lost sight of what was goad for the Woodbury Granite Company.
As the largest employer in town, he had an interest and
considerable influence in all significant Village issues.
During his early years in Hardwick, Bickford did not involve
himself in civic affairs per

~·

making it is impossible to

assess his influence on any given decision.

He seems to have

worked behind the scenes or through the Hardwick Board of
Trade, which he was influential in founding immediately after
securing the Pennsylvania Capitol contract in 1903.
Beginning about 1908, however, when Village government was
plagued with recurring problems of water and power supply,
his name appears repeatedly in the minutes of Village
Meetings, and he frequently served on investigating
committees.

Bickford never made a recommendation in a public

meeting that was nat adopted.
The electric department managed to keep up with the
power demands of ·the granite industry and the Village between
1900 and 1910,

but by early 1911 the system was running into

problems--the lights flickered at night.

Anticipating the

1911 annual Village Meeting, Bickford asked one J.R. Hartwell to
prepare a report on the Village power plant for presentation
at the Village Meeting.

Hartwell's

conclusions, in a report

marked "Confidential GHB," were that the equipment at the
power station was adequate, but that it was badly supervised
and maintained, and that Village wiring was ''nat the
68
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best .. , .The light flickers in the evening evidently from the
46
effects of the moving picture machines.''
There is no record showing whether Hartwell's report was
actually delivered, but at the Village Meeting, May 2, 1911,
the problem was turned over to a committee of three.

The

committee report, presented June 16, made no mention of
mismanagement or poorly maintained equipment.

lt defined the

problem as the irregular flow of water at the power plant,
irregular because it was dependent on rainfall.

The committee

recommended that the Village 1) build a holding dam to assure
the power plant a steady and reliable supply of water, 2)
build the dam at Jackson Bridge,

just west of Granite

Junction, where Alder Brook joined the Lamoille River, and 3)
equip it to produce electric power.

Bickford moved that the

Village build such a dam and equip it to produce 1000
horsepower of electricity at a cost of no more than $65,000.
The motion was adopted and the Woodbury Granite Company then
47
built the Jackson Bridge Dam.
A year later, the Village electric department had two
problems: first,

it was not making enough money; second, an

unidentified "expert" from Burlington assessed the condition
of the old Potterville dam, and found it "failing, although a
48
A committee
dangerous condition has not been reached."
investigated the need for a new dam at Potterville and
reported on August 2 that a new dam should be be built.

The

meeting accepted the recommendation, and the committee then
explained that it had not had time to put its recommendations into
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writing and asked for another week to prepare a written
report to be ''warned'' in the newspaper.

In compliance to the

request the meeting adjourned for a week before final
adoption.
When the Village Meeting reconvened on August 9, the
committee's written recommendation was accepted by a vote of
ten to five.

(The low attendance indicates that the meeting

clearly was perceived to be a rubber stamp of actions taken
the previous week.)

After the recommendation had been

adopted, Bickford moved that the Village lease its power
plants to his company to manage.

In response a committee was

instructed to develop ''a tentative contract'' with the
Woodbury Granite Company and to investigate the cost of
enlarging the Jackson. Bridge Dam as part of that contract.
The Trustees were instructed to get bids on rebuilding the
49

Potterville Dam.

Bickford then moved the meeting adjourn.

With his labor costs fixed by union contract through
1916, electrical power had become a major concern to
Bickford.

In March he had won the contract for the

•i

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Building in Minneapolis,
est.imated as eighteen months work.

The Hardwick plant was

cutting the Minneapolis Post Office, the Miners Bank of
Wilkes-Barre, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for
Washington, D.C., and the Citizens Bank Building of Michigan
City, Ind., and had the Minneapolis Museum of Fine Art
waiting in line.

-

Bickford was enlarging the company's power

plant to accommodate a contract for the Cleveland City Hall
on which he was bidding, and to generally expand the
70
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operation.

He was willing to build new sheds to do the

Cleveland job, but needed to be sure of enough electricity.

/

'

'

Leasing the Village power supply would put him in a position
to oversee its expansion and assure him the reserves he
50

needed.
E.R. Fletcher was alarmed,

He sought the advice of F.O.

Sinclair, a Burlington engineer who had been involved with
the original Jackson Bridge project, was familiar with the
power situation in the Village, and had been at the meeting
at which Bickford proposed the lease arrangement.

Fletcher

wanted Sinclair's opinion about the Woodbury Granite
Company's offer to return fifteen percent of the power
plants' gross earnings to the Village.
''I never knew of a municipality leasing its plant in any
way, and see no good argument for doing so in this case," was
51
Sinclair's reply.
In another letter Fletcher informed
Sinclair that the company was offering the Village a $4000
leasing fee.

Sinclair, in reply, estimated that the Village

plants would produce a minimum of $30,000.
It would seem to me that, if the Woodbury Granite
Company is to lease the plant, the Village should
have a guarantee of at least $20,000 per year
income as a minimum. This would give the Village
some profit .. [and] the Woodbury Granite Company
would be getting power at a very low rate .... There
seems to be a spirit of faintheartedness in regard
to this plant that is unbecoming to many of the men
of Hardwick, and which is not displayed in other
matters.
52
If the Village leaders were ''fainthearted,'' the Village
citizenry was not.

On August 28, 1912, a special Village

71
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Meeting rejected the contract with the Woodbury Granite
Company, 63 to 20, and voted to start building the new
53
Potterville dam as quickly as possible.
On September 12, W.H. Taylor, now Judge Taylor,
published the rejected contract in the

Q§~ett~

and, as a

member of the committee that had negotiated the agreement
with Woodbury Granite Company, argued that it was financially
54
beneficial for the Village.
On the surface there was a lot
to recommend the arrangement:

the Woodbury Granite Company

had its own electric power system and produced more
electricity than the Village.

8oth purchased power from the

other since their needs complemented each other--the
company's heavy demand was during the day, and the Village's,
during the evening.

By merging the systems both parties

could be assured a reliable supply of power during its time
55
of peak demand all under one efficient management.
A relatively well attended special Village Meeting to
reconsider the contract with the Woodbury Granite Company was
held September 20, 1912.

The owner of a small granite shed

moved to pass over the article, but his motion was killed,
138 to 71, before a motion to ratify, offered by the Woodbury
Granite Company's chief auditor, was passed, 125 to 83.
Organized opposition to the arrangement continued to be
active for the following few months, but the contract was
signed December 2, 1912.

The Village 1ater amended its
56
charter to make the agreement clearly legal.
By voting a vital public utility into the hands of the
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largest company in town, Hardwick had officially become a
''company town.''

The Village of Hardwick had incorporated its

schools in 1893 because it did not want to relinquish control

I

of the schools and school taxes in the conversion to the town
school system.

Similarly the Town refused to buy stock in

the Hardwick and Woodbury Railroad in 1895 because, in part,
the railroad would be controlled by outside interests.
Likewise, in 1897 the Village decided to build and run its
own power plant after a contract dispute with a private

I
I
I

vendor.

Though both Village and Town preferred to have some

..

control over public utilities and institutions, the electric
power plant had been technically more difficult to oversee.
There is no evidence of any paid administration of the power
plant before Bickford took over.

Day to day management seems

to have been the responsibility of the Village Trustees,

If

the Hartwell report is accurate, the elected officials were

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

not in control of the situation, which may partially explain
why they were more eager than the voters to transfer
management to Bickford.

Perhaps, facing expansion of the

system, the Trustees recognized the need for fulltime,
knowledgeable management, and George Bickford was willing to
do the job while increasing the plant's profit to the
Village, directly and indirectly, by the industrial growth he
would provide.
The larger question, however, was one of municipal
independence.

So long as the Village officers, or their

employees, were in charge of the electric power system, the
consumers had an avenue through which to express their
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concerns, be they

ri~ht

or wrong.

over, that avenue disappeared.

When the company took

Policy was made at the

Woodbury Granite Company offices at Mr. Bickford's
discretion, and Bickford's focus was on the profit margin of
his company.
The dependence became clear during the rebuilding of the
Potterville Dam.

The contract between the company and the

Village stipulated that the Village would replace the dam at
Potterville, but no provision was made for the interim after
the old plant was out of production and before the new one
came on line.

During that period the company supplied power

to the Village, but the price was deemed excessive and drew a
letter of protest from the Village President to which a
Bickford subordinate replied:
Dear Sir:
We have had the matter of electric service up
with Mr. Bickford and while he feels willing to do
everything we can to supply power and lights to
your customers while your plant at Potterville is
shut down he does not see how any lower rate can be
offered you than the one we have been charging, nor
is he sure that that rate is a profitable one.
57
But if the lease took effective protest out of the hands
of the Village's private customers who merely wanted electric
lights in the evening, it had more fundamental implications
for the other sheds in town.

So long as the Woodbury Granite

Company controlled the power that ran their tools, they dared
not operate in any way fundamentally threatening to the
company.
The contract between the company and the Village lasted
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for five years.

By the time it expired, Bickford had died,

the Woodbury Granite company was under new ownership, the
country was at war, and the granite industry was in a slump.
The contract was not renewed, but the Village had come to
appreciate dedicated management of the power supply, and paid
the Village president, one of the Trustees, or the Village
Clerk a regular stipend for managing the electric department
58
until a full-time manager was hired in the 1960's.
Bickford died in the John Holden Memorial Hospital in
Hardwick from a burst appendix, peritonitis, and gangrene on
59
June 3, 1914, at the age of 45.
The Village was stunned.
The seven-year-old daughter of one of the company's engineers
~r

noticed tears in the eyes of the men on the street,
union secretary wrote of Bickford in the

The

Q~u~ Q~!§~

Journal,
He was a keen business man and as would be
expected, this branch had some pretty lively bouts
with him .... [But] the least that could be said
about him is that he was a gentleman.
The branch
turned out in a body to the funeral service.
61
William Clifford, manager of the Bethel Branch of the
company, took aver Bickford's post, then purchased the
company in 1916.

Clifford's focus was on Bethel whose pure

white granite had more market appeal than the blues and grays
from Woodbury.

With the coming of world War I, building with

granite slowed, and the Hardwick branch of the company
gradually became less and less active.
Qr~ni!~

Cutters'

J~al

reported,
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In July, 1917, the

"Hardwick is certainly on

4: Village and Town
the bum.

The house owners will have to boost it as a health

resort to get their houses rented.''
worse:

The following year was

"Business has taken a big slump here.

Granite Company has shut down flat.

The Woodbury

Quite a number of our

members have taken a traveling card, while a few have found
62

work in the monumental yards .. ,."

The cutters' leaving was

the harbinger of the end of Hardwick's position as a granite
center.
The company reopened in Hardwick a few months after it
closed, but as the market for its product dried up, and
. company·mana'gement remained focused on Bethel, the chance of
restoration to pre-war status remained slim, despite hopeful
observations of the GCIA
Our membership is on the decrease; but now that the
war is over we live in the hopes of seeing the old
burg booming again soon.
The monumental firms are
all fairly busy.
63
In the building granite industry, labor contract
negotiations took on an urgency that had been absent in
earlier years.

In February 1919, with Barre under an

industry-wide GMANE-approved wartime contract for $6.00 per
day, the local secretary announced that the ''bill of prices''
had been settled with the monumental firms for the Barre wage,
much to the union's satisfaction, but against the efforts of
the Woodbury Granite Company which
thinks it would be better to get out of the town
than to sign any such agreement, which does not
bear out their boast that they control the labor
condition in Hardwick.
64
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The company did not leave town, surviving in Hardwick
for another decade.

But it never recovered its old status.

Bickford's success had come from a keen sense for business
management, a charmed ability to sell the company and its
product, and a savvy touch in labor contra¢t negotiations.
None of his successors proved as successful as he.

on the

other hand, George Bickford came to the building granite
business when granite buildings were fashionable.

After

World War I, architecture turned to the ''Art Deco'' style
using glass, steel, and concrete . . Only by making a

~ajar

change in the company's product line could it have
65
survived.
The industry in Hardwick died slowly after the company's
demise.

The monument sheds competing with Barre gradually

went out of business.

The H&W ceased operation in 1934,

returning manufacturers to the former struggle to transport
local stone from the quarries.

Most of the workers left.

Those who stayed changed occupations, and the Village economy
came to rest again on small local industries and the
66
surrounding agricultural communities.
Rural Hardwick had remained agricultural,

Most of the

good farm land lay north and east of the Village, and East
Hardwick, with a railroad station, mills, a creamery, general
stores, churches, a library, and schools, remained the
economic focus of a large agricultural, increasingly French
Canadian community until after World War II.
Oral tradition relates it was easy, and common, for farm
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families to live outside the Village and have virtually no
contact with the industry or the people it brought to the
Village.

Farm children received the required eight grades of

education in the Town's ten schools, and the Town paid the
tuition of any non-I.O. student who chose to finish high
school, but no one was required to attend, and many didn't.
There were markets available in Cabot, Walden, East Hardwick,
and Greensboro.

A farm·family could follow the rhythms of

the church bells and the seasons little affected by the clock
time and noise of the industry.

The industry's presence did

not threaten land values, air or water purity nor increase
taxes.

It required no fundamental change in agricultural

life style or value system and it enhanced rather than
threatened the agricultural economy, though not enough to
halt a steady decline in the rural population.
4.2]

[See Table

The farmers could literally take it or leave it as they
67

chose, some enjoying the benefits of its presence.
One of the benefits was electrification which quickly
moved into parts of the farming community.

Electric power

first flowed from Hardwick to Wolcott in 1913, and to
Greensboro in 1915.

Any farmer along the route who planted

poles and strung wire to the Town right-of-way was welcome to
68

hook on,

But other parts of the Town weren't electrified

until the Rural Electrification Act of the 1930's.

The same

pattern was true for telephone service which ran to Wolcott
and along the Center Road to Greensboro before Wox·ld War I,
but did not get to all other sections until after World war
69
II.
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Hardwick welcomed the Woodbury Granite Company when it
negotiated to locate in the Village, and pointed proudly to
the company's success and the prosperity that followed,
Throughout this period, the records and newspaper reflect
official support and enthusiasm for the wants and needs of
the granite industry in general and the Woodbury Granite
company in particular.

Clearly there were many who agreed

with the Gazette editor when he declared that ''The way to
make the place grow is to give the glad hand to the men that
70

manufacture."

Yet there is also evidence of an underlying

reservation about how much the place should grow and how the
glad hand should be offered.

The reservations surfaced in

1895 when both the H&W and the electric light plant were
defeated, and again in 1912 in the vote against leasing the
electric plant to the Woodbury Granite company.

Resistance

manifested itself also in innumerable subtle ways in which
the people organized themselves socially.

The men who gave

''the glad hand'' prevailed, and generally there was no
organized resistance to their leadership.

But the glad hand

applauding was not the only sound heard in the Village.
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CHAPTER 5
The Community

The granite industry dominated Village life.

This

chapter examines the interaction among the inhabitants, the
employment patterns, and the social institutions that colored
the Village's character.

aasica11y there are three

overlapping groups under examination, 1) the native
population, 2) the granite workers, 3) and the immigrants.
The "native population" refers to those with roots in the
Hardwick area through the 1880's and early 1890's, a time
prior to granite's domination of the areas's economy.
natives were already connected to granite work.

Some

Some were

ambitious young professionals and entrepreneurs who
encouraged the industrial growth.

Most were small-town

merchants and family members eager to see their livelihoods
and community remain economically viable, but not eager for
major change.
''Granite workers'' refers to those who came to Hardwick
to work in the sheds and their families.

The difficulty of

defining and numbering "immigrants" is discussed in detail in
Chapter Six.

This chapter is concerned with group

interaction for which precise numbers are not essential, and
80
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here the immigrant population can be defined as foreign-born
men and women and their children.

Most immigrants were a

subset of the granite workers.
Granite workers were attracted to Hardwick in many ways,
including through the Granite

Qg~s'Jaurnal,which

announced new contracts and the need for workers.

regularly
For

example:
Business is going to boom in Hardwick for the
next three years.
The Woodbury Granite Company has
secured the contract for the Harrisburg State
capitol and intend running between 300 and 400 men
pntil the job is finished .... The company [will) pay
as good wages as is being paid in the east."
1

Some who came to Hardwick stayed for years, but many
mare came and went with the season.

The union secretary

noted one April, "Some of the boys who left here last fall
2

are with us again."

Similarly, "It is plainly seen that

Hardwick is a summer resort by the way the old faces are
3
coming around."
New enterprises developed around the needs of those who
came to work in the industry.

The 1900 census contained

approximately 100 different job titles; in 1910 there were
approximately 240.

Many of the new titles were held by only

one person, but each represented an expansion in the amount
or kind of work available in Hardwick.
5.2]

[See Tables 5.1 and

However, the 1900 and 1910 Federal Census,

from which

most employment data is drawn, neither counted people who
functioned in the Village economy while living outside its
borders, nor listed second jobs.
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Furthermore the listed

occupation cannot always be regarded as a major means of
support--especially in the case of women and children.
Economic expansion in the Village between 1900 and 1910
occurred primarily in retailing and services.

The array of

merchants mushroomed between 1900 and 1910 providing greater
variety and convenience,

In 1900, there were thirteen

general merchants and a few specialists: bakers, harness
maker, drug stores, a bicycle shop, produce dealers and a
butcher.

For most purchases, however, the shopper went to a

general store.

By 1910 the population was large enough to

support a broad spectrum of specialty stores.

·There were dry

goods stores, clothing stores, a hardware store, a fruit
store, a tobacco shop, shoe stores, and a department store,
as well as the produce store, and the groceries.
general stores survived.

But only two

The consumer was no longer forced

to go to St. Johnsbury, Morrisville, or Montpelier to buy
jewelry or furniture.

It was available in Hardwick.

,.

Furthermore, Hardwick's oral tradition holds that its

"

• li

availability attracted people from outlying communities,

~

' ·'·

li

' [:

increasing commercial activity.

i.:

'\.'

The 1910 stores employed young men and women as clerks

'i:

and young men as delivery boys for everything from groceries
to furniture,

There were no delivery boys listed in 1900.
',t

Older men found work as teamsters, hired to drive the store's
team, or free-lancing with a job-team of their own.
Though the number of people employed by Village's
commercial sector nearly doubled between 1900 and 1916,
growth there paled beside the growth in the service sector.
82
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In 1900 approximately twenty people were employed selling a
non-professional non-governmental service, i.e. food,
laundry, transportation, and other creature necessities.
1910 that figure had tripled.

In

The restaurant and hotel

employed twelve people, compared to one listed in 1900.

Two

laundries which did not exist in 1885 were in operation in
1900, and laundry employees jumped from three to eight
4
between 1900 and 1910.
In addition to the workers in
centralized laundry facilities, nine women in 1910 claimed
the title "washerwoman.''
barbers doubled,

None had in 1900.

The number of

Livery workers and drivers more than

tripled from three to ten.

The Village was big enough to

support a full-time undertaker, and it even had its own
proto-''Kelly girl'' in an enterprising young woman who
described herself as a free-lance stenographer.
The building industry experienced increased organization
and a slight decline in employment over the decade.

Two men

called themselves ''contractors" in 1910, a term not used in
1900, and there was a full-time paperhanger.

The number of

masons tripled, but the number of carpenters dropped from
twenty-five to nineteen.
The railroad reached its peak years by 1910 and employed
twenty-two men--up from nine in 1900.

Trains made as many as

eleven round trips to the quarries each day, and there was
work for three freight clerks and a substantial crew of
section hands.
In 1900 only one person claimed tti work at the bank, in
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1910 there were four.

Insurance agencies employed six

people, up from two in 1900.

Two people were calling

themselves real estate brokers in 1910, a title not used in
1900.
!n the ten years between 1900 and 1910, the local
bureaucracies and professions developed bulges, but no
general swelling.

There remained only one Town Clerk, with

one assistant, one Village Clerk, and one policeman.

The

Village street department employed six men in April of 1910,
but since it was planning to macadamize on the main streets
we cannot say whether these men were permanent employees or
temporarily hired to prepare for the project.

The post

office had grown from one to seven listed employees, partly
because of the jobs provided by the implementation of rural
delivery.

The number of doctors, lawyers and ministers

remained steady, though the number of teachers tripled from
seven to twenty-two, and the hospital's opening in 1908
brought nurses to the Village.
New technology had produced new jobs; there were two

i
i

I
j

i

I

' ,,'(!

ii

movie theaters with projectionists and piano players, the

1'.

telephone company employed nine people, up from one in 1900.

.,,.;

~'
j;

'•

The electric industry employed seven in Hardwick, which did
not include the plant operators who lived in Village-supplied
housing in Wolcott.

The automobile garage was a harbinger of

the future, but the telegraph linemen listed in 1900 were
gone in 1910.
Between 1900 and 1910 employment patterns in domestic
service did not change much, but attitudes about it did.
84
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TABLE 5.1

1
2
1
1
2
3
10
18
1
2
14
1
2
1
3
3
6
3
2
2
25
1
1
1
1
14
8
2
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
11

a

6
1
1
1
2
1
1
6

3
2

J

Occupations 1900

Bankers
Bookkeepers
Livestock dealers
Carriage repairers
Laundry proprietors
Granite workers
Tool sharpeners
Granite manufacturers
Granite Salesman
Tool !:loy
Salesmen
Planing mill owner
Produce merchant
Building supplies dealer
Livery stal:lle keepers
Clergymen
Attorneys
stationary engineers
Harness makers
Railroad foremen
Domestics
Watch repairer
Village clerk
Veterinarian
Station agent
Day laborers
Painters
Railroad firemen
Machinists
Billiard room manager
Poultry farmer
Farm lal:lorers
Hotel clerk
Tool maker
Kitchen girl
Railroad engineer
Bicycle repairer
Blacksmith
Dressmakers
Miliners
Law enforcer
Piano tuner
Butcher
Cooks
Town clerk
Retired granite worker
Retired
Invalids
Newspapers compositors

2 Railroad workers

2 Stenographers
1 Machine shop proprietor
2 Photographers

221 Granite cutters

11 Quarrymen
3 Granite dealers
24 Granite polishers
1 Granite shed foreman
13 General merchant
3 Bakers
1 Flour miller
5 Druggists
2 Clerks
1 Restaurateur
5 Doctors
7 Teachers
1 Academy principal
3 Barbers
8 Boardinghouse managers
a Housekeepers
1 Librarian
1 Telephone operator
1 Laundry worker
2 Livery workers
11 Teamsters
6 Sawmill workers
2 Telegraph linemen
3 Sawyers
3 Farmers
1 Notions peddler
1 Hotel keeper
1 Carriage painter
1 Draughtsman
2 Seamstress
1 Clockwork keeper
25 Carpenters
3 Mason
2 Plumbers
1 l?ostal worker
2 Insurance agents
2 Music teachers
1 Post master
1 Chambermaid
702 No occupation.listed
9 Retired farmers
1 Retired school teacher
1 Retired quarryman
10 Missing or illegible
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TABLE 5.2
Occupations 1910
1
2 Stone shed owners
31 Granite manufacturers
4
1 Granite dealer
1
1 Polishing works owner
1
3 Granite shed foremen
3
14
222 Granite cutters
1 Latheman
1
1
22 Tool sharpeners
2 Letterers
2 Granite shed electrician
6
8 Granite shed apprentices
21 Lumpers_
8
1
1 Boxer
2 Basers
9 Draftsmen
1
2
1 Granite shed blacksmith
1 Granite shed lawyer
1
1 Granite shed diagram clerk
5 Granite office bookkeepers
6 Granite office stenographers
1 Granite office clerk
1 Granite office paymaster
1
1 Granite supplies salesman

1
7
1
1
7
1
1
2
3
1
9
1
1
1
1
2
16
2
7

House builder
Painters
Electrician
Paperhanger
Sawmill workers
Sawmill teamster
Dam project overseer
Stationary engineers
Plumbers
Railroad section boss
Railroad section hands
Railroad master mechanic
Railroad brakeman
Railroad car inspector
Railroad station agent
Machinists
Job team teamsters
Loggers
Farm laborers
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Quarry Owner
Granite shed superintendent
Polishing mill superintendent
Quarry foreman
Quarrymen
Granite polishers
Granite sawyer
Lewis driller
Tool boys
Grinders
Granite shed watchman
Granite shed carpenter
Granite shed engineers
Granite shed patternmaker

Granite office auditor

1 Building contractor
5 Blacksmiths
1 Farmer
19 Carpenters
2 Sawyers
9 Masons
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1

Railroad conductor
Railroad fireman
Railroad engineer
Freight office clerks
Railroad yardman
Engine house watchman
Gardner
Wood team teamsters
Coal team teamster
Cotton mill third hand
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1
2
1
8
4
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
6
2
2
2
1
5
2
1
1
2
1
2
1

Fruit merchant
General store merchant
Produce store salesman
Grocery merchants
Bakers
Drug store salesman
Groceries salesmen
Grocery delivery clerk
Book store owner
Dept. store salesmen
Plumbing store owner
Hardware store owner
Hardware merchant
Feedstore merchant
Wheelwrights
Farm implement merchant
Grain dealers
Dry goods merchants
Dry goods salesmen
Shoe merchants
Tobacco merchants
Clothing merchants
Embroiderer
Miliners
Artists
Photographer
Watchmaker and repairer
Sewing machine salesmen
Furniture delivery clerk
Furniture salesmen
Bicycle repairer

1
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Meat cart salesman
Grocery store salesmen
Bakery salesmen
Yeast company agent
Drug store owner
Fruit store clerk
Grist mill millers
Druggist
Dept. store merchant
Book store salesman
Wood dealer
Hardware salesman

3 reedstore salesmen
1 Horsedealer
1 Harness store merchant
4
1
1
2
1

Clothing store salesmen
Second hand goods salesman
Ten cent store merchant
Tobacco store clerk
Greenhouse owner

1
1
2
1
1
1

carriage painter
Milinery trimmer
Piano teachers
Jeweler
Furniture merchant
Coal merchant

2 Cobblers

8 Boardinghouse owners
95 Boardinghouse managers
16 Housekeepers
4 Chambersmaids
2 Boardinghouse waitresses
9 Washerwomen
3 Domestic nurses
28 Domestics
1 Private cook
1 Kitchen girl, private home
1 Nanny
1 Hospital kitchen girl
1 Chauffeur
15 Dressmakers
1 Hospital cook
3 Seamstresses
2 Tailors
5
1
4
1
22
1
4
1
2
1
1
1

Doctors
1
Academy principal
1
Nurse
1
Hospital matron
2
Teachers
4
Law student
1
Ministers
1
Newspaper owner
1
Newspaper office apprentices
Printing office jobber
Printing office typesetter
Librarian
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Dentist
Optometrist
Practical nurse
Veterinarians
Lawyers
Superior court judge
Civil engineer
Newspaper reporter

5: The Community

1
3
1
4
2
1
1
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
2

Telephone company owner
1 Telephone company secretary
Telephone operators
2 Telephone linemen
Telephone company trouble shooter
Insurance agents
1 Insurance adjuster
Real estate agents
1 Insurance office clerk
Bank teller
2 Bank bookkeepers
Bank president
3 Theatre owners
Theatre projectionists
2 Theatre pianists
Orchestra pianist
3 Theatre singers
Pool room manager
Livery stable proprietors
Automobile garage owner
Hack driver
3 Drivers for a livery stable
Driver of an express team
Power plant electrician
1 Electrician
Electrical lineman
Laundry owner
2 Laundry washermen
1 Laundry delivery clerk
Laundry shipping clerk
Laundry ironer
2 Laundry starchers
Barbe~s
·
1 Undertaker
1 Lunchroom worker
Lunchroom owner
Restaurant waiter.
1 Hotel manager
Hotel clerk
1 Hotel cook
1 Hotel table girl
Hotel housekeepers
1 Hotel chambermaid
1 Hotel waitress
1 Freelance stenographer
1 Hotel fireman

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

1 Assistant town clerk
Constable
1 overseer of the poor
Town clerk
Selectman
1 Policeman
Teamster for the Village Street Department
5 Village street workers
Street commissioner
2 Past office clerks
Postmaster
Assistant postmaster
Stage driver for the u.s. Mail
Rural mail carriers

1
2
3
7
3
1

1 Canvasser
Office stenographers
Day laborers on the dam project
Newsboys
Day laborers
1 Schaal janitor
Outdoor advertisers
1 Junk dealer
Hospital janitor
316 Children younger than 7
43 Children alder than 15
41 No occupation listed

324 Housewife
321 School child
67 Independent incomes
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Families took in boarders and lodgers, and gradually came to
see that it was important work, most of which was done by
women.

In 1900, when ninety-three homes had boarders, only

eight women labeled themselves as boardinghouse keepers, but
by 1910 nearly all 103 women who kept boarders claimed the

title.
At both counts, most Vermonters worked in non-granite
occupations.

In 1900, 60 percent of the Vermont men worked

outside the granite industry, and the ratio rose to 69
percent by 1910.

u.s.

Eighty-five percent of the non-Vermont born
'

'

natives in Hardwick were granite industry workers in

1900, but that figure dropped to 61 percent in 1910, as nonVermont Americans moved into commercial activities.

A man

born outside the United States was probably in Hardwick for
some reason connected to the granite industry.

Eighty-seven

percent of the immigrant men worked in the granite industry
both in 1900 and 1910.

French Canadians dominated the 13

percent of the immigrants who were not in the stone business.
The immigrants brought their own tastes with them, and,
in time, ethnic foods appeared in Hardwick.

Many were sold

by native merchants, but an Italian grocery which housed a
small library of Italian books in the back was established by
5

the Bardelli family.
Hardwick had only Protestant churches until 1890 when
the first Catholic services were held.

By 1902 the

congregation had grown large enough to support a church, and
the Reverand Norbert

~achance

6

Norbert's Catholic Church.
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laid the cornerstone for St.

The American catholic Church in the late 1800's was
dominated by an Irish priesthood, though in areas like
northern Vermont, where French populations had long been
established, the local churches had a strong French
7

influence.
Calcagni found that Italian immigrants in Barre
generally abandoned the Catholic church for various reasons,
which appears to have been substantially true for the Italian
immigrants in Hardwick.

The Hardwick Catholic church had a

French congregation so large that the priests, Father Crosby
(1911-1915) and Father Kennedy (1915-1919), conducted services
in both English and French.

Some Italian immigrants joined the

protestant churches, but oral tradition suggests that most
8

didn't go to church.
In 1906 an Episcopal church was established, perhaps
because of the number of English and Canadian immigrants,
9

though no history of that church has been written.

There

was no apparent attempt to establish a Presbyterian church,
despite a large Scottish community.
Population mobility was a factor which worked against
the growth of a church congregation, and the I.D. records
clearly show the mobility of families.

I
l

I
I
f

The immigrant

children enrolled at Hardwick Academy regularly, and neither
native nor immigrant survivors remember any particular
prejudice on the part of the staff or student body.

They do

remember cherished friendships with children whose fathers,
natives and immigrants, worked in the granite industry and
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the pain of friendships lost because the family had moved and
the whereabouts of the friend was unknown.
School

r~gisters

reveal the enrollment patterns

which strained friendships.

The registers of grades three,

four and five for school years 1906-1907, 1907-1908, and
1908-1909 divided the school year into three discrete terms
which constituted a single academic year.

Teachers kept

separate attendance records for each term, recording large
fluctuations in class sizes from one term to another.

The

largest fluctuation occurred in the fourth grade of 1906-07
which experienced an increase of 21 percent, from forty-one
to fifty-two students between April and September.

The most

fluid situation was the 1907-08 fourth grade in which nearly
half the total class population either enrolled after a term
had started or withdrew before it had ended, but did so in
such a way that the class size varied little.

There was no

consistent timing of student movement, and none of the school
terms consistently shows a gain or loss of students in all
10
grades.
Student movement conservatively reflects the movement of
the general population in and out of the Village, but cannot
be interpreted as a model of the community as a whole.

Not

all the mobile children were the children of granite workers,
nor did all granite workers have children.

The school

records merely reflect the movement by families with school
aged children, the least mobile segment of society.
More evidence of the transience of granite workers is
found in the lists of abated taxes.

After 1907, abating
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lists of uncollectible taxes was a standard article at the
yearly town meeting.

Between 1907 and 1913 the lists were

long and filled with surnames that 6ould reasonably be
associated with the granite industry.

Most of the unpaid

taxes were $2.00 poll taxes, and most of the men were simply
11
marked "gone."
Between 1900 and World War !, the native population saw
Hardwick as an embodiment of the American dream, which had
achieved that status by hard work and good shrewd business
sense.

They celebrated nati6nal holidays with vigor.

The

Grand Army of the Republic (.GAR) and the Women's Relief Corps
(WRC) organized the Memorial Day Celebration, spending money
voted far the purpose at Town Meeting.

A committee of native

dignitaries organized the 4th of July, and the unions were in
charge of Labor Day.
In addition to celebrating assorted patriotic holidays,
the community participated in the host of summer and winter
Chautauqua events and Lyceum courses coming through town.
The newspaper urged readers to attend the courses and
mentioned, without fail, the current production at the Opera
House.

Every summer there was at least one circus and a

revival, sometimes two. The Village hired special policemen
for such events, but generally the peace was kept by only one
law officer.

The area supported several baseball teams which

drew large crowds, and speculating on politics was a popular
12
pastime.
There was an organization for nearly everyone. The
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Gazette's "Directory" of churches and societies in the
Hardwick Village area in May, 1908 included four churches,
,_,/

six unions, eight fraternal organizations, and six women's
clubs or ladies' auxiliaries to the fraternal
13

organizations.

And it is through the organizations that we

begin to see some of the factionalization of the community.
All the organizations were specifically defined by the
population they accommodated, and subtle social grouping
occurred so that there was little mingling of the old and new
populations within the organizations.

Though the unions drew

the laborers, whether they had been in Hardwick for a long
time or a short time, the Knights of Pythias and the GAR
excluded the vast majority of the new-comers.
have been no organization for immigrant women.

There seems to
Oral

tradition holds that friendships and socializing among
immigrants was largely confined to compatriot groups.

Though

parents offered no resistance to the Americanization of their
children, they retained many homeland customs at home and
among friends.
The natives celebrated Hardwick's prosperity, but not its
diversity.

They were uneasy about the new people the

industry had brought to the Village.

For some of the natives

the uneasiness took the form of generalized snobbery as found
in the old families Who looked qown on all granite people,
for others it took the form of specific fear of a specific
14
group.
Italian immigrants bore the brunt of a prejudice which
preceded their arrival.

When the Woodbury Granite Company
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started to employ them at its quarry, the Gazette editor
reassured his readers that "they are quiet, peaceable people,
get fairly good wages and are fa.ithful workmen."
most different of the immigrant populations,
15
aroused the most concern.

But as the

the Italians

The prejudice was fairly open, and some who experienced
it fought it.
the

Ga!!!~=

The following 1902 incident was reported in
Louis Heney called Raphael Valva a "dago" and

Valva attacked him.
scene.

The two men fought until Valva left the

He returned later with twq friends, one of whom drew

a gun and fired at Heney, but missed.

The State's Attorney

charged Valva and his friends with breach of the peace to
which they pleaded guilty and paid $43,47 in fines and costs.
After the hearing in the Italian case
Wednesday, Justice Bridgman told the little Italian
who acted as interpreter the folly of picking a row
every time any person talked "sassy'' to him or his
friends.
The little fellow allowed, however, that
any person who called him ''Guiney,'' ''dago,'' etc.,
or otherwise insulted him would find himself in hot
water, even if it "costa me my life-a!"
16
Neither the judge nor the editor of the newspaper
accepted Valva's objections to the ethnic slur as a just
cause, and the newspaper's reporting reinforced any native
perception that Italians were bot-headed, violent over
nothing, amusingly semi-articulate, and not to be taken
seriously.

Though there were occasionally disturbances of

the peace involving granite workers of other ethnic origins,
the paper did not report them with similar bemusement.
Italians also ran into conflict in the community over the
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liquor laws.

Except for a few months in 1902, it was illegal

to purchase liquor in Hardwick, but liquor was consumed
there.

Oral tradition holds that the Italian immigrants

''liked their wine'' and that the St,J.& L.c. did a large and
regular business in kegs of "beer and other spirits," but
that there was no public drunkedness.

The newspaper

regularly carried stories about raids on ''dives and
17
bootleggers" carried out by the sheriff,
Liquor violations were tried in the Caledonia County
Court in st. Johnsbury.

Examination of the county court

docket for the 1905 December term revealed that fourteen of
thirty-seven cases involving Hardwick lawyers were listed on
the docket as "Liquor."

Of that fourteen, thirteen were

filed against people with Italian surnames, five of them
women, for selling liquor,
against a Spanish woman.

The one non-Italian case was
Examination of voting records on

prohibition issues reveal that Hardwick was more supportive
of prohibition candidates and positions than the rest of the
county, which was itself a prohibition stronghold.

It

suggests that the steadfast support for prohibition in
Hardwick had some connection to a quiet fear of Italians and
18

the damage drunken granite workers might cause.
over the years an increase in the workers' demographic
proportion may have contributed to Village uneasiness about
them, but they never posed any local political threat.
Granite

cutter~ Jo~~

The

indicates that the union

participated to some degree in state politics, but there is
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no sense in either the Granite Cutters' Journal or the
Hardwick records that the Hardwick local tried to influence
Hardwick politics.
threat.

Furthermore, they posed no economic

Relatively few bought land or houses, and relatively

few established businesses to compete with native
19
entrepreneurs, which they patronized.
The peace among the people in the Village was maintained
in some measure because the granite workers and the native
population operated in different spheres.

There is clear

evidence of granite workers who, having come to Hardwick to
work, chose the Vi'llage as. a ·permanent home, bought pro'perty,
and changed careers when the industry failed, but most
workers remained in the Village because of the industry.

As

long as the industry prospered, they stayed, living within
the socially acceptable parameters defined by the indigenous
population.

Their social structure mirrored the native

population, mature settled family people,

Since the

immigrants lived among the natives all over the Village, no
geographic segregation developed.

The Yankees accepted the

granite workers at public gatherings and within public
institutions, such as the schools and churches, but they did
not associate in community organizations or private
gatherings.

At the end of the era, when the industry failed,

the granite workers left, removing the potential problem of a
large population of disgruntled unemployed, and leaving the
Village a vast store of happy memories of boom times.
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CHAPTER 6
The People
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The granite industry depended ultimately on people.

The

first granite cutters in Hardwick were Yankees, but as the
industry expanded, European and Canadian immigrants were
attracted to work in the granite sheds.

Hardwick's oral

tradition is that its industry employed vast numbers of
granite workers from many countries.

But oral tradition

cannot answer the many questions that it raises:
the workers were foreign-born?
old were they?

Where were they born?

How

Did they have their families with them?

Where did they live?
sheds?

How many of

What did they do besides work in the

Did they come to Hardwick to settle or to stay only

as long as there was work?
Yankees?

How were they received by the

This chapter, a detailed description of the

population that lived in Hardwick at the time of the Federal
Census of both 1900 and 1910, addresses those questions and
1

others.
Migration of significant numbers of foreign-born workers
into Hardwick began between 1880 and 1900, coinciding with
the expansion of the granite industry.

It is impossible to
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track the migration since the 1880 manuscript census predates
the major development of the industry and the 1890 census
manuscript was destroyed by fire,

leaving only aggregate

information for the Town and county because Hardwick Village
was not incorporated until after the 1890 census,
The 1900 manuscript was prepared by lra Shattuck,
Hardwick's Town Clerk, who spent the month of June going from
house to house asking the prescribed questions, gathering
census data on about 100 people each day.

Though June 1900

was a typical summer month for the industry--not unusually
-busy nor unusually s'lack.:-the demographic profile of the
Village was affected by the fact that the industry was in its
peak seasc,.,.

A census in January would have produced a

different set of statistics, especially in the numbers of
unattached workers and the patterns of household composition.
Indeed, the population changed even as Shattuck sought to
record it.

In the eleven days it took him to do the census

(June 19-30), Shattuck noted a number of people who had moved
into or out of town.
In 1910, Charles Pierce was the enumerator,

(Shattuck

died in 1909), and the month was April, when the industry was
accelerating its production.

We do not know what differences

the data would exhibit if the 1910 census were truly parallel
to the 1900 census, i.e., if it had been taken in June, but
we must assume that differences would appear.

Pierce started

enumerating the Village on April 15 and ended on April 30.
Like Shattuck, he added a list of newcomers at the end, but,
unlike Shattuck, he made no note of people who left.
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The personalities of the two men had subtle impacts on
the content of the two manuscripts.

Ira Shattuck's work

conveys the sense of a man who was meticulously accurate
about details.

His manuscript contained only one numbering

error, Pierce had the larger job, and his manuscript
contained several numbering errors.

Both manuscripts

contained a few errors in information logic--listing a
foreign-born child as a native-born citizen, for instance.
Shattuck allowed no unknowns to be recorded--he insisted that
every place of birth be listed as a state or country,

Pierce

allowed peop1P
,_ to list a parent's place of birth as '''United
States'' when they apparently did not know which state.
We must not make too much of these imperfections,
however.

Both men took pains to be accurate, leaving

evidence of corrected errors.

Census data, despite

weaknesses, presents us the most definitive statement we have
about intracommunity trends in Hardwick, and suggests
possibilities about Vermont communities similar to Hardwick.
Four groups are analyzed here:

1) people born in the

United States and living in Hardwick in 1900, 2) people born
outside the United States and living in Hardwick in 1900, 3)
people born in the United States and living in Hardwick in
1910, and 4) people born outside the United States and living
in Hardwick in 1910.
In 1900 the 1312 Villagers represented 52 percent of the
Town's population.

By 1910 Villagers numbered 2091 and were

65 percent of the Town population.

Though the Village had

grown by 59 percent in the decade, the Town outside the
99

Village actually lost 9 percent of its population.

Table 6.1
Total Town Population
1900 & 1910

1900

N

%

Town
Village
Rural

2534
1312
1222

100
52

Town
Village
Rural

320.1
2091
1110

100

·-......:-.

1910 '

48

65
35

Change over
10 years (%)

+ 63
N/A
N/A

+ 26
+ 59
9

Within the Village the population was dominated by men.
In 1900 there were 10 percent more men than women,

in 1910

there were 8 percent more, suggesting a relatively large
population of single men in 1900 which had declined slightly
by 1910.
In 1900 the native-born people in Hardwick Village
ranged in age from infancy·to eighty-four, but 75 percent of
the males and 76 percent of the females were younger than
forty.

The immigrants were even younger, 84 percent of the

males and 82 percent of the females were younger than forty.
Children born in the United States were natives, but in
the eyes of most Hardwick natives the native children of
immigrants were part of the foreign population, particularly
if older children in the family were in fact foreign-born.
100
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Table 6.2

/

.

Total Village Population
1900 & 1910

1~10

N

%
55
45

Male

722

Female

590

Male
Female

1074
1017

1900

.

51

49

But what of the children whose father was native, and whose
mother was an immigrant?
native mothers?

What of immigrant fathers and

What if both parents were immigrants who had

come to the United States as children?

The permutations are

legion, and the need here is for quantification of a factor
that is essentially unquantifiable but cannot be ignored.
For this study, where the goal is to get some measure of the
actual and the perceived foreign population, I ascribed the
father's status to any child under the age of sixteen.

If

the father was an immigrant, the child was counted among the
immigrants.

Though culture is usually passed through the

mother, public perception of culture follows the surname--the

2
father.
In both decades,

~he

balance between old and young in

the native population was stable across the sexes.

About

half the population was between sixteen and forty with the
101
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Table 6.3
Ages of the Village Population
(Children listed with fathers)
1900
====~~~=====~~=~~===~~~~~~===~2~~~===~~=~=====~~~~~===

0-15
16-39
40+

Total

Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Women Women Pop.
N
%
%

Nat.
Men
N

Nat.
Men

Nat.
Pop.

Total
Pop.

%

%

%

133
264
135

25
50
25

13
27
14

10
20
10

120
232
107

50
24

12
23
11

18
8

532

100

54

40

459

100

46

35

Imm.
Men
N

Imm.
Men

rmm.
Pop.

Total
Pop.

%

%

%

0-15
16-39
40+

46
120
22

24
64
12

14
38

9

7

Total

188

100

59

26

!mm.
lmm.
Imm.
Women Women Pop.
%
N
%

Total
Pop.
%

9

Total
l?op.
%

45
37
18

19
15

4

2

58
47
23

7

2

14

128

100

41

10

3

4

Missing: 5
~-

other half equally divided between the young, under sixteen,
and the old, over forty.

The immigrants, however, being a

population of young adults who came to America to work,
lacked older members, and immigrant women nearly always came
to Hardwick as wives.

The result was that at both

enumerations, immigrant women formed a disproportionately
small part of the immigrant population compared to native
women, and ''immigrant'' children, most of whom were actually
born in the United States, formed a disproportionately large
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In 1900 only

six of the boys and twelve of the girls younger than sixteen
were actually foreign-born.

In 1910 there were thirty

foreign-born boys and thirty-three foreign-born girls.
BY 1910 the native population had aged.

The population

of native men younger than forty had fallen to 66 percent and
the population of women younger than forty had fallen to 73
percent.

The immigrant population, however, was nearly as

young in 1910 as it was in 1900 with 81 percent of the men
and 82 percent of the women younger than forty.
Table 6.4
Ages of the Village Population
(Children listed with fathers)
1910

Nat.
Men
N

Nat.
Men
%

Nat.
Pop.
%

157
279
229

24
42
34

11
20
17

13
11

177
340
196

25
48

658

100

48

32

712

Total
Pop.
%

Nat.
Nat.
Nat.
Women women Pop.
N
%
%

Total
Pop.
%

----0-15
16-39
40+
Total

8

Imm.
Men
N

Imm.
Men
%

Imm.
Pop.
%

Total
Pop.
%

0-15
16-39
40+

164
168
78

40
41
19

23
24
11

8
8

4

132
50
50

Total

410

100

58

20

296

Missing: 4
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27

13
25
11

16
9

100

52

34

Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
women women Pop.
N
%
%
45
19
17- 7
7
18
100

42

8

Total
Pop.
%
6
2
2

14

.:37
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This study is concerned with the adult population of the
Village, so unless it is stated otherwise, all further data
reflects only the adult population aged sixteen and over
living in the Village of Hardwick.
In 1900 the natives were New Englanders, 96 percent, and
82 percent were Vermonters.

The immigrant men were granite

workers who came from other stone producing countries:
Scotland, Ireland, England, Spain, Italy, Scandinavia, and
Canada.
Hardwick's oral tradition is that the first immigrants
were English-speaking.

The census supports it.

!n 1900, 30

percent of the immigrants listed were English Canadians, and
over three-fourths of the foreign-born in the Village in 1900
were born .in an English speaking country.
English-speaking group was French Canadian.

The largest non"Other" were

Spanish (three men), Swedes (three men), Swiss (two men), and
French, Germans, Austrians and Russians (one man each).
In 1910 "Yankees" continued to dominate: again, 96
percent of the native population was born in New England, 78
percent in Vermont.

Massachusetts transplants were the

largest group of non-Vermonters with 7 percent of the total.
Likewise the domination by English-speaking groups
continued among the immigrants; nearly two-thirds of the men
and exactly two-thirds of the women were from an Englishspeaking country.

The Scots had replaced the English

Canadians as the largest English-speaking group, making up 31
percent of the men and 24 percent of the women, and
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Table 6.5
Country of Birth of Immigrant Adults
in Hardwick
1900
~~~~======~~~~==~~~~===~~~~~~~~~~======~~~~~~~~~====~~

Imm.

Imm.
Women Women Nat'l
N
%
%

Men
%

English
Canada

49

34

57

36

51

43

85

40

Scotland

28

20

80

7

10

20

35

16

England

20

14

71

8

11

29

28

13

French
Canada

14

10

54

12

11

46

26

12

Italy

11

8

73

4

6

26

15

7

8

6

73

3

4

27

11

5

12

8

100

0

0

12

6

Ireland
Other

Nat'l
%

Total Imm.
Nat'l. Pop.
N
%

Men
N

0

~---~-~

representing more than a quarter of all the immigrants in the
Village.

Finns (4 percent of the foreign-born), Spaniards

and Russians (2 percent), Germans and Swiss (1 percent), and
Austrians, Danes, and Swedes, each less than 1 percent,
finished the roster.
One factor contributing to the lack of civil strife
between the "Yankees" and immigrants may have been the ease
of communication between the two groups.

Language, and its

implication of cultural traditions and values, was an
important factor in determining the amount of foreignness an
immigrant projected.

The immigrant who spoke with a Scottish
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Eng. Canada

Scotland
Other 5.7%
Ireland 5.2%
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Italy 7.1%
Fr. Canada
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accent was not likely to be perceived to be as foreign as one
who spoke with an Italian accent.

Italians were the largest

group of. true cultural strangers.
Table 6.6
Country of Birth of Immigrant Adults
in Hardwick
1910

Men
N

Imm.
Men Nat'l
%
%

Imm.
Women Women Nat'l
N
%
%

Total Imm.
Nat' 1. l?op.
N
%

·-·-English
canada

44

18

49

45

27

51

89

22

Scotland

77

31

66

39

24

34

116

28

England

23

9

64

13

8

36

36

9

French
Canada

16

6

53

14

8

37

30

7

Italy

48

20

66

24

15

34

72

18

Ireland

10

4

50

10

6

50

20

5

Other

28

11

46

32

20

54

60

15

Total

246

100

60

164

100

40

410

100

Missing: 0

The 1900 population of immigrant men had been in the
U.S. for a long time:

85 percent for more than five years,

40 percent for fifteen or more years.

Since the data for 42

percent of the immigrant women is missing, no conclusions can
be drawn.
In 1910 the men fell into two distinct groups, those who
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Table 6,7
Residence Time in the United States for
Immigrant Adults in Hardwick
1900

Years

Men
N

Sex
%

Women
N

21

15

5

15+

31
32
55

22
23
40

10
4
24

Total

139

100

43

0-4
6-9
10-14

Sex

Total

Imm.
Pop.

%

N

%

12
23
9
56

26
41
36
79

14
22
20
43

100

182

100

Missing: 9 Men, 39 Women

Table 6.8
Residence Time in the United States for
Immigrant Adults in Hardwick
1910
=====================~=====~~~~~=~~~~~~~~===~=========

Years

Men

Sex

N

%

Women
N

Sex

Total

%

N

lmm.
Pop.
%

------------------------------40

138
100
42
186

30
21
9
40

100

466

100

36
17

40

70
33
12
77

100

192

0-4
5-9
10-14
15+

68
67
30
109

24
23

Total

274

11

6

Missing: 7

had been in the United states.for fifteen or more years, and
those who had been here for less than ten years.
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who were in Hardwick in 1910 were not in the United States in
1900.

Women demonstrate a pattern similar to the men.

Most

had been in the United States either more than fifteen years
or less than ten years.
The men in 1900 had come to this country when they were
still young; about four-fifths between the ages of thirteen
and twenty-five.

Only 11 percent immigrated to the United

State after the age of thirty--the oldest at sixty-three,
Again, the incomplete data on women precludes analysis. The
oldest recorded female entrant was forty-seven.

Table 6.9
Age of Entry into the United
States of Immigrant Adults in Hardwick
1900
~~=~~==~~=~==~~~~~~=~~~~~=~~~~~====~======~===========

Men
N

Sex

0-12
13-17
18-24
25-29
30-39
40+

24
41
52
11
5

12
5
11
7
3
5

15
6
13
8
4

6

16
28
35
7
3
4

Total

148

100

82

Age

Missing: 9 Men,

Women
N

%

Sex
%

Imm.
l'op.
N

Imm.
l'op.

%
16
20
27

6

36
46
63
18
8
12

100

183

100

8

3
5

39 Women

In 1910 there was a noticeable drop in the number of men
who had come to the United States as teenagers.

The pattern

for both men and women shows that nearly as many had come as
children twelve or younger, presumably accompanying their
108

parents, as came as young adults eighteen to twenty-four,
resumably unaccompanied by parents.

/
Table 6.10
Age ot Entry into the United
States of Immigrant Adults in Hardwick
1910
=====~~=~~~~~$~~~~=~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Men

sex

Women

sex

!mm.
Pop.

Imm.
Pop.

N

%

N

%

N

%

0-12
13-17
18-24
25-29
30-39
40+

63
45
89
44
26
3

23
16
32
16
10

Total

274

Age

31
13
23
15
15
2

123
70
134
72
54
6

26

1

60
25
45
28
28
3

100

192

100

459

100

15

29
15
12
1

('' Missing: 7
\,

In 1900, the immigrants in Hardwick were young men and
women in the prime of their working lives.

Some had come to

Hardwick directly from their homeland, but more often, as
indicated by the number of years they had been in the United
States, they came to Hardwick from other areas in the u.s.
3

The men had come to this

where granite was quarried.

country as teen-agers or young adults and had gone through
their cultural acclimation somewhere other than Hardwick.
The 1910 immigrant population had been in this country about
the same amount of time as the 1900 population, but they had
come as children or young adults.
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immigrants in Hardwick were not in the United States for the
1900 census, the immigrant population in Hardwick in 1910 was
largely comprised of different individuals from the 1900
population.

If the 1900 immigrant population had remained in

Hardwick, a significantly greater percentage in 1910 would
have declared United States residency of more than a decade.
Immigrant men settled in Hardwick to work, usually
bringing their families with them if they were married.
Immigrant women moved as part of a family--usually as the
wife, though there was an occasional unmarried sister or
daughter older than fifteen.

Since there were no employment

opportunities for large numbers of women, there was no
economic reason far a woman to came to Hardwick alone, and
consequently the number of single women from outside Hardwick
was small.
Between 1900 and 1910, the marriage pattern for nativeborn residents remained essentially unchanged.
thirds of the adults were married.

About two-

At bath census counts

about 86 percent of the immigrant women were married, but
dramatic change occured in the status of the immigrant male
population.

In 1900 only half of the immigrant men were

married, but in 1910 nearly three-quarters were married.
The most difficult problem facing any newcomer to
Hardwick was finding housing.

The granite industry

]2~£

g

4

made no attempt to supply "company houses."

Real estate was

a fast-growing industry, but the developers worked faster
laying out streets and lots than the builders did filling
5
them with houses.
Six months after winning the Pennsylvania
110

Table 6.11
Marital Status of Adults
in Hardwick
1900
~~~~~~:====~~~~=~~~~:===~~~~~~~~:=~=~~~=~~~=====~~~~~~

Status

Native
Men
N
%

Single
124
Married 252
Widowed
20
Divorced
3
Total

Native
Women

31
63
5

399 100

N

%

Imm.
Men
N
%

68
234
37
0

20
69
11

66
76
6

Imm.
Women
N
%

44
51

339 100

9
84
6
1

6
59
4

4

1

1

149 100

Total
l?op.

70 100

N

%

264
621
67
5

28
65
7

957 100

-----~

Table 6.12
Marital Status of Adults
in Hardwick
1910

Status

Native
Men
N
%

Native
Women
N
%

Imm.
Men
N
%

Imm.
Women

Total
I?op.

N

N

%

5
85
9

349
993
117

68
8

2

11

%

~---·

Single
147
Married 329
Widowed
30
Divorced
8
Total

27
65
6

24
64
12

1

130
348
65
0

514 100

543

100

64
177
7
0

26
72
3

248 100

---~--

8

139
15
3

165 100

24

1470 100

-----~

............... ~-

Capitol contract, George Bickford's biggest problem, so far
as the Village was concerned, was lack of housing.
impossible, he wrote to the

Gaz~,

It was

to hire all the men

needed at the sheds because they could not find places to
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Marital Status: 1900
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SS>>'Y>*J
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Single
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live.
In 1900, there were 308 households in Hardwick Village,
and about a fifth of them were headed by an immigrant.

By

1910 the number of Village households had increased by 68
percent to 517, but the number of households headed by an
immigrant increased 152 percent so that immigrants headed
nearly a third of the 1910 households.

The change came in

the number of households headed by male immigrants--an
increase from 18 percent of the Village households to 30
percent, eroding the dominance of the households headed by
native-born males.

Native women headed about 8 percent' of

the households at both counts and immigrant female heads of
household increased from 0 to 2 percent over the decade.
In both 1900 and 1910, immigrants tended to live
together in households whose occupants shared a similar
language or occupation.

Italian swiss lived with Italians,

Scots lived with Scottish immigrants or first generation
Scots, and granite cutters lived with granite cutters within
ethnic groups.

As houses were built and occupied by

immigrant families,
immigrants expanded.

the base of potential housing sites for
In 1900 slightly more than a third of

the households in the Village contained a foreign born
person.

By 1910, 44 percent of the households in the Village

contained a foreign-born person, although the ratio of
households headed by a native containing an immigrant was a
constant 12

~o

13 percent in both 1900 and 1910.

Although they lived in language-related households,
immigrants did not segregate into ethnic neighborhoods.

6: The People

Typically a street contained several households of different
ethnic groups, and few streets were without foreign-born
7

re>Sidents.
Table 6.13
Hardwick Heads of Household
1900 and 1910

Natives
N
1900

Immigrant"

Sex

Total
Pop

%

%

N

Sex

Total
Pop

%

%

Total

Men
Women

227
24

90
10

74

56
1

98

8

2

18
0

283
25

Total

251

100

82

57

100

18

308

Men
Women

315
39

88

61

154

19

30

469

11

8

9

6

2

48

Total

354

100

69

163

25

32

517

1910

----In his letter to the Gazette, Bickford insisted that
more tenements needed to be built quickly.

The housing

crunch inflated rent levels and Bickford alleged instances in
which the rent of a tenement was increased by as much as a
third when the landlord learned that the prospective tenant
was working for the Woodbury Granite Company.
Because of the lack of tenements and large boarding
houses in the Village, many private families took in
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boarders.

"Boarding" was a necessary and common lifestyle

throughout American society until after World War II,
?roviding the boarder a
landlady an income.

dome~tic

support system, and the

In Hardwick, the most frequent

arrangement was for one to three boarders to live in a
private home, occasionally with an extended family.

Some

lived as the only ''outsider,'' while others lived with up to
twelve boarders.

The hotel boarded as many as twenty-five.

The 1900 census seems to make a clear though undefined
distinction between a boarder and a lodger, but that distinction
is missing in the 1910 manuscript where the terms ''lodger,"
"roomer," and "boarder" seem to be used interchangeably.
Here "boarder"

i~

u~ed

to refer to all.

In 1900, the 202

adult boarders constituted 17 percent of the adult natives
and 35 percent of the adult immigrants.

Three-quarters of

the boarders were unmarried--single, widowed, or divorced-men.

The ratio was about the same for both natives and

immigrants.

In only seven cases did a married boarder (five

native, two immigrant) have his wife and children with him in
the boarding house.
In 1910, the 215 adult boarders represented a
proportional drop in all populations, composing only 12
percent of the native population and 22 percent of the
immigrants.

The ratio of unmarried to married remained at

about three to one, but there was a noticeable increase in
the number of wives and children in boarding houses.

About

half of the.married native men and a quarter of the married
immigrant men had other family
114

member~

With them.

Since the

Table 6.14
Adult Boarding House Occup_ants
1900

____

Men
N

Natives
Women
N
%
%

Immigrants
Women
Men
N %
N
%

N

%

,.,........................,..............,......._.
~-

Unmarried
boarders

81

75

13

65

55

78

1

Married
boarders

27

25

7

35

15

22

3

75

70 100

4

100

Total

Total

108 100

20 100

-----~----

20

150

74

52

26

202 100

............_.._,......_~---·-~-

......

Table 6.15
Adult Boarding House Occupants
1910

Natives
women
N
N
%
%

Immigrants
Men
women
%
N
N %

Men

-------~-

Total
N

%

.......................................................

Unmarried
boarders

78

86

27

79

558 70

1

14

164

76

Married
boarders

13

14

7

21

25

6

86

51

24

Total

91 100

47 100

215

100

30

83 100

34 100

.........._,,........_,......._.._
---~

...............

__

1910 census was taken in April when there was 1nuch movement

among granite industry workers,

it is probable that the

boarding families were recent arrivals,
to live.

looking for a place

The married men without their families may have
115
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6: The People

been seeking houses to rent before bringing their families to
Hardwick, or may have planned to board in Hardwick for the
summer season, leaving their families elsewhere.
Proportionally many more immigrant men boarded than
native men, but the reverse is true for women.

As a general

rule, unmarried immigrant women did not live in boarding
houses.

Part of this can be explained by the occupational

differences between the native and immigrant women.

The 27

unmarried native women living as boarders in 1910 included
teachers and nurses who lived in boarding houses that
contained only women.
Employees were a different category of non-family member
living with a family.

Most frequently the employee was a

young, single female employed as a domestic, although
occasionally it was a young man with an apprentice-like
status living with his employer's family.

In 1900 seven of

the ten male employees were single, two were married, one was
widowed,

All were native-born, all but one was a Vermonter.

They ranged in age from eighteen to forty-four, but nine of
the ten were thirty-one or younger.
Seventeen of the twenty-two women (77 percent) in 1900
were single, four were married and one was a widow.

They all

did some form of domestic work, from housekeeper to kitchen
girl.

Nineteen of them were Vermonters; the two immigrants

came from English Canada.

They ranged from fourteen to

sixty-one years old, but eighteen of the twenty-two were
thirty-one or younger, and half were between eighteen and
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twenty-three.
By 1910 fewer men but many mare women lived with
employers.
hotel.

Twa of the four men worked and lived in the

The hotel worker was married, the rest of the men

were single.

All were Vermonters between twenty-twa and

sixty years ald.
By contrast in 1910, there were forty-one women living
with an employer.
domestic work.

All but the telephone operator were doing

Twenty-nine (70 percent) were single, five

married, twa divorced, and five widowed.

Thirty-three (78

percent) were native-born, twenty-eight were Vermonters.
They ranged from fifteen to fifty-eight years old with
mare than half (twenty-four) younger than twenty,

The very

youngest were Vermonters, probably from the Hardwick area.
Mast appear to have been servants.

Some nursed the

elderly, some kept house for widowers, some helped with large
families, but less than a quarter helped manage a boarding
house, although five worked and lived at the hotel.
The preferred life-style for both natives and immigrants
was a nuclear family.

Some households had a member of the

extended family living in it, but if the household had more
than a nuclear family,

it more likely contained boarders than

employees or extended family members.

A small proportion

were complex households including a nuclear family, extended
family, and non-family members.

In both 1900 and 1910 both

native and immigrant households containing only a nuclear
family hovered around half, with natives tending to less than
half and immigrants tending to more than half.
117

A handful
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lived alone at each count.

Table 6.16
Household Composition
1900
~~~~~~=~~~======~~~~~~~======~~~~=~~~~~~====~~~~~~~~=~

Percent by
Citizenship
Nat.
N

Nat. Imm.

!mm.
N

%

Percent by
Household
Nat.

!mm.

%

%

%

--~--.~

Nuclear

111

32

45

50

7,8

22

Extended

48

7

20

11

87

13

Boarders

50

9

20

14

86

14

Employees

11

2

4

3

85

15

Complex

12

9

5

14

61

39

Other

12

5

5

8

71

29

Total

244

64

100

100

100

100

The fact that the immigrant households contained few
extended family members may be attributed to the immigrants'
distance from family members who might live with them.

The

list of extended immigrant family members is limited to
father, mother, father-in-law, sister, brother, sister-inlaw, brother-in-law, and son-in-law.

The natives included

grandparents, grandchildren, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, and
a nephew's wife in addition to the first list.

For bath the

native and immigrant families in 1900 the most frequent
118
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extended family configuration was widowed or dependent men
and women living with their children.

Among the immigrants,

46 percent fell into that category whilJamong the riatives
the proportion was 55 percent.

It was also true in 1910,

when 41 percent of the immigrant extended family members and
51 percent of the native extended family members were widowed
or dependent elderly.

At both counts, more natives than

immigrants took in boarders, thus establishing throughout the
community a vested interested in the industry and its
workers.
Table 6.17
Household Composition
1910

Percent by
Citizenship
Nat.
N

Nat. !mm.

Imm.
N

%

%

Percent by
Household
Nat.

lmm.

%

%

-----------------------------------------------------Nuclear

179

93

5o''

Extended

56

12

Boarders

68

Employees

58

66

33

16

7

83

17

36

19

22

65

35

13

5

4

3

75

25

Complex

27

9

8

6

76

24

Other

13

6

4

4

70

30

Total

356

161

100

100

100

100
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Most of the houses in Hardwick had Village water, sewage
.1d electricity, some had central heat, but at both counts
~ .. ~r

than a fifth of the householders owned the houses they

ccupied.
ouse.

Even those who took in boarders did so in a rented

In both 1900 and 1910 the majority of the immigrants

•ho owned their homes were English Canadians who had come to
:his country in the late 19th century, though by 1910 other
1roups were buying in.
Table 6.18
Home Ownership Status of Heads of Household
1900

Native
Men
N

Immigrant

Women
%

___

Men

Women

%
,......_...............

N

%

N

%

Total
N
%

N

owned

34

14

9

4

6

10

0

0

49

16

Mortg'd

52

21

1

0

6

10

0

0

59

19

Rented

141

56

14

6

44

77

1

2

200

65

Total
Homes

227

90

24

10

56

98

1

2

308 100

......................~~--~--~

...............

---

-~----

Measured by the increase in mortgage holders, there was
no strong general trend toward homeownership, but what trend
there was seems to have been stronger among the immigrants
than among the natives.
The houses the workers rented were investment
properties.

Newspaper ads and oral tradition suggest that
120
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6: The People

most of the housing was owned by Hardwick natives, and the
income it produced was a major factor in the affluence the
granite boom brought to the Village, affluence which flowed
to the established native population.

The census data

supports that tradition, though it reflects only those houses
that the owners lived in and provides no data on patterns of
ownership of rental property.

Table 6.19
Home Ownership Status of Heads of Household
1910
~~~~~~~=~:==========~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=======~=~~~~~~~~~~

Native
Men

Immigrant
Men

Women

Women

N

%

N

%

Total
N
%

4

11

7

2

1

93

18

8

2

24

15

1

0

103

19

50

15

4

119

73

6

4

320

62

88

39

11

154

94

9

6

516 100

N

%

N

owned

64

18

16

Mortg'd

70

20

Rented

180

Total
Homes

314

%

The advantage of being Vermont-born and inheriting
Vermont property assured that most homeowners were
Vermonters.

In 1900 Vermont men headed 67 percent of the

Village households, but represented 83 percent of the home
owners, while 100 percent of the women who owned homes were
born in Vermont.

In 1910 Vermont-born men constituted 52
121
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percent of the household heads in the Village, but 77 percent
of the male homeowners and 72 percent of the female
homeowners were Vermont-born, though only 62 percent of the
female household heads were.
In both 1900 and 1910, a greater proportion of female
heads of households were homeowners than was true for male
heads of household.

Women homeowners tended to be middle-

aged or older and widowed, heading an inherited home they may
have occupied for many years.
In 1910 the proportion of immigrants who owned their
homes declined, a statistical reflection of the increased
number of immigrants.

At both counts the English Canadians

were the largest group of immigrant homeowners, reflecting
their oldest-immigrant-group status in the Village.

But by

1910 Italians and French Canadians showed signs of settling
into the community more than any other group.

In 1900 there

were seven French Canadian households, one with a mortgage
while the others rented.

There were three Italian families,

all renters, and eleven Scottish families of which ten rented
and one had a mortgage.
Canadian families.
mortgages.

By 1910, there were thirteen French

One owned its home outright, and four had

The Italian families had increased to twenty-

three of which five held mortgages, though none owned
outright.

There were fifty Scottish families by 1910, but

only one owned its home and only three had mortgages.
Housing patterns had a significant impact on the way the
established population in Hardwick responded to the influx of

122

oople who came with the granite boom.

Boarding was done in

mall units throughout the Village, and the natives reaped
profit,

Most boarders were unmarried men who appear to

ave stayed in a boarding house until they either married or
eft Hardwick; men almost never lived in a household without
'woman to do domestic chores.

Families new to the Village

1et up housing patterns that mirrored the local norm,

While

' Hardwick native looking back over the decade in 1910 could
oell have noted that there had been an inexorable spread of
immigrants throughout the Village, the fact that no ethnic
neighborhoods had developed meant that mast people in the
Village knew immigrants.

For the new immigrants that may

have had the effect of increasing the process of
acculturation to American society,

For the native it may

have defused the cultural and economic differences that
/""

1

~sted.

Finally, the pattern of home ownership clearly

demonstrates that the new-comers to the Village posed no
threat to native dominance of the real estate market.
Immigrants became citizens of the United States, but it
does not appear to have been a pressing priority,

(Because of

the weakness in the data on women, citizenship issues here
pertain to men only.)
two factors,

A rough pattern emerges that contains

1) the amount of time a man had been in the

United States and 2) where he came from.
naturalization patterns is
Scots.

~ost

The time factor in

clearly demonstrated in the

An immigrant had to be a resident of the United

States for five years before he was eligible for citizenship,
and in 1900, the twenty-eight immigrant Scottish men averaged
123
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twelve years in the United states.

Slightly more than half,

58 percent, were naturalized citizens who had been in the
U.S. for an average of fifteen years.

!he 47 percent who

were aliens in 1900 had been in the United States for an
average of seven years.
In 1910 the seventy-three immigrant Scottish men in the
United States had been in the United States an average of ten
years, but the ratio of citizens to aliens had declined
drastically--only 18 percent were citizens.

!hat 18 percent

had been in the United States an average of twenty-two years,
while the aliens averaged eight years in the United States.
Clearly the amount of time in the United States was a factor,
but just as clear is the fact that gaining citizenship status
was not a priority for the Scottish immigrants.
Another factor was the country of origin.

In 1910 the

forty-seven immigrant Italian men in Hardwick had been in the
United States an average of ten years,

Of that group, 30

percent had become citizens and they averaged sixteen years
residence.

!he Italian immigrants who had chosen to remain

aliens averaged eight years in the United States.

Time was a

factor• for the Italians as for the Scots, but as a group,
more Italians than Scots became citizens.
Most national groups are not big enough to examine very
closely, except to say that the longer men were in the U.S.,
the more likely they were to take out citizenship, and some
national groups did it in greater numbers than others.
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Table 6.20
Male Naturalization Rate by country of origin
1900 and 1910
~=~====~~~~~======~==~~~~=~~~~~-=~~====~~~=~==~~~~~~==

Countl:'y

N

1900 Scotland

28

Citizen
Alien

15
13

1910 Scotland

73

Yl:'.

-Citizen
Alien
1900 Italy

Citizen
Alien
1910 Italy

citizen
Alien
1900 Eng. can.

Citizen
Alien
1910 Eng. Can.

Citizen
Alien
1900 Fl:'. Can.

Citizen
Alien
1910 Fl:'. Can.

Citizen
Alien

13
60

Avel:'age
Yl:'S. u.s.

%

53
46

19
81

11

3
8

27
73

47
14
33

30
70

30
14
16

47
63

42
29
13

69
31

14
4
10

29
71

14
6
8

43
57

125

Std. Dev.

11.8

7.4

15.6
7.5

7.3
4,9

10.4

9.0

22.2
7.8

10.4'
6.3

8.6

3,3

9.7
8.2

2.1
3.5

10.5

8.3

16.3
8.0

7.5
7.4

16.3

8.7

22.1
11.2

7.2
6.5

23.9

10.6

26,2

18.8

10,4
9.5

12.7

9.7

20.5
9.6

6.6
9.2

29,0

11.8

35.0
24.5

9.7
11.6

.... •

.. .......
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Industrialization effected men and women differently.
Some differences have been discussed earlier, but I would
like to examine t}lem in more depth here.
Men in Hardwick worked for wages at occupations
described in Chapter Five.

Most women, native and immigrant,

were homemakers, and their work was not acknowledged with
money.

But, in addition, many women worked for money, and

the growth in commerce and affluence in the community had a
decided, if not dramatic, impact on work opportunities for
women.
Young singre women worked outside the home; married
women brought work into their home.

In 1900, forty-four (59

percent) of seventy-five single women (women aged sixteen and
older who had never married) held jobs--four of those women
were immigrants, thirty-three were Vermont natives.

Few

women moved to Hardwick seeking employment, but young women
in Hardwick looked for paid work, and generally what they
found were varieties of domestic work.

A few found clerical

jobs in stores and the bank, four were teachers, one was a
telephone operator, but most held jobs involving cooking,
cleaning, sewing, or waiting on others.

Twenty-five were

housekeepers or domestics.
By 1910 the number of single women had not quite doubled
to 139, but the number of single women holding jobs had more
than doubled to ninety-three; 71 percent of the single women
worked for wages.

The number of job titles had expanded

also; twelve of the women worked in offices or stores, two
were nurses, nineteen were teachers.

There was a single
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woman working in the post office, in the town clerk's office,
and at the newspaper.

The rest were cooking, cleaning,

sewing, and waiting on others.
In 1900, only thirty-eight (13 percent) of 292 married
women acknowledged that they worked for money.

Three were

teachers, one was a store clerk, and the rest worked at
various domestic activities, most of which, like dressmaking,
they could do in their homes.

Only two of the married self-

described employed women ware immigrants.

Only four of the

seventy-six married women who kept boarders acknowledged that
as a job, though some who kept boarders did other work which
they listed as their occupation.

But, if the sixty-four

married women who kept boarders but claimed ''no occupation''
are added to the number of women who worked for pay, 35
percent of the married women of the Village in 1900 earned
money for their labor, 63 percent of them keeping boarders.
By 1910 the number of married women who worked for
wages had increased from 102 to 146, but the ratio of married
women who earned money had dropped to 30 percent.

The range

of jobs was confined to the quasi-domestic, but women were
much in evidence in stores and offices.

There had been a

striking change of attitude among married women on the
subject of keeping boarders.

Most women who kept boarders,

when defining their occupation for the census taker,
acknowledged that keeping boarders was an occupation.

In

all, 58 percent of_ the married women who earned money did it
8

as a boardinghouse-keeper.
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What is notably absent from the list of women's jobs is
child care.

No one; except the nanny in the Bickford

household, declared keeping a nu:t'sery
way to ea:t'n money.

01:'

baby-sitting as a

Eithe:t' it was not done, was a second

occupation and not listed, or, like boardinghouse work in
1900, was not recognized as an occupation.

Women may have

''worked things out'' with their neighbors, had other members
of the household look after children, or simply brought work
into their home as long as there were small children.
Most adults, men and women, were married.

The

considerations which influenced the age at 'which a man
married necessa:t'ily included an ability to support a wife and
potential family.

It also involved being in one place long

enough to court a wife or to accumulate enough money to fetch
an already chosen bride to his place of work.

Typically a

young man had to work for a number of years before he could
affo:t'd to mar:t'y, and most, regardless of ethnic origin, did
not mar:t'y until in their mid-twenties.

The range of marriage

ages among national groups is greater for women than for men,
and the standard deviations tend to be much broader, which
suggests that the factors influencing the age at which a
young woman married were much more cultural than economic or
9

logistic.
The 1900 mean age of marriage reflects only the current
marriage.

Some had contracted previous liaisons causing the

mean age of marriage to be somewhat higher and the standard
deviation to be somewhat broader than if the figure included
only the age at first marriage.

But in 1910 only 6 percent
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Table 6.21
Average Age of Marriage of Adults in Hardwick
1900
==~====~~~~~~===~~~===~==~~~~==~~~~~~~====~~~~~~~~~~~~

Men
N

Women

Std.
Ave. Dev.

Total

N

Ave.

Std.
Dev.

N

Std.
Ave. Oev.

English
Canada

26

27.5

6.1

30

24.4

6.4

56

25.9

6. 1

Scotland

14

25.7

3.8

6

20.2

2.0

20

24.1

4.2

England

9

26.6

3.9

7

33.5 18.1

16

29.7

12.3

French
Canada

9

24.1

3.7

10

18.6

8.1

19

21. 2

6.9

Italy

6

25,8

2.8

3

20.0

5.6

9

23.9

4.6

Ireland

3

26,3

2.5

3

24.3

1.2

6

25.3

2.1

202

26,2

6.5

194

22.2

5.3

396

24.2

6.2

New
Hampshire 16

25,9

4.3

12

20.6

2,9

28

23.6

4.6

5

26.8

2.8

7

23.1

2.8

12

24.6

3.3

Vermont

Mass.
Missing: 0

----·-........._____................

~----------------

of the married population was in a second or third marriage,
so the 1900 data is probably not drastically misleading.
Typically men, native or immigrant, married later than
women, though the age varied among nationality groups.

In

1900 and 1910 both male and female French canadians married
youngest.

In 1900 nine of the ten French canadian girls

married between the ages of thirteen and twenty, with a mean
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of 16.1 and a standard deviation of .7, but the population
average is badly distorted by the one woman who married at
41, perhaps for the second time.

The largest group, the 400

Vermonters, is the only population large enough to be
generalized beyond Hardwick.
marriage of

~6.2,

two was normal.

Vermont men had a mean age of

though any age between twenty and thirtyVermont women married younger, from

seventeen to twenty-seven, with a mean of 22.2.
Table 6.22
Average Age of Marriage of Adults in Hardwick
1910

Men
N

women

Std.
Ave. Dev.

N

Ave.

Total
Std.
Dev.

N

Ave,

Std.
Dev.

·--~-~~

English
Canada

28

25.9

4.4

32

21.2

3.2

60

23.4

4.4

Scotland

59

25,1

3.4

37

22.2

3.0

96

24.0

3.6

England

17

25.1

5.3

7

20.4

2.8

24

23.8

5.1

French
Canada

11

22.4

5.0

10

17.8

2.6

21

20.2

5.0

Italy

31

26.5

4.5

19

23.2

5.4

50

25.3

5.1

6

27.3

2.5

9

24.4

4.2

15

25.6

3.8

221

25' 1

4.7

241

21.0

4.2

462

22.9

4.9

9

24.3

2.3

12

22.0

6,4

21

23.0

5.1

22

26.7

4.8

19

23.7

4.5

41

25.4

4.9

Ireland

Vermont
New
Hampshire
Mass.
Missing: 1

-·----~-----
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The 1910 census makes a distinction between first and
subsequent marriages, and the figures presented here are for
first marriages,

In 1Jl0, the Fre.nch Canadians still married

youngest, and again the Vermont groups are the only ones
large enough to generalize from.

The mean age had fallen, in

part because the data makes a distinction between first and
subsequent marriages.

Vermont men had a mean age of marriage

of 25.1 with a standard deviation of 4,7, While Vermont women
had a mean age of marriage of 21, with a standard deviation
of 4.2.
In 1900, about 27 percent of the Village population was
children aged fifteen or younger.

The eighty-one women aged

forty-five or more who had borne children, but were not
likely to bear more, had, on average, 3.8.

In 1910, 30

percent of the population was fifteen or younger, but the
average number of children per mother was down slightly to
3.7 for the 141 women over forty-five.

Because of the need

to look at completed families only, the number of non-Vermont
women in the data is small and the data are illustrative, but
not at all generalizable,

It is notable that in the Scottish

population of thirty-nine women, the largest group of
immigrant women in Hardwick, there was no woman over fortyfive.

That may be attributable to the extreme mobility of

Scottish workers as evidenced in other data.
In 1900 the seventy-one mothers younger than thirty had
suffered the death of seventeen children, about one child for
every four mothers.

In 1910 the average dropped to one child

for every three mothers, as the ninety-seven mothers had lost
131

Table 6.23
Number of Children Born for Women over Age 45
1900 and 1910

1900
N
Women

/

1910

Ave. Std.
N
Dev.

N
Ave. Std.
Women N
Dev.

--

English
canada

6

4.0

1,3

11

4.2

3.0

England

2

1.5

.7

4

4.0

2.1

French
Canada

1

3.0

0.0

11

4.2

3.0

57

4.1

3,0

98

3.8

2.7

New
Hampshire

3

3.0

0,6

4

2.0

.8

Mass.

3

4.3

.6

7

2.8

1.8

Vermont

Missing: 0

thirty-four children,

There is no evidence in the records of

vital statistics for the Town to account for the increase,
though an outbreak of diptheria in 1908 closed the schools.
We cannot say when, where, at what age, or for what reason
10
any of the children died.
The impact of the industry on the differing experience
of men and women in Hardwick can also be examined by looking
at the situations of widowed men and women.

In 1900,

Hardwick contained twenty-six widowed men and forty-one
widowed women.

Men and women suffered the death of a spouse
132
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at any age, but there was no age pattern between the sexes
among those younger than about fifty.

Nearly half of the

women (46 percent) were the head of a household whereas only
a third (31 percent) of the men were.

Of those who headed

their households, about 50 percent of both men and women
owned the house.
By 1910 the number of widowers had increased 54 percent
to forty, but the number of widows had risen by a dramatic 88
percent to seventy-eight.

As in 1900, about half the women

(49 percent) headed their household while roughly a third (35
percent) of the men did.

Only a third of the widowers owned

their homes in 1910, but 63 percent of the widows owned
theirs.
In 1900, only 25 percent of the widows worked for wages,
including four who listed their occupation as boarding house
manager.

One was a dressmaker, and the rest were

housekeepers or domestics,

At the same time, 72 percent of

the widowers held jobs, a third of them in the granite
industry.
In 1910, 60 percent of the widows worked for wages.
They did the same jobs as married women, and in addition,
they became nurses.

(There were no married nurses in 1910,

Two were single and four were widowed.)

Fourteen widows kept

a boardinghouse--half of them owned the houses,
served as housekeeper for another fami 1 y.
a store or business.

Four widows

Only one wot•ked in

Though the increase in employment of

widows were dramatic, widowers showed only a slight rise to
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80

pe~cent

with a

thi~d

g~anite

of them in the

indust~y.

lf the widowed did not become the head of a household,
men and women followed very

diffe~ent

percent of the men lived with a
the women did.
suppo~t

The men

themselves.

families.

boa~ded

~cads.

ln 1900 only 39

while 81 percent of

~elative,

or lodged and continued to

Women, lacking a job,

tu~ned

thei~

In 1910 the number of women who lived with family

membe~s

had dropped to 74 percent.

boa~ded

o~

The

lived in the home of an

othe~

employe~.

26

In 1910,

47'pe~cent

.

pe~cent

As the

of women living with family members dr•opped, the
men rose.

to

numbe~

numbe~

of

..

of widowers who did not head

their own household lived with relatives.
These figures reflect the

inc~eased

availablity of work

for women and family members for men in Hardwick.

Women who

came to Hardwick as part of a worker's family, when widowed
usually had no reason to stay and no way to support
themselves and their families,
to stay with.

Those who stayed had family

As work for women became more common, that

situation changed,

Widowed men had a

Hardwick and

to stay if widowed in Hardwick, but may

~eason

not have had family to stay with.
living with family

membe~s

~eason

to come to

The increase in widowers

in 1910 may be a reflection of the

settling in of the worker population that is evidenced in
other data.

* * * * *
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The granite industry had less direct impact on the Town
of Hardwick than on the Village.

The face of the Village was

permanently changed, but the Town remained essentially a
farming community.

The industry brought more and better

markets for farm produce, and, as the Village grew, the Town
gained increased tax revenues with essentially no demand for
increased services.

The independent school district educated

the children of the Village, leaving the Town schools
unaffected by the additional school population,

The Village

was responsible for the utilities and streets which fueled
the commercial activity.

Consequently the rural townspeople

could enjoy a benign stance toward what was happening in the
Village.
A major concern of this study was how a small village in
northern New England became the site of the largest building
granite company in the world.

In reflection one must

acknowledge the luck of the natural resources.

The Lamoille

River provided a valley through which a railroad could go,
and the granite lay in the hills.

Furthermore, the granite

was of such a grain and quality that it was excellent for
building, though somewhat too coarse to compete with Barre in
the market for small pieces like monuments, and not as
elegant as the white stone of Bethel.

Finally, architects

saw in granite the perfect statement of the age, and fashion
turned to buildings of granite.
But Hardwick was not the only place that had suitable
granite at a time when fashion called for granite buildings.
Why did industrial success settle in Hardwick?
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Clearly the

answer was people,

Of paramount importance is the fact that

the people of the community gambled on the st .,J. & L. c.

In

addition the civic leaders in the Village were not afraid to
fail.

Throughout the nineties the leading forces in Hardwick

believed fervently--evangelically--in the power of hard work,
and strived to make the Village and Town a ''first class''
place,

"The best is none too good for us" was touted in the

newspapers as the town's motto and the population was
admonished regularly to ''Boom Hardwick.''

''Hardwick on the

map," crowed again and again in the newspaper, was announcing
the achievement of goals Village leaders facilitated as they
developed municipal utilities and services.
Of course Hardwick's story is not one of unrestrained
altruism.

The men making decisions made money, directly or

indirectly, as a result of their decisions, and in the course
of making their awn fortunes,

they opened the Village to

critical investments by outside money.

Native

entrepreneurial talent and resources were not sufficient.
It's impossible to know exactly what went into the
decision that brought John Holden and Charles Leonard to
invest in Hardwick, but that was the point at which
Hardwick's granite industry started to realize its economic
potential.

Holden's investment completed the H&W, and he

exerted influence to get the Village power plant installed
and brought George Bickford to Hardwick.
A

t~ird

fairy tales.

critical element is the stuff of capitalist
A bright, ambitious young man married a rich
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man's daughter and formed a successful partnership with his
father-in-law.

Bickford quickly proved to be a shrewd

businessman when negotiating a contract, a talented leader
who attracted and kept skilled managers, and a consumate
salesman of the company's product.
Finally, however, Hardwick's success depended on the
strength and skill of the granite workers themselves.

They

came to work, and most left when the work was done, but the
signs of their passing remain: the great quarries cut in the
hills, the great buildings carved and erected, and, in the
, Town ledger, the parade of ,names marked " ... gone."
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APPENDIX A
Numeric and statistical analysis of the Hardwick
populations of 1900 and 1910 were achieved by use of the
computer software known as the statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS, Version H, Release 9.9),

To make that

possible, I reduced the 1900 and 1910 census manuscripts to a
numeric code listed in Appendix B.

Though the manuscripts

are more similar than different, the differences must be
noted.
The Federal Census was concerned with voters, and since
both manuscripts preceded women's suffrage, a woman's
citizenship status was of little interest.

In over half the

cases in 1900, the data was not recorded for foreign born
women.

It was occasionally missing in 1910.

As much as possible, occupations are listed using the
titles from the manuscript.

As a result,

there are some

factors that anyone examining or using the data files must
keep in mind:
A. An occupation was generally defined as work for which
one was paid.

When a person was paid for more than one type

of work, e.g., a merchant who was also a public official,
only one occupation was listed.
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Therefore, though the list

Appendix A
of occupat.ions reflects the work that was done by the members
of the community, it does not list all the work that was
done; there were

money-g~nerating

activities that were not

recorded.
B. Women's occupational status was nebulous.

The data

clearly shows many more women doing money-generating work in
1900--typically keeping boarders--than were were listed as
having an occupation.

On the other hand, one can't know

whether women who listed their occupation as ''singers in the
theatre" in 1910 were paid for that activity.

While encoding

the 1900 census I became aware of the need to force
occupational titles on the women who were earning money as
boardinghouse keepers, so in the 1910 database

I

assigned

occupational status other than was stated by the person
involved.
1.

Those women who were married to the head of the

household and listed their occupation as some variant of
''chambermaid at home'' in a household that contained only
a nuclear family were coded as ''housewife.''
2.

Those women who were married to the head of the

household and listed themselves as having no occupation,
but whose households contained boarders were coded as
''boardinghouse owners'' or ''boardinghouse managers.''
3. To be listed as a "boardinghouse owner," the woman

had to be keeping boarders in a home that was owned
clear or with a mortgage.
4. Women who kept boarders in rental property were coded
as "boardinghouse managers."
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5. Only wives living with spouses were coded as
"housewife."
·s. To be listed as ''housekeeper'' there n~eded to be some
internal evidence that the woman had some decision
making authority.
7. A female employee living in a house as general
domestic help with minimal,

if any, decision making

authority was coded as ''domestic.''
8. A female employee living in a house for a specific
domestic duty was coded by that duty or as
"chambermaid."
c.

Except for the scheme outlined above,

were coded as recorded,

job titles

Some of the jobs imply distinctions

but do not make clear what those distinctions are (what's the
difference between a "granite shed owner" and a "granite
manufacturer"'?).
D.

Throughout both data files my intent was to give

similar occupations similar codes to make analysis easier.
The 1910 file lent itself better to that goal than the 1900
file, since the manuscript listed where a person worked as
well as his/her occupational title, and thereby enabled all
granite related occuptions, regardless of title, to be
encoded together.
E.

There were errors in both manuscripts.

I corrected

logical errors, e.g., the misassignment of citizenship
status, whenever ! was confident of my analysis of the logic,
Numerical errors which occurred in the assigning of household
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Appendix A
numbers were more difficult.

For analytical purposes, the

household number is relatively unimportant, but as a
reference point to the original document, it is

cr~tical.

I

decided that since location reference was its major function,
the computer's statement of a household number must match the
manuscript, even though the manuscript was wrong.

Therefore

I encoded the following errors:
The 1900 manuscript contains household number 491 on
sheet 21 and again on sheet 25.
The 1910 manuscript contains household 165 twice on
sheet SA; household 201 twice on sheet 9B; household 321
twice on sheet 14B; household 327 once on sheet 14B and once
on sheet 15A.
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APPENDIX B
Census Manuscript Information with Assigned Codes: 1900
LNNUM ~ The line number of the manuscript page.
number was not recorded.

The page

HHNUM "' The number of the household an individual lived in.
By CROSSTABil1g the LNNUM and HHNUM, the computer could
identify individuals on the manuscript.
SEX • l)Male

2)Female

9)Missing or illegible information,

AGE = Age on the day of the census. Less than 1 year was
treated as 0; missing or illegible information was coded 99.
MARSTAT = l)Married 2)Single
9)Missing or illegible.

3)Widowed

4)Divorced

CHILBN = The number of children a woman had born.
or illegible.

99)Missing

CHILIV = The number of a woman's children alive at the time
of the census.
99)Missing or illegible.
CITSTAT • l)Native born
illegible.

2)Naturalized

3)Alien

9)Missing or

YRSUS =Number of years the person has been in the u.s.
than 1 year was treated as 0; missing or illegible was
coded 99.

(tess

HMSTAT ~ l)Lived in a rented home 2)Lived in a home that was
owned free of mortgage 3)Lived in a home owned with a
mortgage 9)Missing or illegible.
PBIRTH • The state in which a native U.S. citizen was born
in; the country in which a foreign-born resident was born.
FP8 ~The state or country in which the person's father was
born.
MPB • The state or country in which the person's mother was
born.
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The following code was used for all place designations:
411)Scotland 415)!reland 420)Eng1and 429)Wales
430)Germany 436)Austria
440)France 450)Italy 4BO)Spain
470)Russia 487)Sweden 488) Finland 489)Denmark
494)Switzer1and 650)China
713)Eng1ish Canadian 714)French Canadian
716)Nova Scotia 717)Prince Edward Island

715)New Brunswick

730)United States 741)Maine 742)New Hampshire 743)Vermont
744)Massachusetts 745)Rhode Island 74B)Connecticut 747)New
York 748)Pennsylvania 749)New Jersey 752)Maryland
753)Washington, D.C. 755)Virginia 75B)North Carolina
758)Georgia 769)Kentucky 77l)Ohio 773)I11inois
774)Michigan 775)Wisconsin 776)Minnesota 777)Iowa
778)Missouri 781)Kansas 782)Nebraska 783)South Dakota
788)Colorado 794)Ca1ifornia 990)0n a ship 999)Missing or
illegible
HHSTAT ~ The relationship the individual held to the head of
the household.
!'I~Cl§!!~ FamilY
l)Head
2)Wife 3)Son 4)Daughter
Ext~n£!9. Family
5)Father-in-1aw
6)Mother-in-1aw
?)Brother-in-law
8)Sister-in-law
9)Father
lO)Mother ll)Cousin
13)Sister
17)Grandson
14)Daughter-in-law
15)Son-in-law 16)Stepson
31)Niece
18)Granddaughter
19)Stepdaughter 30)Nephew
35)Wif.e's
32)Husband
33)Adopted daughter
34)Nephew's wife
grandfather 36)Aunt

!'I2!2:::!'.9miJ.y
20)Employee's Daughter 21)Employee's son 22)Employee
23)Lodger 24)Boarder's Son 25)Boarder's daughter
26)Servant 27)Boarder 28)Boarder's wife 29)Lodger's wife
99)Missing or illegible
OCCUP = Occupation.
l)Banker
3)Bookkeeper
5)Livestock dealer
?)Carriage repairer
9)Laundry proprietor
11)Granite worker
13)Tool sharpener
15)Granite manufacturer
17)Granite Salesman
19)Too1 boy
21)Salesman
23)Planing mill owner
25)Produce merchant

2)Railroad worker
4)Stenographer
6)Machine shop proprietor
$)Photographer
lO)Granite cutter
12)Quarryman
14)Granite dealer
16)Granite polisher
18)Granite shed foreman
20)General merchant
22)Baker
24)Flour miller
26)Druggist
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The following code was used for all place designations:
411)Scotland 415)Ire1and 420)England 429)Wales
430)Germany 436)Austria
440)France 450)Ita1y 460)Spain
470)Russia 487)Sweden 488) Finland 489)Denmark
494)Switzerland 550)China
713)English Canadian 714)French Canadian
716)Nova Scotia 717)Prince Edward Island

715)New Brunswick

730)United states 741)Maine 742)New Hampshire 743)Vermont
744)Massachusetts 745)Rhode Island 746)Connecticut 747)New
York 74B)Pennsylvania 749)New Jersey 752)Maryland
753)Washington, D.C. 755)Virginia 756)North Carolina
758)Georgia 789)Kentucky 771)0hio 773)Illinois
774)Michigan 775)Wisconsin 776)Minnesota 777)Iowa
778)Missouri 781)Kansas 782)Nebraska 783)South Dakota
788)Colorado 794)California 990)0n a ship 999)Missing or
illegible
HHSTAT ~ The relationship the individual held to the head of
the household.
)'!"cl.§@±: Family
l)Head
2)Wife 3)Son 4)Daughter
Extendeg Family
5)Father-in-law
6)Mother-in-law
?)Brother-in-law
13)Sister
B)Sister-in-law
9)Father
10)Mother ll)Cousin
17)Grandson
14)0aughter-in-law
15)Son-in-law 16)Stepson
18)Granddaughter
19)Stepdaughter 30)Nephew
31)Niece
35)Wife's
32)Husband
33)Adopted daughter
34)Nephew's wife
grandfather 36)Aunt
!'!£n-Family
20)Employee's Daughter 21)Employee's son 22)Employee
23)Lodger 24)Boarder's Son 25)Boarder's daughter
26)Servant 27)Boarder 28)Boarder's wife 29)Lodger's wife
99)Missing or illegible
OCCUP

~

Occupation.

l)Banker
3)Bookkeeper
5)Livestock dealer
?)Carriage repairer
9)Laundry proprietor
ll)Granite worker
13)Tool sharpener
15)Granite manufacturer
17)Granite Salesman
19)Tool boy
21)Salesman
23)Planing mill owner
25)Produce merchant

2)Railroad worker
4)Stenographer
6)Machine shop proprietor
S)Photographer
10)Granite cutter
12)Quarryman
14)Granite dealer
16)Granite polisher
18)Granite shed foreman
20)General merchant
22)Baker
24)Flour miller
26)0ruggist
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27)Building supplies dealer
28)Clerk
29)Livery stable keeper
30)Restaurateur
31)Clergyman
32)Doctor
33)Attorney
34)Teacher
35)Stationary engineer
36)Academy principal
37)Harness maker
38) Barber·
39)Railroad
foreman
40)BOBl:'dinghouse
manager
41) Domestic
42)Housekeeper
43)Watch r·epairer
44)Librarian
46)Village clerk
46)Telephone
operator
47)Veterinarian
48)Laundry
worker
49)Station agent
50)Livery worker
51)Day laborer
52)Teamstel:'
63)Painter
54)Sawmi11 worker
55)Rai1road fireman
56)Telegraph lineman
57)Machinist
58)Sawyer
59)Billiard room manager
60)Farmer
61)Poultry farmer
62)Notions peddler
63)Farm laborer
64)Hote1 keeper
65)Hote1 clerk
66)Carriage painter
67)Tool makel:'
68)Draughtsmari
69)Kitchen·girl
70)Seamstress
71)Railroad engineel:'
72)Clockwork keeper
73)Bicycle repairer
74)Carpenter
7 5) Blacksmith
76)Mason
77)Dressmakel:'
78)Plumber
79)Miliner
SO)Postal worker
81)Law enforcer
82)Insurance agent
83)l?iano tunel:'
84)Music teacher
85)Butcher
86)Post master
87)Cook
88)Chambermaid
89)Town clerk
90)No occupation listed
92)Retired farmer
9l)Retired granite worker
93)Retired
94)Retired school teacher
96)Retired quarryman
95) Invalid
97)Newspaper compositor
99)Missing or illegible

Census Manuscript Information with Assigned Codes: 1910
LNNUM • The line number of the manuscript page.
number was not recorded.

The page

HHNUM ~ The number of the household an individual lived in.
By CROSSTABing the LNNUM and HHNUM, the computer could
identify individuals on the manuscript.
SEX • 1)Male

2)Female

9)Missing or illegible information.
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AGE ~Age on the day of the census. Less than 1 year was
treated as 0; missing or illegible information was coded
99.
~ ll)Married for the first time
12) Married for the
second ti~e 2)Single 3)Widowed 4)Divorced
9)Mfssing or illegible.

MARS~AT

CHILBN = The number of children a woman had born.
or illegible.

99)Missing

CHILIV = The number of a woman's children alive at the time
of the census. 99)Missing or illegible.
ClTSTAT = l)Native born
illegible.

2)Naturalized

3)Alien

9)Missing or

YRSUS = Number of years the person has been in the u.s.
than 1 year was treated as O; missing or illegible was
coded 99.

(Less

HMSTAT = l)Lived in a rented home 2)Lived in a home that was
owned free of mortgage 3)Lived in a home owned with a
mortgage 9)Missing or illegible.
PBIRTH =The state in which a native U.S. citizen was born
in; the country in which a foreign-born resident was born.
FPB = The state or country in which the person's father was
barn.
MPB = The state or country in which the person's mather was
born.
The following code was used for all place designations:
411)Scotland 415)Ire1and 420)England 429)Wa1es
430)Germany 436)Austria
440)France 450)Ita1y 460)Spain
470)Russia 487)Sweden 488) Finland 489)Denmark
494)Switzerland 550)China
713)English Canadian 714)French Canadian
716)Nova Scotia 717)Prince Edward Islan.d

715)New Brunswick

730)United States 741)Maine 742)New Hampshire 743)Vermont
744)Massachusetts 745)Rhode Island 746)Connecticut 747)New
York 748)Psnnsylvania 749)New Jersey 752)Maryland
753)Washingtan, o.c.
755)Virginia 756)North Carolina
758)Georgia 769)Kentucky 771)0hio 773)Illinois
774)Michigan 775)Wisconsin 776)Minnesota 777)Iowa
778)Missouri 78l)Kansas 782)Nebraska 783)South Dakota
788)Colorado 794)Californla 990)0n a ship 999)M1ssing or
illegible
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HHSTAT • The relationship the individual held to the head of
the household.
Jil!d~r

l)Head

FamHY
2)Wife

3)Son

4)Daughter

/

'
Family
5)Father-in-law 6)Mather-in-1aw ?)Brother-in-law
8)Sister-in-law 9)Father lO)Mother ll)Cousin
12)Brother
13)Sister 14)Daughter-1n-law 15)Son-in-law 16)Stepson
17)Grandson 18)Granddaughter 19)Stepdaughter
23)Grandfather 20)Nephew 21)Niece 22)Husband
24)Grandmother 25)Uncle 28)Adopted daughter
29)Adopted
son

];~ten§~g

NQn=familY
30)Boarder 31)Boarder's wife 32)Boarder's Son 33)Boarder's
daughter 35)Roomer 36)Roomers wife 37)Roomer's son
38)Roomer's daughter 40)Employee
41)Employees wife
42)Employee's son 43)Employees Daughter 45)Servant
99)Missing or illegible
OCCUP • Occupation.
110)Stone shed owner
lll)Quarry Owner
112)Granite manufacturer
113)Granite shed superintendent
114)Granite dealer
115)~olishing mill superintendent
116)Polishing works owner
118)Quarry foreman
119)Granite shed foreman
120)Quarryman
121)Granit·e cutter
122)Granite polisher
123)Latheman
124)Granite sawyer
125)Too1 sharpener
126)Lewis driller
127)Letterer
128)Derrickman
129)Granite shed electrician
130)Granite sbed apprentice
131)Tool boy
133)Grinder
132)Lumper
134)Boxer
135)Granite shed watchman
136)Baser
150)0raftsman
151)Granite shed carpenter
152)Granite shed blacksmith 153)Granite shed engineer
154)Granite shed lawyer
155)Granite shed patternmaker
156)Granite shed diagram clerk
157)Granite office bookkeeper
160)Granite office stenographer
161)Granite office clerk
162)Granite office paymaster
163)Granite office audita~
190)Granite supplies salesman
200)House builder
202)Painter
204)Electrician
206)Paperhanger
220)Sawmill worker
222)Sawmill teamster
229)Dam project overseer
230)Stationary engineer

201)Building contractor
203)Blacksmith
205)Farmer
221)Carpenter·
223)Sawyer
231)Mason
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232)Plumber
238)Railroad section boss
239)Railroad conductor
240)Railroad section hand
241)Railroad fireman
242)Railroad master mechanic
243)Railroad engineer
244)Railroad brakeman
245)Freight office clerk
246)Railroad car inspector 247)Railroad yardman
248)Railroad station agent 249)Engine house watchman
250)Machinist
260)Gardner
270)Job team teamster
271)Wood team teamster
272)Logger
273)Coal team teamster
279)Farm laborer
280)Cotton mill third hand
301)Fruit merchant
302)Meat cart salesman
303)General store merchant 304)Grocery store salesman
305)Produce store salesman 306)Bakery salesman
307)Grocery merchant
308)Yeast company agent
309)Baker
310)Drug store owner
311)Drug store salesman
312)Fruit store clerk
313)Groceries salesman
314)Grist mill miller
315)Grocery delivery clerk 316)Druggist
320)Book store owner
321)Dept. store merchant
322)Dept. store sales rep
323)Book store salesman
330)Plumbing store owner
331)Wood dealer
332)Hardware store owner
333)Hardware salesman
334)Hardware merchant
350)Feedstore merchant
351)Feedstore salesman
352)Wheelwright
353)Horsedealer
354)Farm implement merchant 355)Harness store merchant
356)Grain dealer
360)Dry goods merchant
361)Clothing store salesman
362)Dry goods salesman
363)Second hand goods salesman
364)Shoe merchant
365')Ten cant store merchant
366)Tobacco merchant
367)Tobacco store clerk
368)Clothing merchant
369)Greenhouse owner
370)Embroiderer
373)Carriage painter
372)Miliner
374)Artist
375)Milinery trimmer
376)Photographer
377)Piano teacher
378)Watchmaker and repairer
379)Jeweler
380)Sewing machine salesman
381)Furniture merchant
382)Furniture delivery clark
383)Coal merchant
384)Furniture salesman
390)Bicycle repairer
391)Cobbler
411)Boardinghouse manager
412)Boardinghouse owner
420)Housekeeper
421)Chambermaid
423)Boardinghouse waitress
422)Washerwoman
425)Domestic nurse
424)Domestic
426)Hotel waitress
427)Private cook
428)Kitchen girl, private home
429)Nanny
431)Hospital kitchen girl
430) Chauffeur
471)Dressmaker
432)Hospital cook
473)Seamstress
472)Tailor
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500)Doctor
503)Dentist
510)Academy principal
504)0ptometrist
505)Nurse
506)Practical nurse
aoa)Hospital matron
509)Veterinarian
51l)Teacher
520)Lawyer
521)Law student
522)Superior court judge
530)Minister
540)Civil engineer
550)Newspaper owner
551)Newspaper reporter
552)Newspaper office apprentice
553)Printing office jobber
554)Printing office typesetter
560)Librarian
600)Te1ephone company owner
601)Telephone company secretary
602)Telephone operator
603)Telephone lineman
604)Telephone company trouble shooter
610)Insurance agent
611)!nsurance adjuster
612)Rea1 estate agent
613)Insurance office clerk
614)Sank teller
615)Bank bookkeeper
619)Bank president
620)Theatre owner
621)Theatre projectionist
625)Theatre pianist
626)0rchestra pianist
627)Theatre singer
628)Pool room manager ..
630)Livery stable proprietor
631)Automobile garage owner
637)Hack driver
638)Driver for a livery stable
639)Driver of an express team
641)Power plant electrician
642)Electrical lineman
643)Electrician
650)Laundry owner
651)Laundry wasberman
652)Laundry shipping clerk 653)Laundry delivery clerk
654)Laundry ironer
655)Laundry starcher
660)Barber
661)Undertaker
665)Lunchroom owner
666)Lunchroom worker
667)Restaurant waiter
671)Hotel manager
672)Hote1 clerk
673)Hotel cook
674)Hotel housekeeper
675)Hotel table girl
676)Hote1 chambermaid
677)Hote1 waitress
679)Hotel fireman
690)Freelance stenographer
701)Constable
709)Assistant town clerk
710)Town clerk
711)0verseer of the poor
712)Selectman
716)Policeman
717)Teamster for the Village Street Department
718)Street commissioner
719)Village street worker
720)Postmaster
721)Post office clerk
722)Assistant postmaster
723)Stage driver for the u.s. Mail
724)Rural mail carrier
730)0ffice stenographer
740)Canvasser
BOO)Day laborer on the dam project
802)Day laborer
812)0utdoor advertiser
814)Hospital janitor
900) Housewife
911)School child
919)Independent income

801)Newsboy
811)Schoo1 janitor
813)Junk dealer

901)Child younger than 1
914)Child older than 15
990)No occupation listed
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NOTES
Prologue
1. "Granite," The .Q.£lumbi§! Encyclopedia, 3rd ed.;
Frederick H. Pough, The History of Gr§!!!lli·
(Barre: Barre
Guild, n.d.); Nelson Dale, The Gr§!ni1~2 of Vermont.
Department of Interior, U.S. Geological Bulletin 404.
(Washington: GPO, 1909), pp. 130-133.

2. Industrial Vermont (Essex Jet: Vermont Bureau of
Publicity, 1914), p. 10. Blocks 200 feet long, 20 feet high
and 20 feet thick, ''without seam or flaw'' were measured.
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Introduction
Herbe.d Guttman, r!~ . . . £1ll!\1r~ and .§.£Siety in
iim§!.rica (New York: Vintage Books, 1977):
Anthony Wallace, Rockdale (New York: w.w. Norton, 1980):
Tamara Haraven, A~Q~te~g~ ~ife §!29 Wort in §!2 ~£1£§!2
~~£!2:£1 Ci!Y (New York: Pantheon Books, 1978).
1.

In9~!ri~li:l':.ing

2. George James, ''A Forceful Vermont Industry,'' The
VermQnter 16 (January 1911), p. 148.
-~
3. Charles Peter Calcagni, '' A Sociological Study of the
Religious Change Involving the Northern Italians in Barre,
Vt.• (BA thesis, Bates College, 1954); Paul Demers, ''Labor
and Social Relations in the Granite Industry, Barre" (MA
thesis, Goddard College, 1974); Marion McDonald, ''The
Granite Years: Barre, Vermont 1880-1900: A Socio-economic
History Using Quantitative Methods'' (MA thesis, University of
Ve_rmont, 19,77).
4. "Anna Spaulding Collect.ion" (Jeudevine Library,
Hardwick Vt.).
5. John S. Kendall, "The Hardwick and Woodbury
Railroad," Bulletin #68 (Railroad and Locomotive Historical
Society), 1946~---- --6. The Gr~£1te Cutters' ~r~ is the monthly
newsletter of the largest of the granite unions, The Granite
cutters' International Association.
7. Editor Charles sawyer clearly and frequently declared
himself to be for prohibition and admitted that his prejudice
colored his reporting of liquor related incidents.
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The Granite Business
1. ,!ndustrial Vermont.
(Essex Jet., Vt.: Vermont Bureau
of Publicity, 1914), p. 6 (The figures are not corrected for
monetary fluctuation.); Bureau of the Census, §~~ R~£Or!~
Mines !ll!.9 29:~~ .... 1.§.Q1 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1905),
2. Arthur W. Brayley, ~ History of th~ §!§!!li!~
,!ndustr_y in ll!:lli England.
(Boston: National Association of
Granite Industries of the United States, 1913), Vol. I, pp.
5-157.
3. ''Granite: Its Growth for Building and ornamental
Purposes,'' Granite Cutters' lournal, October 1891, p. 1.
4. Hamilton Child, ~zat§!§£ ~£ ~ines§ Dir~£!S!Y 2f
Caledoui§! f~ll!Y i2! l§gQ, Pt. I (Syracuse: Hamilton Child,
1885), p, 204.
Two_ years earlier, marble was cut in
.
Hardwick.
Henry Mack learned lnarble cutting in Barre, then
returned to his home in Mackville in 1868 and opened a marble
monument business.
II, pp. 273-79.
Walton's ~Qn!
189£ (Rutland, Vt.: Tuttle Co., 1896), p. 115.

5. Child, Pt.
Reg:i,.§!~!~

6. Barre Leader as quoted in "Editorial Notes," I!:!§!
Gazette, 12 November 1897, p. 4.

li§!r.Qwig~

7.
''Editorial Notes,'' The Hardwick Gazette, 12 November
1897, p. 4.
Personal intervieW Wit~carl~ennings. 18 August
1980.
The son of a carpenter who worked as a pattern maker
for several granite companies, Jennings worked as a tool
sharpener and electrician for the Woodbury Granite Company;
Personal interview with George F. Bickford, whose father was
General Manager of the Woodbury Granite Company, 10 July
1980. Throughout the 1890's there was a stiff competition
between Hardwick and Woodbury for the location of sheds.
Hardwick is the focus of this study, so the Woodbury story
will not be given the space it genuinely deserves;
"Fifty
Years in the Sheds," §!:§!1.H§.l. & li§l.ritag§. ill £!!.2.!1§..;. !i
Communi!Y Discussion ~.2.9.~~· 18 March 1982, cassette
(Archives of Barre History, Aldrich Library, Barre, Vt.)
8. Nelson Dale, ~Q§! Gran~~§ sf ~§.R~Qn!. Department of
Interior, U.S. Geological Survey Bulletin 404 (Washington:
GPO, 1909), p. 122.
"Fifty Years in the Quarries," fi.E§!il.t!§.l. !i liill.:!;.SHJ:'El. in
10 March 1982,
cassette (Archives of Barre History, Aldrich Library. Barre,
Vt.),
Throughout the era under study here, monumental work
was done in Hardwick.
9.

§.:!;Q!!§k ~ £.2.~~~1!Y Di~§SiQ.n fEQg£~~·
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10. Edwin Fenton, l!!!!!!i9:£§!nts §!!?:~ !2!:!ions..!.. ~ £§!~§_ §..~~~Y.:.
ang £l,!!'!.ITi can &~):?_or"" _!87Q;:::l_@_£Q (New York: Arno
Press, 197 5) , pp 435-437. Paul Demers, "Labor and Social
lelations in the Granite Industry, Barre'' (MA thesis, Bates
College,_1974). Peter B. Liveright, "Unionism and Labor
Relations in the Granite Industry, Barre, Vermont" (Senior
thesis, Goddard College, 1943), pp ..17-20.

l.:t~J,iaQ§.

11. Carl Matthews, "The GCIA and Seventy-Five years of
Progress in Barre, Vermont," Th,!! ~nite Qutte£_§..!_ ,Ig~J.,
September, 1961, pp. 8-9. Hereafter the union will be
referred to as the GCIA.
12. Fenton, pp. 435-437. The ''race issue'' was a problem
in 1904. Blacks were seeking jobs as tool sharpeners, and
the union was concerned that Southern locals would abandon
the GCIA. scrapbook of Proposed Amendments to the GCIA
Constitution (GCIA International Headquarters, Quincey, MA.),
p. 65.
13. ''Some Statistical tacts,'' Granite Cutters' Journal,
January 1896, p. 3. "The Short Work Day-;-" Q_ranite-Q.utte-;:;5'
lQ~!ll~l. January 1896, p. 3.
14. Fenton, p. 448.
15. Fenton, p. 448. Workers from Hardwick were quoted
in Il Proletario and £l,Y§ll!1• both radical newspapers, between
1904-and 1907.
16. "Hardwick, Vt" §ran_ite Cu!te£_§..!.. Journ§l• November
1890, p. 5; December 1890, p. 5.
17. §.l;:§D.lli Cutter§.!.. Journal, November 1890, p. 5.
April 1891, p. 4.
18. §rani!.!!
19.

Qutte!_~

Jou!ll§l, March 1899, p. 5.

"About the Granite Industry in this Section," 1'115:
29 July 1898, p. 1.

E~!9~i£t §~~§:tt5:,

20.

2r~i!§: Qg!!.!!!~~ ~!!1:§1,

21.

Q!~i!§: Cutt~.!_

March 1900, p. 5.

Journal, April 1900, p. 6.

22. Bureau of the Census, Spec.i§l 85:£2!!~ ~,ines §nd
.Q!:!§.rries, _!90.:f. (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1905) Table 21, p. 65,
Tab.le 22, p. 66. Table 17, p. 61; A "gang" was 20 workers.
"Fifty Years in the Sheds."
23. Unlike a heavy industry like steel production in
which the tools of production were so large and expensive
that a worker, no matter how skilled, could not own and carry
them alang as he went from job to job, a skilled granite
carver could own and carry all the tools he needed, Fenton,
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Notes: The Granite Business
p. 448; "Fifty Years in the Sheds,"
24. Granite Cutters'

I~al,

July 1891, p. 4.

25. Granite Cutters' Journal, July 1896, p. 5. The Union
Granite Company name was reused, but no explanation was ever
made about the fate of the company formed in 1891.
26. Hardwick Gazette, 15 August 1901, p. 1.
27.
This and all employment data are taken from an
analysis of the data of the manuscript of the Twelfth Census
of the United States: Town of Hardwick (Caledonia County,
Vt.), 1900, microfilm (Bailey-Howe Library, University of
Vermont), and the manuscript of the Thirteenth Census of the
United States: Town of Hardwick (Caledonia County, Vt.),
1910, microfilm (Baker Library, Dartmouth College).
See
Chapters 5 and 6.
The 1900 census was taken in June when the
industry was in fUll operation, but the 1910 census was taken
in April, and we cannot know how many mare cutters came to
Hardwick later in the spring.
28.
The 1900 census did not ask where people worked.
The 1910 census did, expanding the occupational information
i t provided.
29.

Fenton, p. 450-55.

30.
"A Report of the Social Service Commission to the
Convention of the Diocese of Vermont Assembled in Bennington,
September 25, 1912," Jo:l!l:!lal 2f the &nnual £Ql1Y.§t!2tion of .:!;he
DiQ£g£~ 2f ~g£~2!l1 (Episcopal), 1912, p. 87.

31.

"Trustees Report," Annual Report f2£
1901, pp. 1-5.

~lll§!S~

~~rdwi£~ Y.:t.~L

32,

Q£~ni!g £~!.:l;g£§~ JOU£~,
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April 1907, p. 6,

of

The Railroads and the Company
1. Walter Hil.l Crockett, Ver!!)on.:!;;, !!:!§:§.!§:en t:lOU)}_!ai,D
state Vol. !V (New York: The Century History Company, 1921),
P,---g().; Harold Fisher Wilson, The Hill Qguntry 9.! Northern
H~~ ~)}gl§nd (New York: Columbia University Press, 1936), p.
42.
2. John s. Kendall, The Story 2! .!~§~Johnsbury 2ng
b§ke Qhamplai)} Railroad (St~ Johnsbury: Johns. Kendall,
n.d.), p. 1.

3, Town of Hardwick, Proceedings (Hardwick Town Clerk's
office), p. 99-101. How a vote was taken often reflected the
attitude of the voters. Typically a counted vote indicated a
question so controversial that a clear decision could not be
reached with a voice vote, or a decision so weighty that the
voters wanted the count recorded for posterity. A vote for
which the Proceedings showed no count is assumed to be an.
undisputed voice vote; hereafter the official minutes of the
Town of Hardwick will be listed as ''Proceedings"; Town of
Hardwick, Land Records: Book 11 (Hardwick Town Clerk's
Office), pp. 272-281; Proceedings, p. 272; Hardwick Grand
List, 1868 (Lower Vault, Memorial Building, Hardwick, Vt.)
inside cover. The total valuation was $496,476.
4. Anna M. Spaulding, "Some Highlights of Hardwick
History." Y!.RIDQ!).! ~arll!lY 20 (Oct, 1952), p. 289; George
Spauld.tng, "A letter from a Hardwick Boy in the Great
Metropolis," dated 6 Oct. 1873, in the Anna Spaulding
Collection (Jeudevine Memorial Libraz•y, Hardwick, Vt.) For
more on the Vermont attitude about railroads, see T.D.
Seymour Basset, ''500 Miles of Trouble and Excitement: Vermont
Railroads, 1848-1861," Vermon,! Histo);:Y 49 (1981), pp. 133154.
5. Lamoille Valley, Portland and Ogdensburg, St.
Johnsbury and Lake Champlain, St. Johnsbury and Lamoille
County, and, in 1985, Lamoille Valley. For information about
the pl"Oblems of the railroad, see John s, Kendall, "The
Hardwick and Woodbury Railroad," gullet in #6§., Railroad and
Locomotive Historical Society, 1946, and Marvin R. Kendall
and Donald B. Valentine, Jr., "Rough Granite, Tough Shays; a
History of the Harwick and Woodbury R.R. and the Woodbury
Granite Company, ~ Englang &im!.!ed, 1 (1978), pp. 13-27;
6. William J. Wilgus, Th~ Rol'E.
Q! Y.~m£!!.! (Montpelier:
Society, 1945), Fig. 10; Wilgus, p.
f2Y'E.£~g g..:lggg Egad (Strasburg, Pa:
1974), p. 20.
P-~2~l22ill~!:!.!

2! Tran§.22.rtat_:bgn in .!b~
Vermont Historical
76;
Ed Lewis, Y.<E.£!!!9~.!~~
The Baggage Car Press,
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Notes: Railroads and company
1. Hamilton Child, Gazateer and Busi_ness Q.!!:.!'>ctQE.:X: of
~aledonia £oU!}!Y foE. 1:.88S(Syracuse'"7 Hamilton child, 1885),

Pt. !I, pp. 252-290; In 1861 William Wirt Blake of Greensboro
wrote to his brother-in-law, Charles Bailey, "I tell you
Charles, if you could plow Kansas soil one year they wouldn't
catch you back in Vt. digging amo'ng the stones anymore." Anne
Batten, "Letters of Wirt Blake", Ihe gaz!lli Roag DisJ2.'1!.!£.!:! 10
(1985) pp. 12-16;
U.S. Census Office, Tenth Census of the
!:I!li!S!.£ §.ta!!!!!L.. !§_80, p. 354.
--~ -8. Which later became the Village of Hardwick.
9.

"50 Years in the Quarries," Gr§U}i!.€Li."" Ji.!:!.ti!!!!£!!! in
Q.is.s;~~iQ!l Program, March 10, 1982,

§.!gg~ ""~~!li!Y

cassette (Archives of Barre History, Aldrich Library, Barre,

Vt.)

10. George F. Bickford, ''Remembering the Granite
Quarries in Woodbury, "Ji§!rdwi£.l!; Qi!!llii!!!!!!• 30 September 1980,
p.

6.
11. Lewis, p. 61.
12.

Q£snl!~ £~!!~~Journal,

June 1891, p. 4.

13. Contemporary sources refered to the mountain as
either Robinson's Mountain or Robeson's Mountain.
In 1985
neither name was used; Lewis, p. 61.
14. State of Vermont, ~~ i!!nd ~lv~~ 1894 No. 235,
p. 316; No. 242, p.338; No. 241, p. 334.
15. JohnS. Kendall, "Bulletin!!'.~§., p. 51; Kendall and
Valentine, Jr., pp. 15; The board of directors was comprised
of Blossom, Powers, Watson, J.V. Dutton, an attorney in
Hardwick, W.H. Fullerton, an attorney from Manchester, Vt.,
A.A. Bullard, attorney and box factory owner in Hardwick, and
E.R. Fletcher, granite shed owner from St, Albans. Four of
the nine men actively involved in the establishment of this
railroad--Blossom, Powers, Fullerton and Watson--sold quarry
land to the Woodbury Granite company. One o.ther, E.R.
Fletcher, owned and operated a quarry and sh'ed into the
1920's. Dutton and sanford were railroad men, along with
Powers and Blossum; Town of Hardwick, Land Records, Vol. 31:
599-574; Town of Woodbury, Land Records (Woodbury Town
Clerk's Office, South Woodbury, Vt.), Vol 11: 420, 425, 426;
Vol. 14: 48, 51, 298, 310.
16. Johns. Kendall,
11.

]2~.J,J,eti!}

Q£~ni~~ £~!!~~ ~~rn~l.

18. Proceedings, p, 19.
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!!'.§.§.,

pp. 51-52.

February 1895, p. 3.

19. The vote count indicates that nearly every voter in
town was present; Proceedings, p. 80,
20. For a discussion of the out-migration of the era,
see Wilson, pp. 1-212.
21. Town

E~Q!~

1§2£,

p. 6.

22. Nelson T. Dale, Granites of Vermont; Bulletin 404 of
the u.s. Geological survey-{Washington~-~~: Government
Printing Office, 1909), pp. 96-98; Granite £utters~ ~Qg£nal,
April 1895, p. 3.
23. Proceedings, p. 80.

25. Proceedings, p. 81.
26. Proceedings,_ p. Q2.
27. Proceedings, pp. 83-84.
"Pass over," is a
pejorative term for "postpone indefinitely." It is
unrecognized in any formal parliamentary procedures.
28. One of the H&W board members, William H. Fullerton
of Manchester, Vt., may have made the connection.
Personal
interview with George Bickford, July 1981.
29. Fletcher kept his original quarry on top of Robinson
Mountain;
Railroad records are not available and secondary
sources say only that Holden was a "principal" investor, with
his associates; Vermont Board of Railroad Commissioners,
g.!t~nth g~nial ReJ2Q!,h lg_Q_Q, p, 247.
30. Railroad E.!tE£!!L
occasionally did it carry
working capacity with the
passengers were generally
community outings.
31. Railroad ReEQ!.h

1898, p. 23; Lewis, p. 65; Only
passengers unconnected in some
quarries or the sheds.
Those
on excursion trains for company or

12QQ, p. 167;

Lewis, p. 66.

32. Woodbury Land Records, Vol, 11: 420, 425, 426.
Throughout the 1890's and into the early 1900's, speculation
in quarry land in Woodbury was a popular sport.
Most of the
prominent men in Hardwick at the time seem to have
participated, evidenced by Volumes 14, 15, 17 and 19 Woodbury
Land Records; State of Vermont, Public Records File #283,
(Office of the Secretary of State, Montpelier, Vt.);
Proceedings, p. 83; George James, "A Forceful Vermont
Industry," Th,!t Verl'(l£!l!.!t! 16 .(January 1911), pp, 8-20.
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33. Hiram Carleton, Q.~~glogJ.£al ang [§',mily J:!isto:t:z gf
the State of Vermont (New York: The Lewis Publishing Co.,
"i9Ci3)-Vol.-I, p. 342; Personal interview with George
Bickford;
Alber Nelson Marquis, ~h9.~ Whg in~~~ gpgla~g_~,
(Chicago: A.N. Marquis & Co., 1915) p. 664;
Comstock, John
M. ,ed., Principal 2.1ill Of~K§. gf Vermgnt, 1111. to 1_918_,_
(St. Albans: St. Albans Messenger, 1918) p. 40.
34. James, p. 11; "Home and Vicinity", Hardwick Gazette,
30 July 1897, p. 5.

35. "The Woodbury Granite Company," Hardwick Gazette, 6
August 1897, p. 1.
Hardwick.

Lewis, p. 62;
Daniel opened a real estate office in
"Our Advertisers," !J.ardwick Gazette, 14 January

1898, p.

1.

36.

Bickford interviews, July 6, 1980, September 3,
Abigail had begun a teaching career at age 14 .and
became a preceptress at the Newbury Academy which became the
Montpelier Seminary; Prentiss c. Dodge, E~£yclo~di§~ y~~msn!
~i2graQhy (Burlington: Ullery publishing Co., 1912) p. 119;
Walter Hill Crockett, ~ont, the Q.~gn ~£nn!§in sta!~ (New
York: The Century History, 1923), Vol. V, p. 236; Hiram
Carleton,
Geneolqgi£!!1 and Family Hi§.tory 9.! th~ State of
Verillgnt (New York: The Lewis Publishing Co., 1903) Vol. !,
pp. 92-94.
37.

1982.

38. Granite Cutte~ Journal, October, 1898, p. 6; "In
and About-Town~" Hardwick Gaze!te, 6 January 1899, p. 3;
According to C.P. Sawyer, editor of the Gazette, "· .. the
citizens of Hardwick were to present the-company with a
suitable site and $1500, the money to be raised by popular
subscription.
It was further agreed at a largely attended
meeting of citizens that every honorable effort should be
used to secure an extension of the period of [tax]
exemption .... " "Editorial Pencilings," ]iardwict gazette, March
19, 1903, p. 2,
T.he meeting he refers to is not recorded in
the Proceedings.
It may have been a selectmen's meeting for
which minutes have not survived; ''In and About Town,''
tl~r9~£t Q§zette, 1 January 1899, p. 3; Proceedings, p. 181;
]igrdwi.s.t Ga~~~. 13 January 1899, p. 3.

39. James, p.

12.

40. James, p.

14.

41.
Hardwick Grand List 1900: Bickford, More and Co.
and Bashaw Bros., p. 4; T.T. Daniell, p. 12; G.C. Mack, p.
29. 1903: Woodbury Gr. Co., p. 60; Fletcher Gr. Co., p. 22;
R.M. Humphrey, p. 29.
1910: E.R. Fletcher, p. 22; Hardwick
Gr. Co., p. 32; Woodbury Gr. Co., p. 69. When selecting
companies for comparison, I chose only those which were
listed as stone sheds.
Though several companies had
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additional taxable real estate, such as power plants and
quarries, each type was listed separately so stone sheds
could be isolated for direct comparison.
42. ''Our plants and quarries employ from one thousand to
fifteen hundred men, all union labor and of legal age." .!Ql§.
(Pocket Calendar distributed by the Woodbury Granite
Company. ) p. 13 .
43. Dale, pp. 123-124. The figures were the value of
the stone at the quarry, and the Woodbury quarries were
located in Washington County. The Wisconsin State Capitol,
the biggest project to be cut in Bethel, was being cut at the
time the figures were being gathered, and the white granite
of: Bethel had a higher price per cubic foot than the blues
and grays of Woodbury; J, Wesley Miller, ''Bethel's Finest
Product: the Wisconsin State Capitol," .I9.!!o!!!'!!l 9.!. Hi§.!£!ic
Ma£1§.9.D~ l!!~k 2! ~d§.QQ!!Sin, 14 (1978), pp. 40-47.
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The Village and the Town
1. Walter Hill Crocket, y~~~ the§~~ Mountain
State Vol. ! I (New York: The Century History Co.), p. 397;
Second Qen~ of !he Uni!§.£ States, 1800, p. 22: In 1799 the
Town voted to build a ''Bridge over the river Lamoile [sic]
near Saml Steven's Mills .... '' Proceedings, 1795-1815, p.
17; Rev. G.S. Smith, "Hardwick, Vt.: Ecclesiastical;
Congregation Church,'' in Vermont Historical Gazateer, ed.
Abbey Hemenway (Burlington, 1869)-,-Vo~-,-p. 323.
2. Frederick W. Baldwin, "The Hazen Military Road," !!2§.
11 (November 1906), pp. 297-304. The Bayley-Hazen
Road was built during the American Revolution to provide an
invasion route to Montreal from the lower Connecticut River
Valley. Though never completed for military use, it provided
a highway into northern Vermont that brought many early
settlers from Massachusetts and Connecticut.

Y~~Qn!er,

3. Harold Fisher Wilson, !h§. Hill Co.untr:t: of NortJ::\§.1::!:!
New gnglan£ (New York: Columbia University Press, 1936), pp.
40-235; Anna Spaulding, "The Making of Potash," in the Anna
Spaulding Collection (Jeudevine memorial Library, Hardwick,
Vt.); Proceedings, 1830-1860.
4. Ninth

9.~~

lgzQ, P·

277.

5. Hardwick Grand List 1890 (Lower Vault, Memorial
Building, Hardwick, Vt. ); Hamilton Child, Gazateer and
gus_!..ne§§. Di rectg__ry 2.! Caledonia QQ!d!il!Y fo_r 1!:!85, (Syracuse:
Hamilton Child, 1885), p, 203; Proceedings, p. 424; Wal!on's
Y§.!:~Q.J:l! ~ft~JA,ster (Rutland: Tuttle Company, 1895), p. 115.
6. Vermont Legislature, ~ct§. ~g R~§.g_lV~§ E2§.~S E:i .!;he
of tqg g12te of Ygrmont 2! !he Eleventh
Sienniel §§.§§iQ!:!L 1890, No, 84, p. 92-97; ~ct 2!
l!:l£Q!'Q~21iQ!l §!nd By-laws 2! !:!§.!:9Wick Yill!ill! (1891), in
Village of Hardwick Annual Re~rts, 1892-1910 (Lower Vault,
Memorial Building, Hardwick, Vt.); Village of Hardwick Record
(Hardwick Village Office Vault), p. 24. Hereafter the Town
of Hardwick will be referred to as the Town, the Village of
Hardwick as the Village, and the official minutes for the
Village will be referred to as ''Record.''
§§.~1 ~§.§.§.mbly

7. Record, pp. 24-25; Ac.!; Qf l.!:!.sorpQ.JZ2:t~.Q!:!; See John
Perry Wheeler, §!.§..!;§. M~i!:!i§.!!'a t iyg §~\E§.!'YJ&!QB Q.f !QWn
sQY§.!'nmen!.!n Y.tl!!!Qnt (Diss. Syracuse Univ. 1957), Vol. II,
p. 353 on taxes paig in labor.
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8. Acts and Resolves, 1890, No. 120, p. 198, No. 84, p.
92-97; Record·;·-pp~-25-587-vTiTage ReQ.Q.!Z.l; l89,;i, single page;
The Village had the power to issue bonds amended to its
charter. !1£!§. 2! the §12~1!:!1 §~,§.§.j.Q!}_L. &!!9.1!&.! Z.§.•~ H2l, No. 6,

I

p. 9.
/

9. Record, p. 65, 67.
10. State of Vermont, Thg Thirty-Secogg Y!:!.!Z!!!2.!1! Scjg~ol
St~!§. §.uperi!}.!!E..ll£§.!11 Qt. Education"" 189,;1,, p. 21.
The County Examiner was an appointed official who
administered the certification examination to prospective
teachers. He also made a biennial report to the state
Superintendent of Education.

B!:!E9..!Z.! £Y th§.

11. Stone, Mason, History of ~~!ionk §..!~t§. 2!
Y§.EN9.n! (Montpelier: Capital City Press, 1936), p. 59; ScbQ2.1
:!i§!EOrt, 1§1i, p. 12.
12. "Superintendent's Report," Town !:,epo_!Zh 1§.2.£, p. 12;
13. Ac!§. ~nd Reso}yes_L. 1891, No. 20, pp. 24-32, approved
Nov. 22, 1892 (the town system), No. 149, pp. 257-258,
approved Nov. 10, 1892 (Hardwick Academy). According to
Section 1 of the Town School System Act, "After the date on
which this act shall take effect each town in this State
shall constitute a single district for school purposes .... But
districts organized under special acts of the Legislature .. .
shall in no way be affected by the provisions of this act."

14. Controversy around building the Jackson Bridge Dam,
discussed in Chapter 4, caused strong feeling that had some
Village vs. rural element to it, but it was an issue in which
the Town had no voting power.
15. Twelfth Census of the United States: 1900, p. 394:
Walden' -46";-cabot~-=52; woiCOtt.-=92; -GreensborO, -44;
Between 1900 and 1910, the population of the Town of Hardwick
grew by 835 people, 760 of whom had moved into the Village .
.'lJlir!~!l:! 2..§.!1§,!!§. 2! the Uni!§.g Sta!,!!§,.'.. .l,_glq, p. 898.

16. Proceedings, pp. 80, 70.

...
I.

I

17. Hardwick paid off its railroad debt in 1906. Town
ReJ2.Q.!Z!..<. 1906, p, 43: The State of Vermont was asserting its
right and power to demand that towns conform to uniform
standards in areas such as schools and highway maintenance
that had an impact on the future of the state as a whole.
Consequently, townspeople all over the state faced taxes to
upgrade those services to state standards. For further
examination of this movement in the growth in State
government, see Wheeler, Vol. II.
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19. Proceedings, p. 366; At a Special Town Meeting on
May 28, 1892, District No. 1 was voted permission to use the
Town Hall, temporarily, as a school. Proceedings, pp. 433434; Proceedings, p. 90-91; Proceedings, p. 107; Record, p.
165.
20. Record, p. 188-189.
21. The Jeudevine Library memorialized Alden and
Cornelius Jeudevine.
Alden Jeudevine had been the major
political and economic power in Hardwick for the bulk of the
previous half century, dealing in mortgages, timber, real
estate and building lots, but not the emerging stone
business.
Of the Jeudevines' four children, only Cornelius
survived infancy, dying in 1878, at the age of sixteen.
Alden died ten years later, leaving one-fourth of his estate
to the University of Vermont as the Cornelius A. Jeudevine
Fund, a scholarship fund.
Alden's widow, Malvina Tuttle
Jeudevine, built the library building in the memory of both
father and son, to house the endowed collection given to the
Town by M.V.B. Hathaway in 1894.
At a special town meeting
on December 30, 1897, the town accepted the building ''with
heartfelt thanks." Richard Herndon, t:!~ Qi f£.Q9:.£§.ll.!i!..i..
£li.Qg!!i!Elligal §.t!!ches §!!:!Q t:2rilllli 2!. 1~9.!£.§. in §!:!Q Qi !_he
State of Vermont (Boston: New England Magazine, 1898), pp.
22=23:-proceedings, PP· 65, 110.
22. Village E§Port, 1898, p.
p. 17. Record, pp. 228-229.

a;;

Village Report, 1899,

23. Grand List 1895-1915; Town gepor! 1895-1915.

24. Grand List 1895-1910; Hardwick Academy and Graded
School District Ledger, 1900-1910 (Lower Vault, Memorial
Building, Hardwick, Vt,)
25. Grand List, 1892-1910; In 1905 the Listers denied
exemption to the crystal Brook Granite Company and T.T.
Daniell's electric plant.
Both decisions were appealed to
the Board of Civil Authority, a quasi-judicial local board of
appeals, which supported the Listers,
In 1906 both the Union
Granite Company and Ross & Imlah [granite company], in an
apparent attempt to override a refusal by the Listers,
petitioned the Town at Town Meeting, but were denied
exemption; Proceedings, pp. 206, 222.
26.
Hand, Samuel B., Jeffrey D. Marshall, and 0.
Gregory Sanford, " 'Little Republics'
The Stx•ucture of State
Politics in Vermont 1854-1920," VermQ!l! !:!.1Ei!2!.Y• 53 (Summer
1985), p. 142; Town E!P2f!, 1887-1915; C.A. Stanford had been
active in founding the H&W.
G.W. Bridgman's family had
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extensive real estate holdings in and around the Village.
R.C. Wallace was a granite manufacturer. A.A. Goodrich was a
Village merchant, T.G. Bronson was a banker. Only J.E.
Hancock could clearly be identified with an area outside the
Village; he was from East Hardwick; William H. Jeffrey,
~l!ccessful Ve£!)!Q!l1§.£§. (East Burke, Vt.: Historical Publishing
Co., 1904), pp. 345, 342; Personal interview with Vesta Knapp
Magoon, 13 July 1981.
27.

Town Rep£!,!, 1890-1915.

28. Federal Census 1890-1920; Walton~§ Eegister, 18951915; John M. Comstock, ed., Civ.U Of£1~§ Qf Y:§.rmon!.~.. .1111
to .t§JJl. (St. Albans: St Albans Messangex, 1918).
29. Record, p. 101.
This was slightly more than two
months before the Town defeated the stock purchase of the
H&W. Meanwhile, the Hardwick Representative to the General
Assembly had Hardwick's charter amended to permit the Village
to "purchase or construct '?n electric light plant." [\ct§ §D.S!
Re.§21Y.!i!.§ ,!§_94, No. 180, p. 227.

30. Village B&J20rt, lQ§.§_, p.

25.

31. Record, p. 119.

32. Record, p. 123; "Hardwick's Electric Lights,"
12 February 1897, p. 5.

gl!!l~!}g!£!\ Fr~ f~ ~ !!m~§,

33. Record, pp. 138-160.
34. "Editorial Notes," Hardw_,j,.ck Ga~e, 30 July 1897,
p. 5; "Home and Vicinity," Ha£~9.f §.azgtte, 17 September
1897, p.

3.

35. Village Re~££.!;_k 1898, p. 13. This may have
triggered the motion threatening repudiation of the Trustees'
debts.
36. Village B~~ortk 1898, p.

37. "Home and Vicinity,"

15.

Hard~

Gazett§., 30 July 1897,

p. 5.
38. Proceedings, p. 181; Grand List, 1887-1917.
39. Grand List, 1887-1917. "Auditor's Report," Town
19Q§, p. 43.
Typically the Town maintained an
indebtedness of about $2000.

g~por~k

40. Proceedings, p. 275; Mrs. G.B. Shipman, ''The History
of the Building,'' H<!,J::dWic!, Qazet!_~, 7 March 1912, p. 1:
Proceedings, pp. 280, 298; "Memorial Building Statement:,"
Town 8.!!2.Qrt 2.JU,j,, p. 31.
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41. Proceedings, 1890-1910.
42. In 1913-1915 there was an annoying problem with the
odor of swine in the Village, and an unsuccessful movement to
abolish them. "Warning," Village B§.E.Q.!'.:L 1912, 1913, 1914; In
1910, the Village voted, with no debate, to accept the
Trustees'decision to put macadam on the main streets of the
Village at a cost of $7500. Record, p. 408.
43. Record, pp. 238-292.
In the middle of this
controversy, the power of eminent domain was applied to
Hardwick's water rights. In 1904, the state legislature
amended the Village charter to give the Trustees the power
"to take the water of any springs, brooks, ponds or stream
within the towns of Hardwick and Walden,.; .Woodbury, ... and
Greensboro'' to supply the Village with water for ''fire,
sanitary and domestic purposes." The effect was to give
power to the Hardwick Village trustees to provide for the
needs of the Village over the desires of private land owners
in four towns. Hardwick Village had become t,he dom.i.nant
political power in the area. ~ and E~~~~ ~~94, No.
235 p.

325.

44. Record, pp. 350-355.
45. Personal interviews with Carl Jennings and Charlotte
Stone Hince, both of whom were children at the time.
''In and
About Town," Hard!:!ick §.azette, 19 March 1903, p. 3.
46. Unpublished confidential report to George H.
Bickford from J.R. Hartwell, dated April 2, 1911.
(Hardwick
Village Office Vault, Hardwick, Vt.), p. 2.
B~EQ~ Qf Vi~lage of tlardwick
§l.:l;.gatiQll (Hardwick Village Office Vault,
Hardwick, Vt. ), pp. 1-4; Record, p. 442; Village 8§22It 191£,

47. Record, pp. 424-25;

~1~1ric Pow~r

p. 51.
48. ''Report to the Board of Trustees,'' dated Burlington,
Vermont, May 31, 1912 (Hardwick Village Office Vault,
Hardwick, vt.), p. 1 (Though unsigned, the report may have
been written by F.O. Sinclair.)
49. Record, p. 484; "Committee Report." (Hardwick Village
Office Vault, Hardwick, Vt.), pp. 1-5; Record, pp. 485-486.
50. "Large Contract for Hardwick," lls!:f!~l.£1:; §.§E<.!:!l.:\:..tE.. 28
March 1912, p. 1; ''Million Dollar Contract in Bethel White,''
tl.§!:QWi£.1> §..§~1:1;.~, 26 September 1912, p. 1; "Editorial,"
1:lsfdwi£t §.§.<:;ette, 28 March 1912, p. 2; "Cleveland City Hall
out of woodbury Granite," tlsr~t Gazet!~, 2 January 1913,

p. 1.

51. F.O. Sinclair to E.R. Fletcher, 19 August 1912,
(Hardwick Village Office Vault, Hardwick, Vt.), p. 1.
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52. F.O. Sinclair to E.R. Fletcher, 22 August 1912,
(Hardwick Village Office Vault, Hardwick, Vt.), pp. 1-2.

53. Record, p. 489.
54. "Correspondence," Hardwick Gazette,
1912, p. 2.

12 September

55. Keeping accounts straight was a problem. "There is
an unsettled account between the village and the Woodbury
Granite Co., on account of electric power furnished to each
by the other, the exact standing of which we are unable to
report." Village BgJ2ort.;.. 12_2.§., p. 20.
56. Record, p. 494; ''Agreement between the Village of
Hardwick and the Woodbury Granite Company" (Hardwick Village
Office Vault, Hardwick, Vt.).
57. George James, Chief Accountant for the Woodbury
Granite Company, to James A. Gallagher, Village President, 6
November 1913 (Hardwick Village Office Vault, Hardwick, Vt.).
56. Village ReJ2Qrt§., 1920-1930; Personal interview with
Carmaline Williams, Village Clerk, 12 August 1964.
59.

Ha£~1£t Ga~g!!~,

5 June 1914.

60. Personal interview with Charlotte Stone Hines,
July 1981.
61.

Gr~ni~~ QB!!~~ ~ou!n§l,

3

July 1914, p. 10.

62. Personal interview with J. Wesley Miller, who is
currently writing a book about the Woodbury Granite Company's
Bethel operation, 28 September 1982 ; Q~ni!.§ .QQ!!~!~
1.9.!:!!llil.~.' July 1917, p. 10; Granite .Q1\.ll~!.!!~ .:Iou£nal_, June
1918, p.

10.

63. Q_ranite Cut.ters' 12:\!!..llil:l• December 1918, p. 10.
64. Granite Cutters' .:IQ:I!!Dal, February 1919, p. 10.
65. There was an attempt in the mid-twenties to market
standardized mausoleums, but the Great Depression ended that
scheme. Personal interview with Clayton Claw, October 1982.
66. John S. Kendall, g!:!l1etiD. §§, p. 56.
67. Personal interview with Roger Lacour, grandson of
one of the first French Canadian settlers, 15 August 1984;
Personal interview with Carleton Batten, whose fa~m was
located between East Hardwick and the Walden line. Be
remembered hearing Sunday announced by four different
churchbells. Personal interview with Blanche Earle, 18 July
164

1981;
In 1903 the editor of the Gazette noted that Hardwick
Village provided a market for "everything the farmer produces
and at better prices than he can get .. ,within a radius of 25
miles ... [or] in the city of Boston.''
''Editorial Pencilings,''
Bard~ick §~!!~. 2 March 1903, p. 2.
68. Record,

pp. 29, 35, 49.

69. Batten interview, December 1981; Earle interview;
Mrs. Earle lived along the Center Road and remembered when
phones were installed.
Batten paid to string his phone line
in 1946.

70. "Reasons Why," Hardwtsls

Ga~!!~·

9 April 1903,

p. 1.

(
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The Community
1.

"Hardwick, Vt.," Granite

Cu!.t~E.~.:_

Q:.<::U!£!:!•1, April

1903, p. 8.

2.

Qr~ni1~

Qutters'

Q:~al,

April 1899, p. 6.

3. Granite gutt~!§.:. ;[Q~!~l· June 1903, p. 6.
This
seasonal movement coincided with the seasonal cycle in
quarrying in Vermont--less was done in the cold weather, so
fewer shed workers were needed. It also illuminates the
''birds of passage'' problem discussed earlier.
4. Child, p. 255.
In 1900 one laundry was run by an
American-born Chinese, Charley Ye-Num.
5. Personal interview with Charlotte Hince, July 1982;
confirmed in a personal letter from Eva Ambrosini Bardelli to
Charlotte Hince (in Hince's possession), June 1982.

6. §.!_,_ !:!2!'.!?.!:!£1..:.~ Ch>!l:£l:l Dedi£~!. 12!:!..:.. QQ!!!!!!.l:!!!!2!H1!:!9: 1l:l!:!
[if.1.!!:!1h Yl:!~! of !!:!~ ExJ,.H.§.!:!£§, of !!:lis ~!~§,!:!! ~uil£11!:!9:, 195 2
(Wilbur Collection, Bailey-Howe Library, University of
Vermont), n.p.
7. Oscar Handlin,
Dunlap, 1951).

!.!:!~ !dl2E22.:t~.<'!

(New York: Grosset

&

8, Charles Calcagni, ~ gQ£;l,_QlQQi£al Study 21 thg
Religious Change Inyolvi.m! the !:!2E.:th~.m 11!!11~!:!§ 1.!:! Barr~.L.
Y~i'mO.£!! (BA thesis, Bates College, 1954); st. Norb~!.:t.:.~
Q.l:!urch Dedication, n.p.

9. "Selectmen's Report," Town B~J22rt.L .lj!Q§., p. 22.
The
Town annually gave equal donations to each of its churches.
1906 was the first year in which the $4.57 allocation was
made to an Episcopal Church.
10. Hardwick Academy and Graded School Registers, Grades
3 to 6, 1906-07, 1907-08, 1908-09 (tower Vault, Memorial

Building, Hardwick, Vt.). These g,rade~ were chosen as grades
likely to have maximum attendance of school children, when
parents were least likely to think their children were too
young to go to school or old enough to go to work. The Y!:!§!£§
were chosen as typically prosperous years in the industry.
pp.

11. Town B.§J22£h 1JtQ1, pp, 36-40; .lj!09 pp. 39-42; .1911.•
34-39, 121~· pp. 38-40.

12. Bickford interviews; Personal interview with Berdine
Stevens, 19 November 1982; "Selectmen's Orders," Town B!:!l22£1·
1895-1920; Local sports and local politics were staples among

the

!ls.r>l~ick 2~~1te

stories.
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13. "Hardwick Directory," Hardwick Gazette, 28 May 1908,
p. 6, The list included Congregational, Methodist, Free
Baptist, and Catholic Churches, Teamsters Local 95, Grange,
Caspian Lake Lodge (F & AM), Hiram Chapter No. 29, Odd
Fellows, Knights of Pythias, Pythian Sisters, Order Eastern
Star, Sons of Veterans, Ladies Aid, ~odern Women of America,
New England Order of Protection, GCIA, Lumpers & Drillers,
Elsworth Post (GAR), Elsworth Relief Corp, Carpenters &
Joiners, Redmen, Granite Manufacturers, Fraternal Order
United of American Mechanics, Independent Order of
Forresters, Fairview Rebekah, Fedral Labor Union #12396
14. Personal interview with Charles Jarvis, 27 September
1981.
His grandparents were members of one of the oldest
families in town, and he remembers his grandmother saying
that they stood above all the granite people; Personal
interview with Carl Jennings whose mother was afraid of
Italians.

15. Kendall, Bulletin!§§., p. 52; "A Busy Locality,"
24 September 1897, p. 1.
The editor had
recently moved to Hardwick from Keating Summit, Pa.
His
editorial of the previous week (9-17-97) was a scurrilous
piece about the Hazelton Riots which had recently occurred in
Pa. He described the mob as "three thousand men, boys and
women, scarcely half clad, shirt open, breasts bare, half
famished, half intelligent, with dark stoic, expressionless
faces, scarecely one who is able to talk English.
The editor
of this paper has seen them in their violence and knows
whereof he speaks .... They would be no better off with a
dollar per day than with fifty cents.
They are not here to
use money ... only to earn it and send it to theif foreign
home, they do not make citizens nor do they build homes.
Wicked is the rascal who brings them here; more wicked are
those who incite them to riot and blood-shed."
g~rdwick Ga~tte,

16. g§!!£!:!ick §.§!;_ette-'- 14 August 1902, p. 1; "In and
About Town," !!ardwict §.§!3'ette, 14 August 1902, p. 5.
17. Proceedings, p. 76,
A 1902 law required every town
to vote every year on whether to license liquor sales.
In
Hardwick that vote was always at least 54% negative, usually
more than 60%.
In 1917, liquor sales were defeated by 82.4%:
Hardwick station was the closest shipping point for Woodbury,
which allowed liquor sales; a particularly flamboyant raid
was made in January of 1909 when the sheriff and 17 deputies
came by train, unannounced, and made 12 arrests in ''a few
hours time.'' They collected mostly beer and ale along with
some gin and whiskey.
Fines totaled $2500. Hardwick Ga"~1!~·
15 January 1909, p. 1.
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Notes: The Community
18. Caledonia County, J22E!>et 12.22]:;, Dec. 1905 (Superior
Court Clerk's Office, St. Johnsbury, Vt.); Legislative Manual
1903 and previous years;
Hand, Samuel B., Jeffrey D.
Marshall, and D. Gregory Sanford, '' 'Little Republics' The
Structure_of State Politics in Vermont 1854-1920," Ve.r!!!QJ:l.!
.Hi_sts:>!Y, 53 (Summer 1985) , p. 147-149,
19. Socializing patterns are hard to define. Oral
tradition holds that people socialized within their own
ethnic and occupational ranks. The Gazette reports of social
events, while reporting primarily the-doings of the social
elite and native population, have no flavor of integration of
the various groups.
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Notes: The People
The People
1, Manuscript of the Twelfth Census of the United
State§..;. 1900 of the Town o'f'!lardwick(Caledonia County)'
microfilm .(Bailey-Howe Library, University of Vermont),
Manuscript of the Thirteenth Census of the United Statei:
19QQ ot the Town of Hardwick (ca'ledonia-count:YT:--microfiTm,
(Baker Library, Dartmouth College). It is essentially true
that except for a few French Canadian farmers all the foreign
born in the Town in 1900 and 1910 were in the Village.
2, Bernard Berelson and Gary Steiner.

Human Behavior:

~hg~er Editign (New York: Harcourt Brace & World,-r967)~-p.
78,

3, It was not unusual for a granite worker's family to
contain children born in several different countries or
states in the United States,
4. The exception was the Woodbury Granite

Co~pany's

dormitor~ and several houses for workers ~t its quarries in

Woodbury.
5. The vault of the Hardwick Town Clerk's Office
contains many housing developers maps. Many developments
were never begun, most were not completed.
6.

"Correspondence,"

fuil:f!~ict

Q51ze!!§., 29 Oct 1903,

p. 1.

7. This is verifiable on the 1910 manuscript where
Pierce included the street names as he listed the population,
!t is only impressionistically verifiable on the 1900
manuscript,
8, This data does not include the number of daughters
and domestics who helped in boardinghouses.
9. ''Standard deviation'' is the range in which
approximately 2/3 of the cases fall, representing the
11

norma.l 11 range,

10,
Town B~2Q!! lgQQ, p, 16; Town of Hardwick Vital
Statistics 1900-1910 (Town Clerk's Office Vault, Hardwick,
Vt.); "About the Epidemic," li§o!dwict Ga;_~!!~. 28 June 1908,

p. 1.
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Granite Cutters' International Association (GCIA)
16-20, 33,
75, 76; Wages 18-20, 24
Granite Manufacturers Association of New England (GMANE)
19, 76
Granite Junction 31,
see also Smith's Crossing
Greensboro 78
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Hartwell, J.R.
68
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see Hardwick (Village)--Electric power
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32
Quarry Railroad 30-31, 49
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see Robinson Mountain
Robinson Mountain 31, 35
Rural Electrification Act 78
St. Johnsbury 26, 27-28, 82, 95
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see also Granite Junction
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Strike 19, 24
Taylor, W.H.
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Taxes 57, 58, 59, 64, 91-92; Exemptions 41, 49, 59-60, 64
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Town meeting
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38
Walden 29, 78
Wate•· supply
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Women 84-89, 93, 116-117, 126-128, 132-134; Immigrant 93, 110
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(Village)--Labor farce;
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'l'he Woodbury Greni te Comrmny, :rr.·<wl whom ·the appl:loant 1 ..·.
,John B. Httll and Associates, Inc., pul'I"Jhas~Ht ·the :property d:@.s-.
o:ribed in this application was org~m:l.zed :Ln 1902, when they';"
combined on one company the assets of a qu.~;:rry company, a
r&ilroad company and a fabz•ioat:l.on plt:~nt, 'l'hia grew to what
1
wee considered in 19lB as the largest bu:U.t1.ing grnn:tte company
:ln the wo1•ld under a single tnanageme nt,
1
1

l
l

'l'hie bueinem!l oontinued ·to opera·~e ~mocess1.'ully unt:ll the
flood of 192'7 deetroyed the eleotrio powet· plant and liamaeie<l
the fabricating plant at narrlwiol~. 'rtle business oon·tinU:ed
until 19313, when a stri!te of the employees <Je.used ·bM oompany
to shut down the property indefinitely, mvJ. f.:tna:tly, in 1935,
to start .1unking the equipment, oto,

·:, rra ngemen ts were made bt~ twaEm 't'r, :1. B. H~~ 11 and the
Woodbury Grnnite CompHny for him ·t;o tnka ove:r t11.e beat of tJ:te
lequipment, real aF.Jtata, m:lnernl r:lghts, quli:rriea, eto 01 c·mcl
n. Wlll anct Aasoc:tates we.~1 :Lnoorpornted on ,July 22, lllr55
l1, John
to acquir0 ·~~e property, 1/r, Hall hacl been ~~mployed by ·the
'Joodbury Granite Comnany in an axeout:Lve oapao:tty sinoe 11J24,
I F :lnal arrfl ngements were m1~de s.nd tlle pro~erty aoquJ.ra~. ~1y Joh~,
B. Hall and 1\.r.;aooiatas, Ino. 1 on August~"' 1935, f.'or .,,4,) 1 2'74,57,
I'of
which :$10,658.35 was a down payment to the !Noodbury nren He
company. ~)B,ooo.oo was borrowed from 1;he Hardw:t.ol~ Trust
Company on a 1' :!rat mortgago :r.or ·this purpose and the woodbury
Gre nite Company took n seoond mortgage for :ir32 ,6ltl.22 for the
balanoe.
I
1

1

1

This businems has never been in reoeiversh:l.p, banlc:ruptoy
or in the tuanlis o:t' a ore<U tot· a • oommi ttee.

11

i

I

I
1

1

~·ha quarx·y property of the l!i. H. T!'letohsr Estate haa just
been acquired by purohase t'ron:t the l·lc;l.NlWi(lk •rrust Company, in
order to effect savings in operation, at a oost o:r i~oo,ooo,oo.
~.'h1m property was started by g, H, Flatot1er and opeNlt€Hl by him
wholly as a quarrying proposition, ooUing rough qw~r·:ria<:l stone,
and a volume o:r burdneas and r~Jputa'tion for the e·tone was bui.l t
up. 1'hia q oo:rry was ve17 oaref'uU;y· deve J.oped a m1 1.s in exCf)llent oondition today.

The buildings of ,John B. nan e.nd .1\asooJatef~., Ino, are in
good oondi't.ton, fH: is the .maol:!:tnery which is modern.

.Tohn n. Hall f.\lld Asaoointes, Ino.' B.f'te:t• put·t:tng the pJ.tmt
in order.· for fabr iO<l t 1on ~ remunecl opex•u t ion of tbo pi•oporty :l.n
Ap:r.u, lll3t;, and oontinued unt:ll Deoembsr, 193'7, when lack: of
I oparat :lng oap1tal shu·b it down ..
'I
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